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Uf-OS: A HI STOR Y 

JU NE - JULY 20, 19 52 

Dona ld Ke yhoc, whose ~ritings appear to give a blow by blow 
account of the exci ting UFO events of the Summer of 1952, con
side red the month of June merely a period of calm before an un
expected storm.l Similarl y, Dr . Herbert Strentz, whose doctora te 
research covered press coverage of the UFO mystery during these 
years, dismissed June as lacking AP National or "A" wire stories 
about saucers and hardly worth a mention.2 Under a higher magni· 
fication than either Keyhoe or Strentz used, we find however that 
a sizeable amount of data can be documented. Actually, Captain 
E. J . Ruppelt of BLUE BOOK fame was closer to the mark when he 
called June the time of an impressive buildup of UFO activity, 
although a check of all sources shows that UFO reports continued 
to come in a heavy, steady rate, creeping south, not only in 
North America but in Europe and the Far East, where in the latter 
region sightings in the Korean war zone gave the jitters to 
Intelligence experts. The Korean UFO situation gave the mystery 
a sense of urgency rarely matched in any other period of the sky 
riddle's history . Air Force UFO Status Reports, issued by BLUE 
BOOK , hitherto classified "Confidential," were upgraded to "Secret." 

Pro ject BLUE BOOK with E. J. Ruppelt at the helm was over
whelmed by the UFO flap of the Summer of 1952. The inadequacies 
of BLUE BOOK: the limited manpower, the meager funding, to say 
nothing of its questionable objectivity, became glaring. Ruppelt 
was really on the hot seat . His peace of mind was particularly 
tormented by radar cases and one of the better ones took place 
the fir s t day of June. Ruppelt's memoirs give it a prominent place 
and the essentials are repeated in the following paragraphs. 

" ... something damned real." 

It was morning and some electronic engineers employed by 
Hughes Aircraft were operating a radar installation at a Hughes 
Los Angeles facility, testing and calibrating the set by ranging 
in on jet aircraft passing over Southern California. The engineers 
were about to shut down for the day when one of the men gave his 
attention to a blip showing an object to the north of Los Angeles 
over the San Gabriel mountains. The blip indicated an object at 
11,000 feet altitude travelling at 180 miles per hour . "Probably 
a DC-3, " he thought . 

Just when he was about to turn away from the scope, the 
engineer noticed the blip making a big jump on the screen, in
creasing its speed by a factor of three in one sweep! Amazed, 
the engineer called for his companions . All the men gathered 
around the scope to watch as the blip put on quite a show. The 
blip made a turn and began to gain altitude rapidly, accelerating 
to SSO miles per hour while zooming 35,000 feet a minute. The 
"thing" stopped climbing, leveled out briefly, and then plunged 
downward until it reached SS,OOO feet, where again it assumed 
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horizontal flight, moving away toward the Riverside area. 
After doublechccking the radar set t o satisfy themselves 

t he blip was not weather or a ma lfunction, the engineers contact ed 
nearby Edwar ds AFB flight operations that control led test f l ight s 
of experimental aircraft in the region. Ac cording to the Edward s 
people nothing was scheduled, an an swer that s pooked the callers 
from Hughes who now had t o face the pos sibility the target may 
have been something very weird. 

At 5:00 that afternoon Ruppelt a t Wright Field in Ohio 
rece ived a long distance telephone call fro m the California UFO 
wi tnesses describing the radar riddl e. 

Before the telephone conversation ended , Ruppelt gave the 
California engineers a chance to play UFO expert, asking for 
their opinion. One engineer remarked: 

"Yesterday at this time any of us would have argued 
for hours that flying saucers were a bunch of non
sense but now, regardless of what you'll say about 
what we saw, it was something damned real."3 

Double loop over Africa. 

Across the Atlantic Ocean that same Sunday morning, many 
hours before the incident in California, a mysterious orange
colored phosphorescent object raced into view over Port-Gentil 
in French Equatorial Africa. Among the few Europeans in the 
area was the crew of a cargo vessel which watched the astound
ing luminous object as it halted its rush above the coastline, 
veered, executed a doubled loop, and then sped awa y . The period 
of time in view was approximately three minutes . 

The ship's captain told the press the object was flying at 
about 4000 feet and was like nothing he had ever seen in all his 
years at sea. 

The story appeared in the local African press where it was 
noticed by William Blake, the American Counsel General at Dakar, 
who forwarded the information to the U.S. State Department via 
a Foreign Service Dispatch.4 

"Mass search." 

Indiana was ready. A major newspaper in Indiana urged the 
population to take to the streets to scan the sk ie s on J une 2. 
Thousands heede d the call. The mass watch sponsored by the press 
produced mixed results. An officer Arbu ckl e , manning the desk 
at a police s tation in Columbus , told the newservices there had 
been numerous phone calls r e porting phenomenon above the city. 
Lights in the sky, a zigzagging silver disk , and a greenish UFO 
were among the visions. He said he even s aw something himself 
which re sembled: " . .. a light bulb headed nor th going fast."S 

Public enthusiasm was not dampened by yet another issuance 
o f the Air Force's standard UFO press release. On June 4, Ai r 
Force Secretary Thomas K. Finletter made a public sta t e ment: 

.. 
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"No concrete evidence has vet reached us either 
to prove or Jisprove the exisicnce of the so-called 
flying saucers. There remain, however, a number of 
sightings that the Air Force investigators have been 
unable to explain. As long as this is true, the 
Air Force will continue to study 'flying saucer' 
reports. ••6 

For the moment however, the scene of action was Europe and 
not the U.S. 

In the Chartres region of France, near the communities of 
Saint Prest and Saint Martin de Nigelles, on June 4, a pair of 
circular objects soared overhead, one in a straight line and 
is companion in a sinuous course. Later that evening a huge 
"plate" hovered over Chartes at about 15,000 feet. After a 
brief wait it leaped upward out of sight. The witnesses were 
aM. and Mme. Descazaux. That same morning Aunean, France 
was the locale of more UFO reports as were areas in Spain.7 

"Possibles" and "probables" into firm actualities. 

As a change of pace we will consider the next case first 
through the eyes of the Air Force scientific advisor reviewing 
the case, the review taking place a number of years after 
1952 : 

" ... it is entirely possible that it was a gross 
misidentification on the part of these two experi
enced pilots and therefore the evaluation of pos
sible aircraft is justified. It is unjustified, 
however, in the statistics for the year to call it 
an unquestioned aircraft. To be fair, one might also 
have designated it 'possibly unidentified' and at 
the end of the year have listed it as 'unidentified.' 
I have long inveighed against the unacceptable (and 
this is to any good statistician) statistics employed 
by BLUE BOOK over the years in transforming 'possibles' 
a nd 'probables' into firm actualities."8 

The incident, as given in official records, is related below. 

"Ha s been assigned to the Directoriate of Intelligence . .. " 

Piloting a C-47 on a round robin flight out of Niesbaden, 
Germany, Lieutenant Colonel Gerald M. Jones, USAF, passed over 
the city o f Stuttgart about 7 : 30 the evening of June 4. Having 
pulled out of a tight turn, Colonel Jones shifted his vision a 
bit and happened to notice an exceptional "star" of impressive 
brillance which at first did not warrant a stare with the dark 
heavens c lear and filled with scillianting astra bodies , yet 
in a split second the brilliant "star" captured the pilot's 
curiosity since it wa s definitely moving. Fascinated that 
a "star" wa s z ipping around the Earth's atmosphere, Captain 
Jones banked h i s plane and took up the chase. Both he and hi s 
copilot tracked the intense white glow as it streaked with jet
like ve locity , mak i ng pursuit futile but for an abrupt turn 
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by the light tha t put it on a colli sion course wi th the C-4 7 . 
As the light c lo sed with the C-47, the white, s t a r-like point 
changed colo r b lurring from a white i nto a cr i mson hue and then 
changi ng again to a daz z l i ng green. Be f ore ma n y second s had 
pa ssed , the light swit ched f r om green to i ts ori gina l wh i te. 
Ry th is t ime the myste rious lumi nosity zoome d nca r enough to 
threa t en an impact. The app ro ach did howeve r of fer a n oppor 
tunit y to get a l oo k at the phe nomenon s ince f or a brief ins t ant 
it wa s s ilhouetted a ga inst the cit y li ght s of St utt ga rt. What 
f l as hed in front o f Capta in Jones' e yes made him que s tion hi s 
senses. Here i s h i s t es timony: 

"At th is po i nt it i s very pa ss i b le that halluc i
nat i on enters the situat i on, for o nl y a f ra c tion of 
a second wa s I able t o observe it s silhouette . It 
was my impression that the objec t was circul a r in 
sha pe wi th white lights on the l eading edge . Around 
the trailing edge was what appeared t o be a slight 
haze similar to tha t caused by wa ves of intense 
heat emanat ing from jet aircraft, which fogged 
the light s of the city seen through this haze. 
The object made a sharp turn to the left on a 
heading of approximately 270 degrees and d i s 
appe a red under the nose of the aircraft. At this 
po int I observed the t i me to be 210 7 zebra . "9 

Air Force Intelligence added a remark to the Captain J one s ' 
statement, a comment that it felt had a bearing on the reliability 
of the officer as an observer : "Captain G. M. Jones was the 
Air Attache in Prague, Czechoslovakia, and has recently been 
assigned to the Directorate o f Intelligence~ Headquarters , 
United States Air Force . " 

Initially listed as "unknown" the case was later class ified 
as "possible aircraft" to Dr . Hynek's previously covered cons ter
nation ,10 

The alarm over UFO activity in Korea may have triggered a 
push for a wider distribution of an assessment of the Commun is t 
threat. A Colonel W. A. Adams of AFOIN-2B expressed a desire 
to have the Intelligence study 1100-203-79 declassified. It 
was a Top Secret paper produced by Air Force Intelligence back 
in December 1948 that suggested the "flying saucers" being 
reported were real objects and of possible Russian manufacture . 
The Colonel contacted Dewey Fournet who rummaged through Air 
Force files and located something titled: "D/ 1-0NI Study No . 
203" which he assumed was the document in quest i on . After 
examining the material Fournet blocked any declassificat i on . 
In a letter dated June 5, 1952, Fournet wrote: 

" .. . it is not considered advisable to declassify 
the Study No . 203 inasmuch as it contains much specu
lation on the possible origin of unidentified flying 
objects, i nformation on Soviet AOB and atomic energy 
installations, and some information on U.S . Research 
and Development activity. In addition , it contains 
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a treati s e on possible Sov i e t intentions in utilizi ng 
controlled aerial mi ssi l e s over the U. S ."ll 

In regard to the UFO part of it, it's under s tandab le why Fourne t 
felt speculation on the origin of UFOs should not be decla ssif ied 
a nd thus made available to the public; for one thing the authors 
of the study treated the ex is tence of the object s ~s a pos1t1 ve 
fact, something not authorized in official publ i c s tatement s. 

Nervous ness in Korea: 

June 6th at K-14 airbase, 11:23 hours: 

" ... the object was described as having the appear
ance of a coin, dull silver in color, appeared to be 
spinning in a clockwise direc tion, and size was esti
mated a s be ing seven times as long as it was thick. 
The edges of this object were dark blue. It was 
reported for shooting a course at an estimated 
speed of 300 knots, alternately revolving 360 degrees 
in seven seconds and then proceeding on a spinning 
course for approximately 12 seconds. The object 
approached K-14 from the north, paused momentarily 
and then ros e straight up for 10 seconds, the exact 
altitude unknown, and then disappeared into the sky. 
A few seconds later this object was again observed 
by a second person at the same point of observation. 
The unidentified object was seen proceeding at a 
rapid rate of speed from the south to the north at 
an approximately 45 degree angle, pausing and then 
returning in the same manner, each time passing in 
front of the sun and traveling an equal distance to 
each side of it. The time required to progress in 
one direction was three seconds. The description of 
the second unidentified object was generally similar 
to that of the first with the exception of the co lor 
(which was r eported as black) and flight performance. 
The object was observed at 12,000 feet altitude descend 
ing rathe r irregularly at 6, 000 feet, flew at that 
altitude for six or seven seconds, approached the 
observer within 1500 feet, and then disappeared into 
the clouds. The size of the object was estimated to 
be 15 to 20 feet in diameter. The speed was estimated 
to be approximately 250 mph."12 

Still anothe r Korean case. The site: Guard Post 114 at the 
Fifth Air Force CoJ11)0und, Seoul, Korea . The date : June 7, 1952 . 
The time: 0 400 hours . The officia l re cord states : 

"First observed at approximately 1,000 f eet 
altitude and at 38 degrees s tanding still. There 
it slowly rose for fifteen seconds to approximately 
2,000 feet. Then desenting slowly fifteen seconds 
to 1,000 f ee t altitude, hovered for about one minute, 
then asended rapidly on a vertical climb t o approxi-
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matcly 2,000 feet. Ohject then start e d to bounce 
up and do~>n rapidly for one minute , then descended 
again to 1,000 feet where it remained for 3 minutes, 
and then started to rise to approximately 2,000 feet, 
at which point it began to move toward the east on a 
straight and level f1 ight path, "13 

Since it was night, little could be seen. The de scription 
given mentions only lights: "Slightly larger then a star of t he 
first magnitude ... "14 Also: "Object appeared to change col or 
from time to time . . . "l5 Moreover: "When first observed, was 
red in color, then changed to blue , orange, yellow, and whi te.' ' 16 The Air Force's opinion: "Object probably a weather ball oon." 

"Faint possibility of a balloon." 

Yet another classic "Fargo-type" encounter, a dogfight with 
a strange flying light, presented the military anew with a diffi
cult diagnostic problem and it didn't help matters to have it 
occur in the Korean war zone where aerial combat with a real 
enemy took place on a daily basis. 

Word was received on June 11 at Washington AF headquarter s 
that an American F-94 jet fighter had tangled with a brilliant , 
round light above the Korean battlefront on May 31. 

The American jet pilot spotted the light flying below him 
and since he couldn't identify it, he dived to investigate. 
The rest of the encounter is on file in BLUE BOOK archives: 

"The F-94 descended in a port turn to intercept 
unidentified object 6000 feet below on a 90 degree 
course and altitude of 8000 feet, Unidentified 
object began a port climb at the same time to inter
cept the descending F-94 and accomplished a maneuver 
which silhouetted the F-94 against the light of dawn . 
The F-94 turned on afterburner and tried two quarter
ing head-on passes with the unidentified object 
resulting in neither being able to get astern of 
the other . Lufberry maneuvers ensued to 30,000 
feet where more passes were exhchanged for a few 
minutes. The unidentified object then increased 
speed to an estimated 400 knots on a 45 degree 
heading and began pulling away from the F-94 . 
When last seen the unidentified object had seem 
ingly increased i ts speed to approximately 450 
knots where upon the F-94 gave up pursuit at 0355 
and returned to base."l7 

Under remarks the military report commented: 

"The light from SOD yards appeared to be the size 
of a household sewing thimble and the F-94 was flying 
on afterburner during part of the encounter. The 
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c rew (o f th e j et) believed that the unidentified 
ob ject mai nt ained contact by the dawn ligh t s il
houette and the afterburner glow of the F -9 4."18 

The initi al explanation given (s igned by a Co l onel of 
In tel ligence) sugges ted that the light's perfo rmance indicated 
a hi gh performance aircraft but tha t did not explain why the 
" light ca rry ing a ircraft" would not paint on the gr ound radar 
th a t had monitored the aerial encounter, so the final analysi s 
f avored a smaller body that would not be readily detected, such 
as a small balloon, yet the Intelligence experts admitted that 
such a solution was just: " •.. a faint possibility."l9 

The control of UFO information out of Korea was managed 
wi thout difficulty if it was from U.S. forces, but less so if 
t he source was an Allied unit, so the Air Force PIO's office 
in Tokyo seemed a bit taken aback when a Korean "flying 
saucer" story appeared in the Australian press, specifically 
the Sun New Pictorial of Melbourne. An Australian fighter 
pilot named Sm1th from Adeleide described his observation of 
a st range object: 

"It was fifty or sixty feet wide with a depth 
about 1/10 its diameter. I judged its size from 
its apparent heigth; about ten-thousand feet, behind 
and above a Sabre Jet flying over the airstrip. It 
was whirling and tumbling, and twinkling as the sun 
s truck its smooth silvery surface. At the same time 
it was travelling laterally at about 350 knots. 
Suddenly it stopped in its course,stopped tumbling 
and flashed straight up in a few seconds to about 
thirty thousand feet. It hovered for a moment then 
shot away on a new course at right angles to the old 
one. It stopped again and then went at tremendous 
speed acros s the sun and I lost it. "20 

The reporter for the Australian press added : 

"Smith, an experienced pilot who flew his lOOth 
mission later in the day, called --- (deleted by 
military censors) of Kankston, veteran of nearly 200 
missions. Together they saw 'the saucer' reappear, 
whirling and tumbling before it finally vanished. 
Australian pilots gave a mixed reception to earlier 
(early in the year) reports of flying saucers seen 
above Wonsan in North Korea . 'I have always been 
skeptical my2ilf,' Smith said, 'But this has con
vinced me . '" 

The story had been forwarded fro• Australia to Air Force PIO 
headquarters, Far East, Tokyo, via a radio hook-up, but although 
the military had gone to some trouble to gather the information, 
there is no indication in BLUE BOOK files that the matter was 
checked out to ascertain the truth. The only remarks recorded 
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wer e these: "The facts appear to have bee n somewhat distor t ed 
for publicity."22 

Apparentl y public awar eness of UFO activity in the rar 
East had become a deli cate issue with the Pentagon early in 
June. At this time tel etype messages fl ashed between Wright
Patterson AFB , Oh io; the Directorate of Pu blic Informa tion, 
USAF, Wa shington D. C.; and Major C. E. Thomson, PIO, FEAr, 
Tokyo, Japan ; requesting i nformation on how the Misawa case 
wa s leaked , an incident more impressive than the newsstory 
from Australia a nd one full y documented in Ai r Force records. 
The March 29, 1952 Misawa, Japan report had given Pro-UFO 
advocate Donald Keyhoe some impressive ammunition in hi s 
battle against official censorship, so perhaps the inquiry 
by the High Command was not accidental. 

In reply to interest from the States, ~ajor Thomson pro 
fessed innocence that any such UFO news slipped past official 
safeguards: 

"Associated Press correspondent uncovered 
initial story on flying objects over Japan in the 
course of scheduled visit to Misawa AB for Japan 
Air Defense story. Stories on flying objects 
resulted from personal conversations between AP 
reporter Bill Barnard and various officers 
stationed in northern Japan. Conversations were 
informal and newsy nature."23 

"A slim hope." 

A s lim hope of explaining the existence of strange objects 
in Korean airspace presented itself on June 13th and Higher 
Headquarte rs decided to build on it to allay growing curiosity. 
It seems that a forward army observer scanned enemy l ines and 
saw "a balloon being raised and lowered on some sort of cable." 
Thus the FEAF commented for the record and for unit s under 
its command at that time that : 

"Most of the previous sightings of unidentified 
objects have occurred in the CT and DT grid area . 
The high horizontal speed of the sightings could be 
accounted for by a free balloon caught in a horizonta l 
draft in the mounta i nous areas of tha t sector. The 
purpose of raising and lowering a balloon so near 
the front lines is not apparent 1 but could possibly 
be a method of communica tion."24 

Meanwhile, the American UFO scene was heating up with 
reactions to Life maga zine's big UFO art i cle , so impressive 
it provoked a-roTlow-up e ssay by Robert Ginna in the publi
cation's June 9th issue in which he discussed the deluge of 
mail. Letters being received mentioned a number o f , in Ginna's 
words , ''provocative and plausible" theories. Of the ideas 
conside r e d, Ginna dealt at some length with the light inver
sion hypothesi s after having consulted with Or. Ronald I,ves 
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of Cornell, one of the ~orld' s grc~tcst authoritie s on mirage s . 
According to Dr. lves, for the inversi on theory t o h ~ vc merit 
in explaining th e rr.any puzzling UFO s ightings, ide a l conditions 
would h1ve to exis t Jnd that see med to him to he vcrr unlikel y . 
Al s o, as Ginna r e ports Dr. tves words: "The int~T ·~ cly bt·ight 
light and regular maneuvering of some saucers sight e d cannot 
very well be explained by r e fraction ... "25 Thus: "lie makes 
clear that he has not seen a flying saucer himself, but he 
is conv i nced that reflections or refrac tions of eve n the mo s t 
remarkable nature will not satisfactorily account for many of 
the sightings."26 

"Reaction to Ives." 

On the other hand, the most famous and enduring proponent 
of the inversion theory was Dr. Donald Menzel of Harvard who 
was granted space in Look magazine to champion the very same 
idea Dr . Ives condemn~ Time, a periodical that shared Menzel's 
bias, picked up on the entry of this new personality into the 
UFO controversy and published a summation of the Harvard peda
gogue's essay in its June 9th issue, matching Life' s release 
date. 

Dr . Menzel, who would become the arch-foe of "UFO believers," 
declared that after the famous April UFO article in Life, he 
was drafted by Look to come up with some answers, but comparing 
Dr. Ives' assert1ons with Dr. Menzel's, it seems that the former 
was right, for although the Harvard professor produced some 
crude images in belljars under laboratory conditions, his 
efforts fell far short of putting Project BLUE BOOK out of 
business.Z7 

Project STORK expands. 

Required to apprise BLUE BOOK monthly of its progress, the 
STORK group stated in its June 1952 summary that the original 
plans would have to be "supplemented and extended . " Also, 
results up to early June were explained with the five original 
requirements either met or well developed. 

The first requirement, that of providing a panel of con
sultants, had been quickly achieved enabling STORK to proceed 
with other stated goals. A review of cases on file was used 
in an effort to create a tentative interrogation form with 
enhanced data gathering capability. 

No mention was made of Dr. Menzel by name who suppositively 
had solved everything although by December the Air Force declared 
in its Status Report No. 7 that: 

"Several theories on possibility that some 
sightings can be explained as a type of mirage have 
been offered to ATIC. These theories have been 
accepted as theories, and will be investigated . 
More details on the ideas have been requested and 
as soon as they are receive1 they will be submitted 
for analysis and comments." 8 
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"Red spy" at Offutt. 

At 1. 1:00 p.m . .June 5th, an auto approached U.S. Highway 
#75 anJ slowed to a stop, hnving j ust pulled out of the Airview 
housing project aJja cent to Offutt AFB, ~cbrask3. The driver 
looked to the left to check for traffic, hi s eyes taking in the 
highway, the Main Gate of the airba se, and Twin Gahles tavern 
directly across from the entrance of the military installa
tion. All was normal except for a large c r imson light sus 
pended in the air about a 1,000 feet above the scene as if a 
giant red firefly had paused to gaze down at the servicemen 
coming and going on the streets below . The driver didn't drive 
on. Instead his eyes remained fixed on the dazzling spot for 
almost five minutes. Finally the red light zoomed away passing 
out of sight in three seconds. The driver-witness was so 
impressed by the sight he set out at once to find Lt. Colonel 
Arthur Soball, Staff Duty Officer of the Headquarters of the 
SAC base, to make a report. The witness in this case was a 2nd 
Lieutenant who was assigned to the Document Security Branch, 
TOP SECRET, Hq. SACA and who was formerly a special agent, 
13th District OSI.2~ 

The "Red spy," still hanging around. 

Just four days after a mysterious red light hovered over 
the main gate of Offutt AFB, Omaha, Nebraska, another crimson 
light was observed by a T/Sgt from his residence in South 
Omaha. For some four minutes it was seen hovering in the air 
after which it sunk out of sight. The Air Force's OSI filed 
a report on the incident and stated: "Attention is invited 
to a similar phenomenon witnessed by 2nd Lt . (---deleted) 
SAC, at Offutt AFB, Nebraska, S June 1952 ... "30 

South of Offutt AFB, far to the South in Kansas , a UFO 
sighting wa s reported at Wichita. A loca l repres entative o f 
Bell Aircraft was waiting for a plane a t the muni cipal a i r
port terminal at 4 : 00 p.m. on the afternoon of June 12th when 
he happened to notice a pale-colored sphere motionless i n the 
sky. At the outset there was nothing extraordinary with the 
s ight but s oon th i s "balloon-like" objec t began t o behave in 
a fantastic manner. Abruptly it moved to the northe ast, 
seemingly urged along by a sudden gust of wind, but then, 
according to the Bell Aircraft expert, the object: 

" ... stopped, made s everal maneuver s , and 
reve rsed its f ield until it reached its original 
position , stopped and took off directly east at 
an estimated speed of 400 mile s pe r hour . At this 
point the object appeared to change from a globular 
shape to a saucer."31 

The da y before, on June 11th at 6:44 p.m., a UFO duo was 
in view a bout 40 seconds . 
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"Two globular ob j ec t s , da rk hluc with grey 
c e nt ers , appea ring six inches in di amete r, at a n 
e s timated 6000 feet, were observed in hazy out
line without v is ible tra il or sound. Object s 
passed in trail South~cst to Northeast a t esti 
mat ed SOD mi l es per hour. ~umb e r two assumed 
lead after pass ing numhc r one to the left before 
di sa ppearing."32 

Th e obj ects we re seen just nor the ast o f Chicago seve r a l 
miles ea s t of O'Hare Inte rnational Airport . There wa s a layer 
of s catt e r e d clouds at 6000 feet. 

The heightened excitement prompted a n Air Force Captain to 
phone Air Force I ntelligence June 12th to confess that he had 
seen some strange sky objects with his own eyes back on May 21st. 
The office r may have been seeing things but it wa s noted that 
he was a member of the Physiolo~y Branch of the Aero Medical 
Lab, WADC. The phone call was documented and fil e d in a BLUE 
BOO K folder. It r e a ds: 

"The obj ects were sighted for a pe riod of one 
half hour between 2100 and 2130 CST from a drive-in 
theater located near Randolf AFB, Texa s. The Captain 
did not know the exact locat ion nor the directions 
since he is not familiar with that area {he was on 
TOY) . The objects were noticed to the right of the 
screen. A total of about 15 to 20 objects were 
observed. They were observed one at a time with-
ou t more than three observations at once . They 
appeared to be about three time s as bright as Venus, 
four times as fast as a F-86 and about one-twentieth 
the size of a full moon. They were bright bluish 
white in color. They were go ing back and forth, up 
and down, although most of them tended to go upward. 
One was noted to perform nearly a perfect sine-wave 
(S-shaped). They would suddenly come into view and 
suddenly disappear. They did not gradually fade out. 
The weather was CAVU."33 

Smokey "meteor." 

Out West near Medford, Oregon a strange airborne object 
hovered in the sky spewing white smoke. After awhile it moved 
away in a southwest direc tion leaving behind a trail of vapor 
estimated to be some four feet wide and 200 feet in length.34 

On the other side of the continent in the Washington D.C. 
area, mysterious blue-white flashes of light lit clouds over 
the Nat ion ' s Capital. Rumors about flying saucers circulated 
but National Airport Control tower officials dismised the 
rumors, blaming the light s on reflections from lightning 
f lashes over the ho rizon. 
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'' ... interested in the airport." 

The European flap was coming to a head in France in mid
June with a rather spectacular observation claimed by a M. Jean 
Paul Nahon, on June 12th, through the living room window of his 
fourth floor apartment in St. Denis. 

The afternoon of June 12th (at 3:30 p.m.) the weather was 
exceptionally good so it was natural that M. Nahan took in the 
view, letting his eyes roam the city skyline, the large gas 
storage tanks in the foreground to the environs of the neigh
boring townsof Ecuen and Luzarches in the distance. 

A brilliant flash unexpectedly drew his attention indi
cating some sort of bright body in ~e sky. Grabbing his binoc
ulars to look at the phenomenon, he could see with the help of 
the glasses that there was an object in the sky surrounded with 
a red aureole. M. Nahon called for his wife to come and wit
ness the phenomenon. A charwoman and a neighbor joined them. 

As the four people watched, the object which resembled 
a huge piece of zinc more or less elliptical began an amazing 
series of maneuvers: 

"The object remained stationary for a moment, 
in a slightly inclined plane, and then began to move 
in a series of jerks--to the right, then to the left, 
then up, then down. 

"These movements were fantastic: violent ascents, 
too swift to be followed with glasses, followed by 
gentle descents. The last of these descents was of 
the 'fluttering dead leaf' type; then ... (it) swung 
to and fro like a pendulum for a moment, and 'darted 
off obliquely and disappeared. ,,.35 

The Frenc hman c ontacted the ai r cra f t controllers in the 
Bourget control tower not far away , but they said a t the time 
the y had not notic ed a th i ng. M. Nahon had his rea s ons for 
phoning Bourget for he believe d the dancing object was "interes ted 
in the a i rport."36 It turns out some thing wa s seen but on a 
different day. The officials a t Le Bourget -r5sue d a communique 
conc e r ning the te s timony of the same two duty officers in the 
Le Bourget tower , aM. Veillot and hi s colleague M. Damiens, 
about a curious object observed at 1:00 a.m. the mornin g of 
June 13th: 

"Today when th e sky was overcast , a ball of 
f ire larger than a star crossed the s ky in the south
west of the area, after a long period of immob il i ty . 
This phenomenon wa s reported by the airplane FBEFM, 
which signalled the con t ro l t ower. The ball dis
appeared beyond the horizon, emitting sparks and with 
continually increasing speed. " 37 

Returning to the U.S, we find events building to a climax. 

Like some eerie signal a big gree n fireb a ll flashed 'over 
the State of Ok lahoma 4:00 in the morning of June 14th, pe rhaps 
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a nnouncing the aJvancc of vi sions to the heartl~nd of Ameri ca . 
The observer of the great bolide, an Air Force 2nd Lt. 

sta tioned at Kirtland AFB, New Mex ico, who happened to be 
motor ing through the Sooner Sta te and knew that such emerald 
manife s tations shou ld be r eported, told his superiors that the : 
" ... object was unlike any falling star that he had eve r secn . "38 

"Build - up . " 

Looking in on Ruppelt at Wright Field we find that BLUE 
BOOK had achieved a promotion i n June, becoming a Section on the 
Air Force Intelligence's organizational chart, a gain of impor
tance due, a s Ruppelt claimed, to the number of puzzling UFO 
reports being made in the Korean warzone, however official con
cern would soon shift to domestic UFO activity. Of this cha nge 
Ruppelt's staff had something of a forewarning f or the STORK 
team was doing some plotting on a situation map and the results 
appeared to show an increase of sighting along the East coast.39 

That UFO acitivity could act as an area phenomenon, in this 
case a "build-up", was a possibility Ruppelt ke[.X in the back of 
his mind and had an occasion to recall with interest on June 15th 
when the situation in the Virginia area became so pronounced 
the Officer of the Day at ATIC phoned Ruppelt at home off base 
to inform him a "lot" of reports were being logged and that 
perhaps he should return to his BLUE BOOK office at once. 

Taking the OD's advice, Ruppelt rushed back to Wright Field 
and examined the numerous Telexes piled on his desk. It seems 
that a round shiny object had moved over a good part of the state 
of Virginia from 3:40 p.m . to 8:00 p.m. Witnesses in Unionville, 
Gordonville, Richmond, and Blackstone got a good view as the 
thing slowly sailed overhead and by the time the object had 
reached Blackstone, radio stations in Virginia were regularly 
reporting the object's progress, hence the intense reporting 
activity by citizens along the UFO's route, While jet inter
ceptors did not reach the UFO before it disappeared for good, 
Ruppelt was nonetheless satisfied the object was a balloon. 
If nothing else the sky show excited the inhab i tants in the 
Virgina region. sensitizing them to later manifestations. 
At the Pentagon Al Chop was earning his pay handling all the 
phone calls making inquiries about the thing in the sky w~~L 
of the Nation's Capitat.40 

Vandenberg . 

Public awareness of the UFO problem reached new heights on 
June 16th when a newswire datelined New York quoted the Air 
Fo rce Chief of Staff as saying that complacency in the face of 
potential unidentified airborne objects could not be tolerated. 

"Cigar-shaped monster." 

The spectacular image described by Chiles-Whitted back in 
1948, seemed to have returned (or at least a close relative), 
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when a "cigar-shaped" phenomenon came into view a quarter mil e 
from Standiford Field, Louisville, Kentucky, midnight Ju ne 15th. 
A former U.S. Navy radar technician observed the thing slowly 
go through its paces at 5,000 feet altitude. Here is the des
cription as told to Major R. J. Hefting of Air Force Intelligence : 

"Cigar-shaped object, size of large aircraft 
fuselage, blunt at the front end, appeared to be 
lighted on both sides, had a reddish hue on the stern 
end; one object si~hted, estimated speed was 400 to 
500 miles per hour, no sound audible, maneuvered 
leisurely in area for fifteen minutes--turned due 
West, then South and then disappeared to the North
east."41 

Balloons? 

Here's one to file under the question: "Are UFOs weather 
balloons?" In the New York Journal-American was this item: 

"Pueblo, Colorado, June 18 (UP)--Orville Foster 
of the U.S. Weather Bureau at the Municipal Airport 
here said he sighted an object commonly called a 
flying saucer on the bureau's theolite last night. 
He said the nondescript object circled leisurely for 
10 minutes and then disappeared toward the northeast. 
The weather bureau Mses the theolite to observe 
weather balloons."4 

Strange "saucer" over Showa. 

The night of June 15, 1952 during a blackout (a military 
practice alert) at Showa, Japan, some military personnel saw 
a phenomenon in the heavens, an odd star-like body going up 
and down like a spring: 

"It came straight down, seemed to stop dead, 
and then straight up. Sometimes it would come 
across real fast, then back up, and made a hairpin 
turn about one degree wide. The angle at which we 
observed it was about 75 degrees."43 

One of the top men in Air Force Intell i gence in the Far 
Ea s t , Brigadier Gene ral Charles Banfill, alerted the Pentagon 
that the Showa case should not be considered an isolated event: 
"The appearance and actions of this object are very similar to 
those ascribed to the object seen over Seoul , Korea, on 7 June 
1952 .• • "44 

Formation over Walker. 

Approximately five grayish objects "the size of a dime" 
traveling in a "half moon formation with the outer c urve f a c ing 
the line of flight,'' flashed over Walker AFB, Roswell, ~ew Mexico, 
at 10 : 30 p.m. on 16 June 52. It was observe d by an Air Force 
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Staff Sergeant. An i nterestinR detail mentione d : 
the objects were passing over Walt e r AFB, the most 
veered even more sharply to the east at about ~ 10 
until the forma ti on disappeared from sight . "45 

"While 
easterly object 
degree angle 

On June 17th E. J. Ruppel t, trying to keep track of the swarm 
of saucer sight ings a nd r edoub li ng his effort s to ob tain firm 
clues , s hot off a t e letype message to Captain Fournet in the 
Pentagon: 

"HAVE BEEN ADVISED THAT THE 6 JUNE 52 NEWS
PAPER IN FLORIDA CARRIED A REPORT BY A COMBINATION 
VISUAL-RADAR SIGHTING FROM THE BOCA-CHICA NAVAL AIR 
STATION IN FLORIDA. DO YOU HAVE ANYONE IN THE NAVY 
THAT COULD CONFIR~f AND GIVE DETAIL$?"46 

A moment of truth. 

It came to Ruppelt's attention" that a soft white light jumped 
back and forth in the heavens over Walnut Lake, Michigan, for 
an hour June 18th, and that a strange object followed an Air 
Force aircraft for an hour and a half over California the same 
day. Both cases puzzled BLUE BOOK but a Goose Bay AFB incident 
was a head-in to a fascinating confrontation between Ruppelt 
and the way he was handling his UFO investigation. First the 
case in question will be recounted. 

The radar at Goose AFB detected something passing through 
the local airspace and at one point it painted quite large on 
the screen whereupon the blip returned to its previous site . 
Some suggested that the target might have been a dish-shaped 47 configurat i on which would explain the variation of the return . 
According to Donald Keyhoe's version of the incident, some details 
were omitted by Ruppelt. Keyhoe maintains that the incident 
occurred shortly after midnight and . simultaneously with the 
appearance of the target on Goose AFB radar, a strange red 
glowing object appeared in the dark sky on a southwest heading. 
At an estimated 4,000 feet, the red object moved along and at 
one time during its passage it paused and changed to a white 
color. This happened the same time the target on the radar 
scope bloomed indicating a definite connect ion between the light 
and the electronic target. Likewise, the light lost its crimson 
hue and resumed travelling on its previous course, an event 48 matched by the scope target with a sudden shrinking in size. 

NOTE: 

Originally this page, and the two pages foll owing, had some 
infonnat ion conc erning a "moment of truth." This sect ion contained 
a description of a fasinatinR briefing given by Ruppelt to some 
military Int elligence officers at the Pentagon in "mid-Jun e ." Of 
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those• al the· hri<>fing, Rupp..,lt only idcntifil•s CL,ncral Samford. ThL' 
rcad"r is H•fc•rred to p:~g<'s 195-196 in Ruppelt 's book The Report on 
tlnident Hied £..!.yin~~ eels. For reasons impossible ~igno;;;- the 
briefing was moved to December 4, 1952. Why this was done and some 
speculation eoncering the briefing wlll be covered in the Det'ember 
1952 time period. To satisfy the reader's curiosity to some extent, 
wc can say here that the briefing turned into an argument over 
positive assumptions vs negative assumptions regarding BLU~; BOOK 
t>.xplanations of UFO reports. 

Page 16 of this booklet has been dropped and an unrelated repro-
Liuct ion of a General Vanden berg news release substituted. Footnotes 
49-56 referred to port ions of the deleted text. 

While the military argued in the Pentagon, UFO activity 
drew ever closer to Washington. 

Strange lights were sighted over New Jersey on June 19th. 
At 9:50 p.m. a witness in the backyard of his home in Trenton, 
New Jersey, saw something he thought might be a "flying saucer," 
a bright, star-like body that exhibited a "swirling motion." 
It reached the horizon in ZO seconds and had a yellow tint 
to it. It was not a meteor or a jet, he said. 

The witness was a former ground crew member in the Air 
Force during World War II and right after the war was sent 
to Germany as part of the Strate~ic Bombing Survey.S7 

Another Korean puzzler. 

Right up until June, UFO stories from Korea produced the 
alarmin~ impression that some sort of machine of unknown origin 
was spy1ng on the ward and on the 20th there was another inci
dent that was logged on the lengthening list of inexplicable 
encounters. 

It seems that an air strike was ordered on Communist 
positions in the west central sector of the front marked on 
military maps as grid "CT." AT 2:15p.m. a flight of F4U-4B's 
took off from the steel matted runway of K-6's airstrip and 
sped northeast to bomb targets in close support of troops of 
the U.S. First Marine Division. The pilots of the flight 
were: Captain Bobbie Foster (Flight leader), Captain Richard 
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Francisco, Captain Teddy Pittman, and Capt ain Ronnie McDonal d. 
Flight leader Fost er remembe r s reach ing grid a re a CT at 

3 :0 3 p.m. and r epor ting in to his Mari ne TAC director, code 
named "childhood 14 . " The flight, ..-i t h Fos ter in co mmand , 
maintained a l ef t o rbit at a s low 150 kn o t s unti l ca ll ed on 
t o di ve on Communist gun emplacements. Lookin g down at the 
target area, Cap tain Fos t er noticed a white or s il ve r-col ored 
object below him and about two mile s away flying toward 
Communist held terri t ory. Even th ough it wa s com ing from the 
south , it resembled nothing in the Un i ted Natio n ' s arsenal so 
the firs t thought that fl ashed through Captain Fos ter' s min d 
wa s that the thing was a huge artillery shell soa r ing throug h 
the ai r, but that idea ended immediately when he sa w tha t the 
object started to circle, at which time he qu ickly radioed his 
wingmates that t here wa s a possible "bandit" a t 2:00 o' c l oc k 
below. 58 

Captain Pi ttma n, flying i n the f light's number three 
pos ition at 5500 feet, peered down t oward the ground and s aw 
an object beneath him whi ch he said appeared to be of a round 
or oval shape with a white or silver colored appearance per 
haps 3 to 5 feet across. Was it a bird, he thought ? No, it 
couldn't be, he judged, since it was moving too fas t . 59 

Just beginning a bombing run, Captain Ronni e McDonald was 
concentrating on a target, yet he manag ed a glance in the 
direction of the UFO: "I observed an unident i f ied object at 
a position one mile southeast of target-coordinates CT 091129. 
It was at an altitude of approximately 1000 feet. It a ppeared 
to be a white object, circular or oval in shape and about 10 
feet in diameter."60 

In the flight's number two position was Captain Franc isco 
flying at 5500 feet level with Fost e r in a left hand orb i t . 
Alerted by Foster, Captain Francisco also saw the object 
that was causing so much interest. He later told interrogators: 

"The object was below me at least 500 0 feet 
and was travelling at a very fa s t s peed and appeared 
to be white or silver in color . The size was hard 
to determine but I would estimate it to be a t lea s t 
6 feet but not 12 feet in diameter. I was unable 
to tell the shape too well but it appeared to be 
round."61 

Captain Foster relates the ob ject' s next move: 

"This object made a 630 degree turn (circ led 
twice) and wa s in sight at all times. It made 
approximate ly a 4 mile circle and r et ired to the 
east towa r d friendly lines ."62 

Hi s guess of the object ' s s ize we nt like t hi s : 

"I estimate the object wa s 10 to ZO feet in 
diameter. Bomb craters on the ground we r e about 
3 or 4 times as l a rge as the objec t and I l a ter 
est ima ted the bomb craters t o be 40 to 50 fee t in' 
diameter."63 
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,.\s t h L' o h j c- c t s t a rt e J to p u l 1 away , Capt a in F o s t c r rna d c 
up hi:; mind to trt'at the liFO as an C'ncmy Jcvice so he peeled 
o ff for a firing pa ss . Plunging Jown to 4000 feet, Ca ptain 
Foster took note that hi s speed had reached 250 knot:; a nd that: 
" ... the object went out of s ight s till low to the ground (bel ow 
IOOll feet) <•t an estimated speed of 1000 mph or 4 times mine."64 

Captain Pittman collaborated the fact that the UFO accel
era ted: ''Captain Foster made a run at the object, but it pulled 
a ... ·ay from him. "65 

Air Force Intelligence in the Far East rated the reliability 
of the pilots as "A-1". All had considerable combat experience. 

Wind conditions which might support a balloon hypothesis 
were 15 knots at 5,000 feet and a mere 4 knots at ground level. 
hardly adequate to propel a balloon at much of a velocity. 

Captain Charles J. Malven, the investigating officer for 
the FEAF, commented in his official draft that: "~lost of the 
reports from the DT grid area have been traced to the use of 
balloons by the enemy . Several of the reports from the CT 
grid area at this time are still unexplained . "66 

Oddly enough, the very next day Korean military airbase 
K-6 had a "visitor . " The official record reads: 

"Two sergeants, working in the (----deleted) 
operations office reported sighting an object 
approximately four feet in diameter and orange 
in color at 10 :45 p . m., 22 June 1952, just above 
the K-6 airstrip, coming from the north . Immediately 
after the sighting, the object went into a vertical 
dive and suddenly leveled off at a point approximately 
one hundred feet above the west end of the airstrip. 
During the dive, observers noted a trail of bright 
red flame extending from two to five feet in length. 
Without delay, it headed in a westerly direction 
about one quarter mile (two to three seconds elapsed 
during this maneuver). where it hovered briefly over 
the crest of some hills nearby. 

"The object then circled in a hundred-and-eighty
degree turn to the right, spending about forty-five to 
sixty seconds in the turn. After the completion 
of the turn the object emitted a bright flash and 
headed in an easterly direction for a distance of 
about one-half mile. No trail was noted at this 
time. At this point, a second bright flash was 
notic ed , followed by complete darkness. No moon 
was shining at this hour and during the entire 
sequence of maneuvers, no sound was heard from 
the object."67 

The file included this comment by the report's preparing 
officer: 

"As a re sult of the combined and individual 
interrogation of the two enlisted men concerned, 
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there i s little douh t in the ~ r itcr 's mi nd t hat 
they did see some sor t of flaming objec t in the 
sky at the time and place men ti oned. Bo th me n hold 
responsible jobs in the operat ion s o ffi ce of thei r 
sy uadron . "68 

Oa k Ridge again. 

Little time could be spent de bating fo r UFO s were aga i n 
trespassing in prohibited ai r space , the latest manifestation 
occurring at AEC's Oak Ridge Laboratory in Tennessee at 10:58 
p.m. June Zlst. A mystery li~ht spo tted hy GOC volunte e rs wa s 
also detected by radar. The myste r i ous i ntruder was challenged 
by the military: 

"An F-47 aircraft on combat air patrol in the 
area was vectored in visually, spotted a light, and 
closed on it. They 'fought' from 10,000 to 27,000 
feet, and several times the objec t made what seemed 
to be ramming attacks. The light was described as 
white, 6 to 8 inches in diameter, and blinking until 
it put on power . The pilot could see no silhouette 
around the light."69 

Ruppelt marvelled at the fact that the ca se was an exac t 
duplicate of the famous Fargo, North Dakota incident of 1948! 

He wondered if the case was another so-called lurid "duel 
of death" sensationalized by the more devoted pro-alien authors 
writing for the public. 

An object with a corona. 

While T/Sgt. Howard Davis of an Air Force training wing 
was a passenger in an aircraft passing over south Texa s on 
June 21st, he witnessed an extraordinary spot of light fla sh 
downward yielding only a brief glimpse of a brilliant object, 
he guessed was 3 feet by 3 feet, trailing a tail of sparks 
15 feet long. Obviously the object had good meteor creden
tials, yet there might be the chance Sgt. Davis had viewed an 
actual machine whose shape and corona hold vital clues to its 
power and ori~in. (See drawing.)70 

It is appropriate here to mention that BLUE BOOK adviser 
Dr . J. Allen Hynek should, on June Z2nd, unde rtake a survey of 
some professional and amateur astronomers. His aim wa s to: 

"1) To learn if any competent people in his pro
fession have made sightings which have not 
been reported. 

2) To summarize the opinions of the competent 
people in this field relative to the broad 
subjects of unidentified aerial objects. 

3) To obtain information and suggestions which 
may be useful in carrying out future pha ses 
of the work on the investigation."71 
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lie would find that over half of thos~' surveyed were 
int e rested in the uro probl e m, exceeding that of the pu bli c 
at large, hut that 1.;as no he lp t o BLUE BOOK si nce they s ha red 
the Air Force' s "negative assumption" attitude, that in time 
the military would solve even the most difficult case and find 
that it was just a matter of a misinterpretation of something 
ordinary. Why Jrop legitimate intellectual pur suits to chase 
a mere phantasm of the imagination?7Z Their attitude under · 
went a change somewhat, however, when they took the time to 
lis ten to Dr. Hynek relate detail s of the better reports. 
Intriguing information from an Air Force advi sor excited 
curiosity but it was generally agreed by the a s tronomers 73 questioned that the data being gathered was still too tenuous. 

"Giant soap bubbles." 

Certainly an imaginative label, the description of some 
UFOs seen on June 23, 1952 ranks with the oddest recorded. 
That evening at 1:00 p.m . , a Lt. Colonel in the Kentucky 
National Guard was hiking with a friend along Highway ~60 s ome 
three miles east of Owensboro (near Oak Ridge) when a noise 
made him look skyward. Peering into the depths of the blue 
vault above in the direction of the sound, the Colonel saw : 
" ... two round objects resembling giant soap bubbles that 
reflected the s un in a yellow-lavendar ish 1 ight. "74 After 
the objects passed out of s ight to the North, the Colonel 
immediately contacted the nearest office of the Air Force's 
OS I. 

Things over Pennsylvania : 

"Middletown, Pa., June 23 (UP)--Several 'round 
and silent flying saucers' and 'cigar-shaped' objects 
have been reported flying high over Jersey Shore, 
Pa . , an Air Force officer said tod ay . Capt. Arthur 
S. Lloyed of the Olmated Air Force Base here said 
Army Capt. Harold Hermann and his wife reported 
seeing a 'round and silver saucer-like object flying 
fast across the heavens about 6 p.m. last Thursday• 75 (the 19th)_ Two other persons saw flying objects." 

Phantoms over Pottstown. 

A FLYOBRPT, submitted via electrical means to Flight Service, 
MATS, in Wa shington, D.C. and then forwarded to BLUE BOOK, told 
of a series of sightings that took place during a period of 30 
minutes in the vicinity of Pottstown, Pennsylvania , the night 
of June 26th. Pottstown is about 15 miles to the northwe s t 
of Philadelphia. 

A pair of glowing bodies appeared at 10:00 p.m. moving 
on a heading of 120 degrees, flying in tandem 2 miles apart 
followed a quarter of an hour later by another duo separated 
by a mile. After another 15 minutes had passed, a single object 
came into view followin~ the same course . 76 • 
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Balloon? 

At one of the more remote parts of ~orth America, Baf f in 
Island in Canada' s Northwest Territories , there occurred a 
sighting of an unexplained metallic - like object, a sil ver 
colored, ellipti cal-sha ped thing. The UFO passed with i n 
view of an U.S. Air Force weather station on a course o f 162 
de grees . That the object may have been a weather ball oo n 
seems doubtful since witnesses to the passage were Air Force 
weathermen who were tr acking a pibal balloon with a theodo l i t e 
at the time.7 7 

Another green fir eball. 

A New Mexican newspaper tells us: 

"The green fireball sailed through the skies 
last Tuesday (June 24th) evening around 10 o'clock 
was sighted by Mrs. Sheldon Wells and t-!rs. J. F. 
Stampber while the Wells and Stampberswere playing 
bridge at the La Vis to Motel. P.1rs. Wells who was 
facing east suddenly blinded by strange, intense 
light. She gasped and screamed 'look a flying 
saucer!' Mrs. Stampber, noticing the horrified 
expression on Mrs. Wells' face, turned and got a 
glimpse of the fireball just as it passed out of 
sight. 

"According to Mrs. Wells the object was about 
the size of a big, full moon and was intense green 
fire . It dropped at terrific speed, leaving only a 
faint trail of light. By the time the men had turned 
their chairs this ghost of the skies had vanished . 
However, the bridge game ended and the two couples 
scanned the sky for a trace of light, but there wa s 
none. "78 

Unexplained radar targets. 

Intelligence experts laboring for the FEAF admitted on 
June 25th that no positive identification could be made for 
a number of UFO reports in the Far East and promised redoubled 
efforts by Detachment fl, the 6004th AIEF, in obtaining more 
complete data so the mystery could be explained . 

One step was to order a compilation of unexplained rada r 
plots recorded in the Japan/Korean region and their evaluat ion 
by Wallace Bush, Electronics Engineers, Classified Reconnai ssance 
Branch. 

In the cases surveyed, it was determined that the radars 
were operating normally and questioning of personnel establi shed 
that the radar operators were reliable. Mr. Bush was left 
with the recourse of suggesting that the Communists were going 
to a great deal of trouble to produce high-speed blips to con 
fuse the Americans, which to him seemed to be a lot of effo r t 
for no real gain.79 The evaluation could not have given 
Ruppelt any comfort when the results arrived at BLUE BOOK. 



Th e evaluation's SLmm:.ttJ Orl a s penned hy C!ptain ~1~tlv c n or t he 
IT.\F went: "The majority of the reports rL'nl:Jln unexpla ined 
from the limited information available."HO 

Mc(hord AFB--unJcr scigc? 

Unidentified aerial bodies became so profuse in the vic in ity 
of McChord AFB, ~ashington, loc al military Intelligence d i s 
patched a Cl priority message to the Pentagon, ADC Headquarte r s 
in Colorndo Sprin~s. and BLUE BOOK. Captain Ruppelt prepared 
to fly there at once on June 25th, having to arran~e pa ssage 
by commercial air (again the lack of military help). 

Ruppelt arrived at McChord AFB the evening of Jun e 27t h, 
and after deplanning contacted the Wing Intelligence Of fice r 
of the 4704th Defense Wing at McChord, a Captain Harnna gy . 

Captain Harnna~y told Ruppelt that reports ha d been 
made on June 17th, 19th, and the 23 r d, all of them being made 
within 20 miles of the air base. He said that odd light s, many 
times that of an aircraft landing light in size, had be en witne s sed , 
sometime singular and on other occasions as many as fi ve in 
number. The activity appeared to be concentrated in the no r th 
where the slow, low level points of lumination had been seen 
and reported by military personnel and r eputable civilians , who 
had watched things move about in V-formation and at time s i n 
a cluster with a single, central light surrounded by mo r e 
diminutive glowing dots. Reported behavior described g re a t 
agility: "The objects would seem to stop short, and go in 
level flight and then come to a stop and make a turn." Fo r 
some reason most sightings took place about 8:00 p.m. Other 
than that, nothing much was known. An interception by a ircra f t 
from Me Chord was tried on one occasion, but without success . 

Questioning of local witnesses was conducted in ea rnes t 
by Ruppelt who tried to determine the apparent brightness of 
the UFOs by having the observers make a comparison with auto 
headlights. 

The reported color of the lights (yellow-white) an d their 
arrangement in space stumped Ruppelt since the descriptions 
did not jive with FAA regulations. 

Ruppelt attempted to seek aid from the radar installat ion s 
of the 25th Air Division but no permanent records of tracks 
were kept on file and to make matters worse no one recall ed 
any extraordinary targets. Captain Harnnagy saved Ruppelt the 
trouble of making inquiries of the Navy, or the Coast Gua rd, 
having done so prior to the BLUE BOOK's chief's arrival and 
with no positive results. 

On his last day at McChord (June 30th), Ruppelt met wi t h a 
Major Goldman, an Intelligence Officer of the 97th Bomb Wi ng 
stationed at the air base, who informed him that a recent 
rash of UFO sightings at Spokane had not officially been 
reported due to manpower limitations. Ruppelt suggested 
that a simple TWX containing essential information woul d 

81 suffice in an emergency in place of the detailed Form 11 2 . 

An unpleasant surprise. 
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It 1vas tht'n Ruppelt received a rude shoc k. !lc •;as i n
formed that an Air Force Colonel ~a s giving lec tures in the 
Spokane area promoting the extraterrestrial theory 1 Although 
the officer in question was in a medical unit and not in a 
combat arm or Intelligence, he was a ranking officer in t he 
Air Force and that was enough to prompt an immediate response 
hy Ruppelt . It was amazing that no one had cautioned the 
officer, perhaps the lack of action by local authorities was 
a measure of the bewilderment pervading the military estab
lishment. 

Ruppelt, using delicate language like: "highly advisable," 
issued these instructions: 

"It is esteemed highly advisable to advise 
this officer through channels that if he cares to 
make such speeches in the future that he definitely 
state that the opinions that he states are his opinions 
and that he has absolutely no connection with the Air 
force on this subject. He should also be reminded 
to make it plain that the figures that he quotes are 
his own figures or those derived from popular books 
and not from any official Air Force report."82 

The next day Ruppelt took a plane back to ATIC. We can 
only wonder if this serious breach of military public relations 
had been contemplated by officers who had direct contact with 
the UFO problem! 

If the public wanted an update on the Air Force's inter
pretation of the vexing mystery, they only had to visit their 
neighborhood newsstand. 

"Hunt for the Flying Saucer." 

Look magazine l ent its prestige to that of Life's in g1v1ng 
the U~ubj ect a good press with the apparent blessing of the 
Air Force, for in a major article titled, "Hunt f or the Flying 
Saucer" in an issue released June 24th, Look played up the 
military's concern and efforts to gain an-understanding of the 
sky mystery. 

Leading off with a quote from General Vandenberg's r ecent 
public sta tem ent that urged vigilance, the article singled out 
the f act t hat E . J. Ruppelt, chief of BLUE BOOK, had a folu~• of 
some 63 mystifying UFO reports which. when plotted on a map of 
the U.S., showed an ominous correlation with the location of 
var.bus atomic energy installations. Look learned that some 
high - ranking officers had taken note or-the correlation and had 
held a Pentagon conference to discuss the strange concentrations . 
Unfor t unately, nothing more about the conference is given and 
Ruppelt makes no mention of it in his memoirs, nor is anything 
to be found in official files available to public inspection. 

Using blunt language throughout the article, Look addressed 
the favorite theory of quite a few conservatives, that UFOs were 
U.S. secret weapons, and slapped it down abruptly. Attibuted 
to an unnamed but "informed officer" was this quote: "There is 83 mor e chance that they are f rom Mars than from a project of ours.'' 
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The editors of Look even managed to wring a conclusion of 
sorts from the conservative Ruppelt: "The only conclusion we 
have come to so far is that 'flying saucers' arc not an immediate 
and direct threat to the U.S. They have been around for five 
years and haven't struck yet. But that doesn't mean they are 
not a potential threat."B~ 

Not everyone agreed there was anything intrinsic in UFO 
reports. 

Menzel, apostle of doubt. 

Dr. Donald Menzel of Harvard, fresh from denouncing UFO's 
in Look magazine, took advantage of an active duty stint during 
the summer of 1952 (He was a Lt. Commander in the Navy) to try 
and proselytize the Brass at the Pentagon, addressing groups 
that, in Menzel's opinion, were enthusiastic about his illusion 
theories. Someone even asked Menzel to enlighten all of the 
befuddled BLUE BOOK people at Wright Field, yet Menzel confesses 
Ruppelt and company was "less receptive." In fact, he admitted 
there were even some at ATIC "positively antagonistic." The 
anta~onistic few, he asserts. were mostly extraterrestial con
verts.8S (He felt vindicated later when a small number of 
officers that did buy his ideas were those who were to be 
called upon to do over BLUE BOOK completely in 1954.) 

At least one highly skeptical Air Force Intelligence 
officer at ATIC at that time can be identified, a Colonel 
Ray W. McDuffee, the chief estimator of Soviet military cap
abilities. He was in the same division as BLUE BOOK but his 
exact duties as regards to the UFO project is unclear from an 
interview granted to the press in 1976, yet he seems to have 
been aware of much of what transpired. Here is how many of 
the UFO reports were "solved" according to Colonel ~1cDuffee 
as reported by journalist Mack Owens: "One of the first 
resources used to investigate a si~hting would be the almanac. 
According to McDuffee, " ••. as much as sixty percent of the 
sightings were the planet Venus."86 It is curious that 
McDuffee should give a figure of 60 percent since that 
amount is vastly higher than any ever given by BLUE BOOK's 
a s tronomical advise~. Dr . J. Allen Hynek! 

Ruppelt does refer to a 60 percent explanation rate but 
he included a-nuiber of stimuli other than Venus. This included 
all kinds of "astronomical bodies viewed under unusual condi
tions," with things like balloons and aircraft making up the 
remainder.B7 That left a troublesome 40 percent of reports 
that required close study, an alarming number by any standard. 
Was McDuffee being deceptive? 

To McDuffee the UFO business was a lot of hokem with 
people ~isinterpreting ordinary objects or phenomenon for 
something extraordinary . The word "people" is how he des
cribed UFO witnesses, the implication being that more or less 
only untrained civilians only sighted UFO's, and by reading 
the entire 2,500 word interview one cannot find a single 
hint that anyone in his chosen profession. the military, 
had, God forbid, ever made a UFO report. 

--
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Equall y strange, is that the Colonel neve r eve n aJmit s 
tha t the re we r e "unexplained" ca ses, instead he a lluded to onl y 
one category as having anything of a "special" status. Reports 
journalist Owens : 

" •.. even after all the cases were analyzed 
and published, the rumors persisted that the Air 
Force was not telling the whole story. 

"McDuffee said that most of those r umors 
stemmed from a small folder of incidents (Ruppelt's 
63?) that came under a classified category, not 
because of the sighting involved, but because 
revealing the sighting would reveal other classi
fied material not related to UFOs."88 

The opinions of McDuffee and Menzel meant nothing to the 
UFOs of 1952, for in violation of chance and any sort of coin
cidence, the sky phenomenon kept to its slow Southern course. 

June 26th, 2330 hours. 

A point of light likened to a very large amber-colored star 
s ailed over the countryside close to New York's Mitchel AFB. 
The principle witness to the phenomenon was a pilot for Pan 
American Airways. 

What could one make of the event? The speed of the light was 
not especially high, so could it have been a light·carrying balloon? 
During its twenty minute passage it moved erratically: " .. . quit e 
rapidly , then stopping or moving sideways. It wa s observed 
reversing its path for a short space."89 For lS minutes it wa s 

.observed hovering motionless. The Pan American pilot's impres s ion 
was thi s : "After thirteen years of aviation experience in both 
a civilian and military capacity, I am convinced that the fore~ 
going phenomenon could not have been caused by any craft or 
weapon with which I am familiar . "90 

Report s were often padded by such remarks for it seems 
written accounts failed to convey the strangeness of UFO 
appearances , some sort of feeling that comes over the observer 
that he or she is seeing something totally out of conext of 
the natural order of things . 

Disk over New York. 

People in the Bronx sometimes sleep on the rooftops of 
apartment buildings during the hot summer months, and as it 
happened on June 27th, at 1 :40 in the morning, members of the 
Oppenheiner family were dozing under the stars when Mrs. Oppen 
heiner awoke and noticed an object with a gray-colored halo 
hovering in the sky in the direction of LaGuardia airport. 
She remembered the object as a round, smooth, glowing, disk
shaped mass that was parked in the air for a while and then 
which suddenly took off toward the North, making an abrupt 
turn to the West before passing out of sight. 
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There are two things that are particularly interesting in 
Mrs. Oppenheine r's story. Firs t of all, she had no idea what 
she had observed and only when the incident was me ntioned t o 
her neighbors did someone sugRCSt that she may have seen one 
o f the famous "flying saucers" much discussed in the press. 
At the urging of her neighbors , Mrs. Oppenheiner telephoned 
the Air Force. Secondly, she would have had to be an UFO 
"expert" to fake the following detail. She related how just 
before the strange object zoomed away, it stood up on end, 
flying off in a vertical position.91 The fl1p upr1 ght from a 
horizontal hovering position before moving away is a peculiar 
maneuver known only to persons who studied UFO r epo rt s and from 
her testimony that seems unlikely in her case. 

Working our way West, we encounter UFO activity in Indiana. 

A member of the Air Force (rank and name censored by military 
Intelligence) contacted the local Air De fense radar unit, ~e 78Znd 
AC~W site located outside Rockville, Indiana. The man was on 
leave and was visiting a relative in Terre Haute and happened 
to be standing outside in the yard when an object flew over 
head at high speed, some 12,000 feet high, at an estimated 
600 mph . When the object reached a point some seven miles 
to the southwest of Terre Haute it came to an abrupt ha lt and 
"parked" in the air . This see med so extraordinary the witness 
notified military Intelligence.9Z 

Further West, we find another "red spy". 

Forbes AFB was located in Topeka, Kansas, about 140 miles 
due South of Omaha, Nebraska, where a red light was reported 
hovering in the sky the first week of June. Now, three weeks 
later another and even strangerred light became visible in the 
heavens over Forbes . Was the latest manifestation a star seen 
through a turbulet atmosphere, or was it a huge weird machine 
glowing with energy? 

A Znd Lt. (--- deleted) assigned to a BombardmentSquadron 
stationed at Forbes testified to an OSI agent named Alfred 
Savage. 

Savage wrote: 

"At 1850 hours, 27 June 1952, (--- deleted) 
and his wife were taking a walk near their home 
in Topeka, Kansas. When they reached the corner 
of 21st and High Streets, their attention was drawn 
to a bright red light, hovering in the air directly 
south of their location . 

"(--- deleted) estimated that the object was 
approximately ten miles away and at an angle of fifteen 
degrees elevation above the horiton. He believed its 
s ize to be about two-hundred feet in diameter . 

"The object was observed for five minutes , and 
during this, i t changed shape from circular to oval 
in a pulsating manner at an estimated rate of thirty 
pulses per minute. It exhibited no movement other 

• 
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tha n the pulsating action and di sappeared in s tantly 
'much like turning off a n electric light.' There was 
no smoke or vapor of any kind."93 

Agent Savage could offer no answer : 

"There were no known celestial phenomena which 
would account for the sighting, and weather condi- 94 tions were clear, with visibility of fifteen miles." 

The green fireballs again. 

The significance of the green fireballs established it self 
in 1949 with repeated appearances over military/scientific 
installations. Subsequent reports were carefully filed and 
pondered as if they were "real" flying disk sightings and when 
one of the green fireballs appeared on June 27th, Ruppelt 
was notified by phone by Major Fournet. Fournet told Ruppelt 
what he knew. It seems that twenty minutes before midnigh t a 
brilliant green phenomenon hurdled across the heavens in a 
shallow arc over Urbanan, Maryland. Travelling southwest 
to northwest, the thing maintained a constant size and 
appeared to have a definite shape: " . .. rounded at both ends 
similar to large and small pulleys with rope running around and 
between both but s olid green within this area. Length estimated 
equal to 2 inches at arm's length ... "95 

The witness was a Foreign Service Officer assigned to the 
Munitions Division of the State Department. 

Lake Kishkonoug. 

An observer on the north shore of Lake Kishkonoug, Wisconsin, 
6:00p.m., June 28th, noticed a speeding white, round object on 
a southwester ly course. Much lower and slower than the object 
was an F-80 jet traveling i n the same direction. In the opinion 
of the witness, the object noticed the aircraft beneath it and 
reacted by making an 180 degree turn. During the turn , the 
witness saw the round object become an ellipse momentaril y 
before once again taking on a round appearance.96 

A non-meteor" in the Far East. 

An Air Force electronic countermeasures officer spent the 
evening at the service club in Nagoya, Japan finally leav ing 
ten minutes after one in the morning of June Z8th. Driving 
home and putting the car in the garage, the officer checked 
the night sky before going indoors hoping the weather would 
pe rmit a round of golf the next day. Glancing north. and 
south, he saw isolated thunderheads accompanied by inter 
mittent lightning flashes. Ove rhead the vault of the heavens 
was clear and star-sprinkled. It was then, while gazing s traight 
up. th&he sighted a blue light heading northeast: 
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"~1y first impress ion wa s th.:1t it wa s a meteor. 
But upon closer examination, I saw that its speed 
was much too slow and that it had no tail. As I 
continued to watch the object, blue light appeared 
to pulsate around the object. The obj ec t continued 
in a straight line at an apparent constant altitude 
to the northeast leaving no trail and no sound 
could be heard."97 

Visitor to O'Hare. 

An extraordinary visitor to Chicago's O'Hare airport on 
June 29th was witnessed by a trio of Air Police of the 83rd 
Air Base Squadro~. The Air Police first sighted the visitor 
as it hovered above a pair of civilian radio towers (WGR and 
lvBB.M) that were located about seven miles away from their guard 
post . As seen from that distance the visitor appeared as a 
smooth, metallic oval about 30 feet in diameter, with the size 
estimate apparently derived from a comparison with the dimen
sions of the towers. It is interesting to note that there is 
a mention o f a blue halo somewhat like that given in the pre
viously given Nagoya case . 

The military record states that the object began to move 
shortly after it was spotted: 

"During the next 45 minutes the object travelled 
to the southwest and then back north to approximately 
its original position. It also moved to some extent 
in the vertical plane. It's acceleration during 
these movements was practically instantaneous to a 
speed which appeared to be much faster than any 
jet fighter. At times the object moved slowly 
and during the time it hovered it appeared to 
rock on its longitudinal axis . When the object 
rocked or turned into a vertical plane its shape 
was easily discernible as oval and when in a horizontal 
plane it appeared to be flat or thin and was difficult 
to see at this time. At all times during the first 
25 to 30 ainutes of the observation, the o§iect was 
encircled by a blue circle of light haze." 

Seaside Park and some interesting questions. 

As reported, UFO reports often suggest a definite nuts and 
bolts super aircraft and hardly an illusion, yet it might be a 
mistake to make many assumptions based on conventional ideas. 

For the moment we will restrict our musings to a single 
aspect. Not only do we not know for sure where UFOs might come 
from, you might well say we have trouble with the question of 
where UFOs go to? The O'Hare UFO, for example, was lost to 
sight finally when it disappeared, or as the witnesses put it, 
like "someone shutting off a light." Granted the object, accord· 
ing to the Air Police, was hard to see when it presented its 
thin profile while in a horizontal position, but could that 
explain the abrupt vanishment? Did the abrupt disappearance 
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indicate tha t the UFO had been 3 trick of light ? With that in 
mind, we will move on to a case that took place a t Seaside Park. 
Th~ military suspected that something was quite odd with a UFO 
report made at Seaside Park, New Jersey, on June 30 , 1952. Th e 
officer that interrogated the witness tried ha rd to clarify what 
happened when the UFO was lost to view. 

Here is a n excerpt from the witness• t es timony : 

"Air Force interrogator : 'About the disappear-
ance of thi s object--did it disappear very suddenly, 
or was it gradual, or just exactly how was it?' 

Witness : 'It sort of dipped away and turned 
over, and was out of sight immediately after the 
three puffs of smoke.' 

Air Force interrogator : 'Describe those puffs 
of smoke for me, Mr ... . (deleted).' 

Witness : 'Well, they were at least as large as 
the object itself and very round reminding me of 
a smoke ring a person who is smoking might blow. 
That is the first two were, and the last one was 
not round at all and was a whole lot thicker than 
the first two. This last one was as if the object 
had several exhaust pipes and had turned over, leaving 
a thick spot of vapor.' 

Air Force interrogator: 'As to the manner of 
this strange disappearance, would you ascribe it to 
an invisible color, terrific speed or what? I men
tion these possibilities because you have remarked 
that it might have been caused by either of these 
things . • 

Witnes s : 'I don't know. It might be that it 
had one side of it painted a color that wouldn't 
reflect light, or it might have been because i t 
gained a terrific speed very suddenly. "•99 

Do UFOs understand? 

To reiterate, the UFO phenomenon may not represent some sort 
of metallic flying craft, although the evidence certainly seems 
to suggest that UFOs are fascinated with what would be their 
mechanical peers since the strange objects stalked airliners, 
dogfought military warplanes, and loitered near airports. 
Taking this train of thought further, if UFOs were actual 
machines and they were interested in machines that shared 
the sky with them, how much do they know about conventional 
aircraft, radio traffic, or aviation operations? Such ques
tions should be raised since some curious aspects of some UFO 
cases suggest that the UFOs may have an awareness about them 
that indicates intelligence . Consider the Seaside case. The 
witness in the Seaside case remarked on how the UFO was hover
ing above three jet interceptors and was apparently intent on 
the activities of the warplanes below, one of the trio towing 
a target. The warplanes were practicing interception runs on 
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each other so it is an intriquing thought th3t UFOs might unde r 
stand U.S. Air Force Air Defense Command interception procedure s 
by monitoring such activitie s! 

The status of the Stabs Reports. 

The volume of UFO reports was so great for June the is sua nce 
of an end of the month Project BLUE BOOK Status Report by Ruppclt's 
small staff was put off until a later date, and as it turned out, 
the workload for the months of July and August were greater stil l 
so that Status Report 17 published on May 31s t was not fo l lowed 
by a f8 until the end of the year. Besides the volume of reports, 
briefings by BLUE BOOK personnel and the distribution of Air Force 
Letter 200-S generated the filing of more de tailed reports which 
contributed to the processing backlog.lOO 

Little in any way of a detailed evaluation of the month of 
June is available in the BLUE BOOK record yet there is one 
staggering fact. Even though the criteria for a UFO report 
to be classified unknown was strict, the percentage for J une 
was a mindboggling 38 percent!lOl 

During the closing days of June. Ruppelt noted a concen
tration of quality UFO reports from the East which were marked 
by UFO-F94 jet chases almost every night, with the pursuits 
terminating by violent maneuvers in successful efforts to break 
airborne radar lock-ons. 

Fortunately press coverage on UFOs sly8~ened while public 
interest shifted to political conventions . 

July. 

Meanwhile, some bizzare stories complicated the UFO mystery . 

"Spitzbergen saucer." 

Did a real flying saucer cras hland on the snow-covered 
Norwegian i sland of Spitzbergen in the Summer of 1952? 

Over the years rumors have persisted that an extraordinary 
event occurred in the Artie in the early 1950's. Generally the 
outline of the story owes a lot to the opening scenes of the 
American film classic The Thing. As for details attributed to 
the "alien" machine, they were strictl y conventional as to 
origin (Russia), purpose (Intercontinental bomber) , and make 
up (Plexiglass dome, jet driven pinwheel motive power, and 
instruments like chronometers having cyrillic symbols), thus 
there seems to be little doubt the ship was a creation of a 
Ge rman tabloid rather than manufactured by Mars or Moscow.l03 

The U.S. Air Force asked its Air Attache stationed in Oslo 
to confirm the incident,104 The Royal Norwegian Air Fo r ce 
informed their American allies the saucer story was "definitely 
fal se . "l05 

''Green-colored suns and flying saucers." 
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Rumors from J:urope placed on fil e 1-' i th BLUE ROOK th e 
beginning of July included a newsstory in the Wcidcn, Germany, 
ner Ncus Fag which purported to rela te t he r evelations of a 
Pol1 s h defector who claimed the Russians we re shooting off 
rocket s fr om a hidde n ha s e nca r Tarnoit ! in Upper Silesia. 
Thi s highly secret experimental station was supposed t o have 
sent cyli nders zooming to t he North, automatically detonating 
the devices when they reached their zenith, howeve r on rare 
occasions the proto -weapons would over shoot and excite the 
Swedes 700 kilometers downrange. This "ghost rocket" activit}', 
according to the Polish source , was re sponsible for recent 
Swed i s h report s of "green-colored suns" and "flying saucers." 

One military Intelligence analyst sc ribbled across the 
bottom of the Air Force document in heavy , dark pencil: 
"Sounds like some more bunk ... ,••106 yet America's secret 
services were a cautious and curious bunch as we can tell 
from the next item . 

Oskar Linke' s "Russian" saucer. 

Not long after the alleged saucer crash on the Artie i s land 
of Spitzbergen of a "Russian saucer", news from Germany told of 
another saucer craft that had a suppos ed Soviet origin, but the 
latest episode achieved a firmer hold on press attention since 
a fir s t hand account was ava ilable from a flesh and blood witness, 
the ex-Mayor of the German c ity of Gleimershausen. Oskar Linke . 
Moreover, the circumstances surrounding the report were excep· 
tiona! and added to its notoriety. A lot of eyebrows lifted 
when it was learned that Linke's UFO experience was supposed 
to have occurred behind the Iron Curtain. 

The graying 48-year·old East German had jus t fled to West 
Berlin with his wife and six stepchildren to seek political 
asylum and while explaining his life under the communists he 
related an odd UFO story. His story follows. 

On the day of the incident he was accompanied by his 11 -year· 
old stepdaughter. Gabriele. The two were riding a motorcyc le 
when a tire blew out forcing them to push the machine until 
they could reach the nearest community. According to Linke, 
i t was the sharp eyes of Gabriele that first noticed some move
ment in the forest about ISO yards off the road. Think i ng it 
was a deer, Linke decided to sneak up on the animal, so leaving 
his motorcycle leaning against a tree and Gabriele to guard it, 
Linke cautiously approached what he believed wa s a forest 
creature, but when he closed within SO yards he realized that 
he was not sneaking up on a deer . Ins tead, in a small clearing 
were two "appare ntly human" figures dressed in aluminum, bent 
over examining the soil or some object on the ground with one 
of the figures wearing a "lamp" that blinked on and off. 
Increasing the stealt of his approach, Linke reached a low 
fence only 30 yards fr om the "two men" a nd from that vantage 
point he made a new discovery, a large obj ect SO feet acros s 
resembling a huge oval warming pan. Said Linke: "There were 
two rows of holes along the s ides, about a foot and a half apart. 
Out of the metallic object rose a black cylindrical 'conning 
tower,' about ten f eet high."107 
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The viewing was cut short when Gabriele called out , alarming 
the "two men" who quickly climbed the conning t ower .:~ nd eviden t l y 
sta rted the ob ject's engines i mmediately once they were ins i de 
for the exhaust ports circling the craft suddenly glowed green 
a nd then r ed as the giant "loarmi ng pan" began t o spin faster 
and fa s t er , a ll the while rising slowly. Linke remarked : 

"It seemed to be r es t ing on the cylindrical 
piece which had sunk through the center of it 
and was not protruding from the bottom a nd s tanding 
on the ground . "l08 

Furthermore : 

"Then I noticed that the whole object was 
rising slowly from the earth . The cylinder on 
which it had rested had now disappeared inside 109 the center and reappeared again through the top. " 

This swirling spectacule was supposed to have left r apidly 
in the direction of the village of Stockheim yet Linke only men
tioned the name of a shepherd. Georg Derbst. a s see ing something 
flash overhead. Derbst, a half mile away according to Linke , 
believed that a "comet had bounced off the earth."l10 

At the termination of his interrogation Linke announced : 

"I never heard the expression Flying Saucer 
until I escaped to West Berlin from the Soviet 
zone. 

"When I saw the thing first, I thought it 
was a new Russian war machine . 

"I was terrified. for the Soviet s do not 
like one to know about their goings-on . and 
people are shut up for years in East Germany 
for knowing too much."lll 

Of course the first thing that comes to mind as one reads the 
story is the question: "Was it a hoax?" There did seem to be a 
similarity to the alleged Spitzbergen saucer in regards to the 
rows of exhaus t ports which could indicate Linke was imitating 
the earlier yarn. but the resemblance stops there. Since the 
locale wa s in communist controlled territory there could be no 
field inves tigation, a convenient obstacle to challenging Linke 
if he planned it that way. Denied a followup by the political 
s ituation, the story was relegated to the "question mark file" 
but some people were less charitable. English writer Arthur 
Constance called the story "easily ridiculed," with only one 
witness to refute and the metallic suits obviously an idea 
gleamed from the pages of a science fiction thriller. 

In spite of the sensational nature of the tale, the means 
by which BLUE BOOK obtained the Linke information was impressive. 
Stamped on the Linke document was "CIA-SECRET."llZ 
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If there was one t hing the s t ory did prove, i t ,,.,s the 
ex traordinary interest of the CIA in the UFO mystery. 

The Adamski phenomenon. 

The cl oa k and dagger boys figure in the following series 
o f developmen t s , although exac tly ho~ and to what degree is 
s till controve r s i a l. It concerns a s trange cha racter whose 
noto riety among UFO personalit ies wa s only regional up to 1952 . 
The person Nasa Mr . George Adamski, leader of a band of 
Southern California religioni s t eccentrics. An astronomer hy 
the name of Kuiper remembers: 

"I learned first hand of reports circulating 
in southern California during visits to Mt. Palomar 
(observatory) . In that area there was a cult which 
organized sunset and sunris e meetings for the obser
vation of UFOs, the detail s of which were truly 
astounding . The Paloma r astronomers were accused 
by membe rs of the cult of keeping their secrets on 
the UFOs seen and captured (one of which was the 18-
foot diameter bowl-shaped Hartmann diaphragm used in 
testing the ZOO-inch Hale telescope)."l13 

"Professor George Adamski," a title bestowed on him by his 
fellow cult members, rernebers the same period and wrote that he 
had heard rumors of flying saucers making landings at different 
areas in the desert close to Mt. Palomar . Hoping to achieve 
personal contact with a UFO pilot to learn about his mission to 
the planet Earth, he frequently visited what he believed to be 
likely touchdown sites in Southern California's back country. 
Perhaps Adamski was taking a clue from Life's UFO article: 
"Saucer Reactions" of June 9th which conta1ned this sentence: 
"~1any readers are apparently resigned to visitations from space 
already and expect a landing momentarily."l14 

Adamski's wild talk produced incredible rumors that even 
r eached the ears of news commentator Walter Winchell who announced 
on June 30, 1952 to Mr. and Mrs . America: 

"Scientists at Palomar 
are supposed to have seen a 
Mojave Desert, in May l ast . 
out, took one look, and went 
Army may officially announce 

Observatory, California 
'space ship land in the 
Four persons stepped 
off aga i n . The U.S. 
it in the fau.rrllS 

The actual seminal event for this "landing business" ma y 
have been the newsstory of the alleged sighting of two diminutive 
"men" that were s upposed to have been seen emerging from a 
c rashed flying disk in Death Valley, Calllbrnia, on Augus t 19, 
1949, by a couple of prospectors (For further information on 
that case and additional material on Adamski, the reader i s 
re f er r ed to thi s author' s writings covering the year 1949.). 

"We should go TOP SECRET." 
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The boldness of the Air Force Colonel in Spokane K~s ~n indi
c~tion of an open split in the military that had surfaced in miJ
.June during the briefing of General Samford \oihen Ruppclt \\.1 5 

criticized for always making negative Rssumptions reg~rdlc ss 
of the quality of witnesses' testimony/a gap of credibili ty t hat 
was growing wider aS UFO reports mounted . The big su rge in UFO 
report s induced a sense of panic among many in the military a nd 
government service that held the belief that UFO S came f rom ou t er 
space . The existence of a pro-alien fraction is confirmed by 
~uppelt: 

"They thought we now had plenty of evidence t o 
back up an official statement that the UFO's were 
something real and, to be specific, not something from 
this earth. This group wanted Project Blue Book to 
quit spending time investigating reports from the 
standpoint of trying to determine if the observer of 
a UFO had actually seen something foreign to our know
ledge and start assuaing that he or she had . They wanted 
me to aim my investigation at trying to find out more 
about the UFO. Along with this switch in operating 
policy, they wanted to clamp down on the release of 
information. They thought that the security classi· 
fication of the project should go up to Top Secret 
until we had all of the answers, then the information 
should be released to the public."ll6 

Ruppelt even had something to say about the extent of the 
believers: "The enthusiasm of this group took a firm hold in the 
Pentagon, at Air Defense Command Headquarters, on the Research 
and Development Board, and many other agencies throughout the 
government ."l17 

While Ruppelt certainly had personal reservations about using 
positive assumptions, he managed to maintain BLUE BOOK policy mainly 
because he had the full backing of General Samford and the Gen eral's 
superiors. 

The Southern surge of UFO activity stirs the East coast. 

The time: 7:30 a.m. The place: The Boston, Massachusetts 
area . An Air Force Captain at Bedford sig~ted an "elongated oval" 
which he described in this manner: 

"One milky white object, shaped like an 'elongated 
oval' but 'fatter than a cigar' about 100 feet in length 
or slightly larger than a four-engine airliner, having 
indistinct outline at the rear resembling either a very 
short exhaust or a blurred tail section, with a narrow 
ridge along the top side, but without wings or any clear 
aerodynamic features. Object produced no sound, and left 
no vapor trail or exhaust other than described above. 

*As previously discussed on page 15 of this booklet, this General Saraford 
bT1ef1ng has been shifted to a late 1952 time frame. This Ruppelt co111111ent 
about a "pro-alien lobby group" may well belong in the se•e t inle frame since 
it seems t ted 1n vit h the briefing in quest ion . • 



Speed estimated to be approximately that of jet air
craft, but observer believed the object 'hung' in mid
air for a few seconds on two occasions ... "ll8 

Similarly, at the same time, witnesses at Lynn, Massachusetts 
observed: 

"Two cigar- shaped objects, 1~hi te in color, about 
ZOO to 300 feet in length, six times as long as thick, 
having no aerodynamic features, producing no sound, 
leaving no trail or exhaust, proceeding on a straight 
course in a southwesterly direction at an unvarying 
altitude, and at a speed estimated by the observer 
as 500 miles per hour, or 'slightly faster than con
ventional aircraft.' The second object consistently 
remained about one mile to the rear and slightly higher 
than the first."l19 

When Ruppelt read such reports arr1v1ng from the Massachusetts 
region, he became excited over the possibility that proper inter
rogations would give BLUE BOOK some fairly accurate height and 
distance estimates by triangulation, yet he put off sending anyone, 
complaining that he had no one available (While General Samford 
may have had reservations about drastic ~hanges in BLUE BOOK, why 
Ruppelt wasn't given just a little more help is hard to figure.) . 

"Look at the star." 

Army personnel in training at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey were 
standing outside a darkened radar van in the bright sunlight 8:40 
the morning of July 1st. Some of the men were gazing upward for 
the U.S. Air Force was ~onducting some Air Defense exercises and 
the radar students were fascinated with the vapor trails being 
traced high above in the sky by jet interceptors as they sped in 
great arcs through the atmosphere.l20 One of those watching the 
show was a private Arthur Darbin who heard one of the students 
suddenly exclaim: "Look at the star." Incredulous that a star 
would be visible in bright daylight, Private Darbin peered intently 
looking for a "star." Without much trouble he located a luminous 
dot that indeed had a star-like quality at an altitude much higher 
than the Air Force fighers chasing each other.I21 

Civilian radar instructor Donald R. Hartlanes remembers being 
inside the radar van when the commotion started outside over a 
"strange star.'' Curious, he stepped out the door to see for him
self and sure enough a gleaming object was plainly visible. 

The crowd of military men did not have long to ponder this 
"odd celestial body" because within moments after its discovery 
to everyone's astonishment the round dot abruptly took off toward 
the south at breathtaking speed. Stunned, the Army men searched 
the sky for more such objects with their efforts being rewarded 
at 9:07 a.m. when an identical looking object crossed from horizon 
to horizon at a height difficult to estimate, vanishing in the 
south. 

Hartlaner remarked: 
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"This second object appeared to wobble very grace· 
fully at the same time it sped forward--similar to a 
pa~er plate in a strong wind, though I could detect 
no spinning movement. The wobbling effect was mani 
fested by the shinning surface. It would become darker 
on one side and then the difference in light would 5hift 
to the other side."lZZ 

The Army men maintained their vigil and at 9:15 a third object 
showed up zooming southward, but the best was yet to come. 

Later that day, July 1st, at 3:20p.m . , the Army radar detected 
ll more ''unconventional aircraft" directly over Fort Monmouth "·hich 
displayed "great maneuverability and excessive high speeds." 

At ATIC Ruppelt and his team plotted reports as they spilled 
out of the teletype machine. Their attention was attracted to 
ones from Boston and Fort Monmouth especially the latter since 
it was the site of some secret Army laboratories. It was apparent, 
without imagination or wild assumptions according to Ruppelt, that 
a pair of "objects" had flown over Boston and then over Long Island, 
continuing on until the two "somethings" reached Fort t.fonmouth 
~here they paused before moving on in the direction of Washington, 
D.C. Within hours a UFO report was logged from the Nation's 
Capital.l23 

UFO hysteria? 

For eight minutes a professor of physics, who taught at George 
Washington University, watched a "smoky-colored" object shifting 
position in the sky to the north of the Nation's Capital. The 
thing moved to its left and then to its right, although it remained 
in the same area of the heavens. The professor, a good observer 
and puzzled by the sight, calculated the degree of shift (15 
degrees) and held up a coin to check size at arm's length. He 
also did one other thing that was to his credit--he reported the 
object to authorities. 

Since the professor was an especially well qualified witness, 
BLUE BOOK investigators discussed the incident with him at length, 
although as UFOs go, the sighting was not that striking, but one 
aspect was memorable. Ruppelt and his Intelligence team marvelled 
at the professor's account of the reaction of the crowds of down
town Washington, D.C. to the sky phenomenon. In this urban setting 
the professor guessed that some SOO people were watching the UFO, 
some pointing the object out to others, yet as it turned out only 
the professor took the trouble to contact the miliary!124 

The problem of data gathering. 

Every expert that visited BLUE BOOK urged Ruppelt to obtain 
more reliable estimates of altitude, speed, and size, and any 
reader of UFO reports would concur since the guesses made by an 
observer were often the only "facts'' that made a report unexplainable. 
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P~rt of th0 pl3n to achieve better data had been the proposal s 
made to various commands to aid Ruppclt's team. These reque s ts, 
a s we have 1earncJ, were central to a revitalized Air Force UFO 
study. Ruppelt recognized that an increased official interest 
could not be kept hidden from the news media so there wns no move 
to conceal the military's concern, in fact publicity was seen as 
having a positive e ffect . Ruppelt pe nned: In this way we l•;ould 
encourage more people to rep ort what they were s eeing nnJ we might 
get some good data." To illustrate his point, Ruppelt suggested 
that if a UFO appeared over a city, SO reports from civilians 
would provid e a better solution to a triangulation problem tha n 
just two reports, giving the experts some real clues to the true 
height, velocity, and dimensions of an aerial body. The wa y 
Ruppelt paints it, the Air Force was being pushed hard to gather 
more accurate information.l2S 

Hynek's view of Ruppelt' s dilemma. 

His return to BLUE BOOK as a consultant was a happy one for 
.J. Allen Hynek. He enjoyed his work of seeking astronomical 
solutions to puzzling UFO reports, but during his regular 
visits to Wright Field he noticed that Ruppelt's job was les s 
pleasureable than that of a scientific advisor: 

"Captain Ruppelt, the director of Project Blue 
Book, had a most difficult task. The intra-Air Force 
controversy on UFOs had by no means died down and Ed 
Ruppelt was called on to be a UFO spokesman in handling 
the many queries from Washington and requests for 'brief
ings' from generals and legislators. It seemed that he 
was out of the office a great deal of the time--track
ing down cases or appeasing Washington. Ruppelt was, 
in my opinion, a prime victim of the 'committee complex.' 
He was there to tell the brass what UFOs were--not to 
perpe tuate a mystery. General s don't like mysteries; 
they want hard, crisp answers. 'We showed that it wa s 
a balloon' or 'it wa s definitely Venus' won more acc laim 
then 'we don't know what it is; it might be extraterres 
tri a l but we are puzzled . '"lZ6 

Be a s it may, Hynek kept busy with hi s own particular project, 
a questioning of his colleagues about UFOs . Hynek was provided 
an exc e llent opportunity to initiate hi s survey sinc e a national 
a s tronomical meeting convene d shor t ly afte r the Battelle organi
za tion agreed he should poll astronomers, so he wa s able t o 
approach a c ons iderable number immediately . He had f ollowed 
up wi th some trips to Observatories around the country where he 
carefully broached the subjec t in a manner mo s t likely to evoke 
an honest response . Onl y 36 pe r cent, to Dr . Hynek's surpr i s e, 
shrugged off hi s queries. Some 41 percent express ed genuine 
interes t and stood ready to offer a s s ist ance to BLUE BOOK. 
The remaining 23 percent went further, taking a po s ition that 
"UFOs represented a probl em that was more serious than people 
recognized.'' Wh i le in group discussions, the interested astr ono- 127 mer s would disavow such concern, pr i vately they had no such qualms. 



,:.. mo nth after an extr:•ordi nary r ;•dar t:11·gc t had been trac ked 
over the Lo s Angeles basr n, someth ing ~~ s s uppo sed t o ha ve hcen 
spot t e d vi suall y high over m. lvi l son by a c i vi lian official of 
th e Ve teran Admini s tration at 7: 40 p.m. on Ju ly 1s t. 

The discovery of the UFO ~a s said t o have been by chance, 
while the observe r was watching a huge six-eng ine H-36 bomber. 
To the naked eye the UFO appeared to be a bright s tar but vic~ed 
through binoculars the witness claimed that he coul d discern a 
disk-like outline, having at least 10 minutes viewing time as the 
object hovered motionless. 

What might be a rather common UFO story is spiced up a b it 
by the witne ss adding that: " ... the objec t rotated slowly until 
it was 'on edge' and th~moved vertically upward rapidly and 
disappeared . " Note the similarity to the maneuver reported by 
a woman in the Bronx back on June 27th.l28 

Tremonton, Utah. 

The southern shift of UFO activity may have reached the 40 
degree latitude in the cast causing excitement in thickly popu
lated a reas l ike Maryland and New Jersey, but following the 40 
degree line west to Utah we find that on July 2nd one of the most 
important UFO incidents on record took place. The official mili
tary file s tates: 

"At approximately 1110 on 2 July 195 2 while driv
ing in the vicinity of Tremonton, Utah, Chie f Petty 
Officer Delbert C. Newhouse's wife noticed a group of 
objects in the sky that she could not i dentify. She 
asked him to s top the car and look. The re was a group 
of about ten or twelve objects that bore no relation to 
anything he had seen before milling about in a rough 
formation and proceeding in a westerly direction. He 
opened the luggage compartment of hi s car and got his 
camera out of a suitcase. Loading it hurriedly, he 
exposed approximately thirty feet of film. There was 
no reference point in the sky, and it was impossible 
for him to make any estimate of s peed, size, altitude , 
or distance . Toward the end one of the objects rever se d 
course and proceeded away f rom the main group. He 
he ld the camera still and allowed this s ingle one 
to cross the field of view , picking it up agai n 
and repeating for three or four s uch passes . By 
this time all of the object s had di sappea r ed. "l 29 

The Tremonton footage was sent to ATIC where it puzzled and 
impressed Ruppe lt who sat through 97 sc r eenings . The images 
were so fascinating the fi lm was sent to Major Fournet at the 
Pentagon even before it was subjected t o lab t es t s . Maj or 
Fournet was as impressed as Ruppelt and arranged an immediate 
showing to a group of high ranking Intelligence officers. It 
was a remarkable beginning for the month of July. 

Years later Ruppelt met Newhouse in person and finally got 
a c ha nce to talk about the Tremonton film on a fa ce -to-face ba s is. 
Newhouse turned out to be one of the mos t impressive UFO witnesses 

• 
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Ruppe t was ever to meet, but it wa s not the Navy photographe r's 
credibility that would be the most vivid memory the BLUE BOOK 
chief would retain. Newhouse told Ruppelt that the UfOs cavort ing 
i n the sky ove r Tremonton that day in 1952 were much closer be fore 
he could get his movie camera in operation , in fact they were so 
close the exact shape coul d be discerned . The UFOs were 1 ike: 
'' ... two pic -pans, one inverted on top of the othcr. "l 30 Th i s 
revelation stunned Ruppelt who wa s quick t o admoni s h t he Navy 
phot ographer for not relat ing the pi e pan descr iption to th e 
orig inal interrogating Air Fo rce Inte ll ige nc e officer. Newhouse 
complained that he did g i ve t he officer j ust such informat i on. 
At that Ruppelt then r ecalled tha t it was his own fault. He 
remembered personally sending the interrogating off i c er a list of 
que s tions to ask Newhouse, and a question about the visual appearance 
had not been included, the reason being that the film would provide 
suffiCient evidence of what the UFO s looked like and for some 
reason the interrogating offi ce r made no record of Newhouse's 
pie-pan r ema rk .l31 

"Unconventional aircraft" and the CIA. 

A Central Intelligence Agency report detailing UFO act iv i ty 
overseas (see illustration) tells of s ome July 3rd cases and of 
special interes t i s the edi torial c omment by the Paris-Dakar that 
was singled out by the CIA analyst . The journalist JUSt could 
not bring himse lf to believe that the UFO: " . .. disappeared with 
a swoop upward s . . . "l32 Yet , it is a fact that a great many UFO 
sightings during this period described just such a maneuver 
offering impress ive proof that people everywhere were witness ing 
the same phenomenon. 

Circular -shaped lights. 

"Horizontally at tremendous speed ," read the teletype message 
from Michigan' s Selfridge Air Force Ba se on July 3rd. On that 
day an observer motoring on the Mani tou Beach Highway near Rome 
Center in the ear l y morning, 6:15a.m., beheld a pair of "circular
shaped l ights," estimated to be some 20 feet in diameter, as they 
flashed over the countryside only a few hundred feet above the 
ground. There wa s some fog i n the area at the t ime but the Air 
Force knew of no airc raft scheduled to be in the vicinity.l33 

Besides Utah, Michigan, and New Jersey, other areas generall y 
along the 40 degree latitude l i ne experienced UFO vi sitations: 

"Chicago, July 3 (UP) - Air Force officers at 
O'Hare base said today 'flying sauc e r' reports have 
picked up lately. The public information office sa id 
it had r ece ived sixteen report s of mysterious objects 
in t he sky in the Ch icago vicinity this week . 

"But officers denied reports that a special 'flyi ng 
saucer' a l ert ha s been ordered. Public information 
officers sa id jet patrols normally a re on ale rt ' t wenty 
four hour s a day.' 
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"Officers said the Air Force encouraged calls on 
objects sighted. They said the reports were 'passed 
on to higher authority for evaluation. '"134 

A brief military message of July 4th said: 

"Source observed disk-like object (flying) ncar 
Glenrock, Wyoming . Speed was approximately 200 to 
300 MPH . Object reduced speed sharply and circled, 
gyrating and alternately rising and falling. Source 
observed disk go behind mountains and disappear from 
view."135 

And then there were sightings half a world away at the same 
latitude . A German civilian living close to Stuttgart wrote: 

On 4 July 1952, at 1138 hours local time, I 
observed from the Heusteig school in the direction 
of the astronomical observatory a silver ball or disc 
which apparently hovered motionless at an altitude of 
about 10,000 meters. Shortly afterward, another such 
object approached the first one, whereupon the first one 
flew to the left and disappeared with a tremendous speed-
much faster than a jet-fighter. Soon afterward the second 
object disappeared from sight. No airplane noise was 
heard. As to witnesses Qf my observation, l immediately 
called my wife, my children, and a charwoman. n136 

"Nothing happened until he radioed." 

Was hysteria sweeping the nation? Air Force Intelligence had 
this to say about an Oklahoma State Trooper: "Trooper ... (deleted) 
spoke calmly and intelligently, gave his information carefully and 
was certain he had seen something."l37 The facts of the case 
follow. Piloting a private plane on July Sth. the Trooper had 
put his craft on a heading of 345 degrees and was proceeding 
uneventfully until he sighted something at 7:58 p.m. Off to his 
left at about 20 degrees, and at about an altitude of 6.000 
feet were three dark disk-shaped objects. The lawman put his 
position as about one mile west and five miles south of Norman 
Oklahoma when he sighted these "somethings". The reactions of 
these objects were of particular interest: 

"l first noticed these objects while flying NNE 
at about 4000 feet. There were three of them flying 
side by side or rather three abreast. They were NW 
from me and slightly higher. Apparently when I first 
noticed them they were motionless. At first it occurred 
to me that I was seeing the wingspan of three B-36 air
craft but there was no vertical fins visible. We have 
a special FM frequency 44.9 on which I talk to the con
trol station only. To my knowledge there is only one 
person in our network that can copy that frequency. 
I immediately called upon this frequency and had our 
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chief operator check with CAA as to any jet flights 
in the vicinity of these objects. The answer was NO. 
At the immediate termination of our conversation, 
these objects started traveling NE at a terrific 
rate of speed. All three stayed side by side and 
finally disappeared over the top of the cumulus clouds 
on the horizon. I attempted to focus them in my 
field glasses just as they started NE. A part of 
one came into focus but at this distance it appeared 
no larger than when first seen by eye."l38 

On July Sth was this incident: 

"Four Florida pilots saw a saucer hovering 
over Hanford atomic plant at Richlands, Washington, 
between Ellensburg and Yakima. 

"Included: Captain John Baldwin of Coral Gables, 
Fla., an AT pilot in the Pacific who has 7,000 hours 
of airline pilot experience; said the object seen 
early today was at about 9,000 feet; seen just below 
a deck of wispy clouds 10,000 - 15,000 feet directly 
above us.' 

'"All of us have been flying a number of years 
and we've seen all kinds of clouds and formations. 
but none of us had ever seen anything like this before. 

"'This object seemed to back away from us and 
change shape. It was perfectly round and still at 
first; it became flat, gained speed and then dis
appeared quickly.' 

"Other: Captain George Robertson of Miami, who 
flew a C-46 over the Hump to Burma, in World War II, 
D. Shanbel of Miami, former AF pilot, and Steven 
Summers of Hialeai, Florida, who has been flying 
since shortly after the end of World War II. 

"Baldwin and Roberts are pilots, Shanbel and Steven 
Co-pilots for Connor Air Lines. Baldwin ran for a 
camera. but was too late. 

"'We passed the object as it stood susoended in 
space. Couldn't pick it up on radar . We reversed 
course and went back but we couldn't spot it again 
(said Robertson)" .139 

More on Hanford. 

Sunday, July 6th, was not a day of rest for Ruppelt's team. 
The morning edition of a local Dayton, Ohio paper bannered: 
"FLYERS REPORT SAUCERS NEAR ATOt.!IC PLANT," and the newsservices 
were quickly on the phone to ATIC seeking Ruppelt's comment on 
saucers daring to approach America's highly secret installa
tions. The ATIC Duty Officer turned back inquiries, saying 
that no comments were authorized and the only information then 
available were civilian dispatches. 

Hours later, at 5:30p.m., Ruppelt placed a phone call to 
Captain fisher, controller on duty for the 25th Air Division at 
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~!cChord AFB but the officer was little help, acknowledging 
only a note inthecontrollcr's log and a brief message on 
file from ~lcChord Flight Service which he understood had been 
relayed from the Ellensburg, Washington, CAA Radio facility. 
The military record contains the following which illustrates 
the pressure the Air Force was under: 

"Shortly after the call, Col. Bower of ATIA 
was contacted to see what we (ATIC) should do 
about the newspapers that had been calling. Col. 
Bower stated that we could continue to stall them 
off with a no comment answer and if they got insis
tent to call him."l40 

Dr. J. Allen Hynek, the BLUE BOOK adviser, had this to say 
in regards to the way the Hanford incident was handled: 

My personal experiences attest that the Air 
Force record was available to the American people 
only as the Air Force saw it, either when cases 
were 'solved' or where an explanation of a sighting 
could be assigned with the hope no one would ques
tion it."141 

UFO activity over New England in early July was not restricted 
to the land area, for on July 5th two men in a sailboat two miles 
off shore of Connecticut, near the city of Norwalk on the Atlantic 
coast, observed some suspicious lights. At 9:10p.m. that night 
the sailboat was drifting slowly on calm waters under a full moon. 
The atmosphere was clear and windless. The lunar disk was half
way to its zenith and was bathing Long Island Sound with a 
soft glow. The pair of sailors were admiring the Moon when a 
brilliant, almost sparkling white point of light appeared. 
The light quickly grew larger, an indication that the light 
was approaching. A guess put the phenomenon 15 miles away and 
15 ,000 feet high. Nothing seemed unusual aside from the inten
sity of the light until a change in speed took the witnesses' 
breath away: 

"As we watched, the brilliant white light went 
out and in its place was left two small points of 
white light. All at once these two points of ligh t 
started streaking away toward the end of the Sound 
at a fantastic rate of speed, climbing rapidly all the 
time. In a matter of 30 or 40 seconds it had dis
a ppeared from sight at great height about twenty- five 
miles away."l42 

Both witnesses agreed that the velocity s hown by t he 
phenomenon precluded an aircraft explanation. 

One thousand mi les out in the Atlantic. 

Eight people, among them a half dozen military personnel, 
viewed an extraordinary sight on July 6th from a loca tion at 
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Bermuda's Kindley AFB. The sight 
Force observers were interrogated 
deta1ls were accurately recalled. 
questioning the accounts were "in 

was so odd three of the Air 
separately to make sure 

In spite of the separate 
conformity with each other." 

The resulting composite report says: 

"(1) The object was first observed by ~/Sg~. 
(deleted) at 222SZ . The object was mov1ng 1n a 

North to South direction and stopped directly over
head of the observer. When it was overhead, ... 
(deleted) brought it to the attention of the other 
seven persons. 

"(2) The object was round and appeared to be 
spinning. It did not change position, but was obser
ved to be moving in a 'piston' like manner. Being 
in an overhead position, the altitude could not be 
estimated . Visually the object was 8 inches in 
diameter although the actual size could not be 
determined . 

"(3) The object was observed for seven minutes 
in this position. During this time it appeared to 
be a highly polished silver color. 

"(4) At approximately 222SZ, the object turned 
on its side and formed a long circular tube. At the 
time it gave off a yellow, then a faint green glow. 
It then returned to the original position and immediately 
disappeared."l43 

Again we have a disappearing act. Although there were 
broken clouds in the sky at the time, the Air Force questioned 
the witnesses and established: "The observers reported that the 
clouds did not interfere with the observation, and at the time 
the object disappeared, the sky was clear in the immediate 
area."l44 

Oddments overseas. 

Ruppelt admitted the existence of foreign UFO reports in 
July of 19SZ and a check of BLUE BOOK records confirm this, 
yet nothing much was done about them for the simple reason ATIC 
at Dayton was snowed under by domestic activities.l4S 

A French authority states: 

"July 6th: ••. two bluish 'disks' were seen 
at Thann in Alsace; a luminous sphere was reported 
at Bone, Algeria; and another disk was seen at 
Bou- Hadjar, Oran, during the night of July 7th."146 

Another French source informs us: 

"On July 8, 19SZ, Flying Saucers again visited 
the French capital. A white, shining object silently 
crossed the Parisian sky in successive stages, fairly 
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slowly and at a low altitude. After a minute or 
two of this calm progress, the flying disc sud
denly climbed vertically and disappeared at pro
digious speed."l47 

Back in the U.S. UFO reports were showing the first indi
cations that the Southern shift was reaching out to areas beyond 
the middle of the country. For the moment attention centered 
on the Southwest. 

When a scientist working at Alamogordo, New Mexico sighted 
some odd objects in the sky over the installation and told the 
newspapers on July 7th, three civilians contacted the press to 
say that they had apparently viewed the same phenomenon. It 
seems that near the New Mexican town of Orogrande a man, his 
wife, and his daughter were in their auto motoring down a highway 
when they noticed something high up and to the northwest. They 
said it was a strange spherical object speeding along when it: 
" ... was joined by three more of the same objects and seconds 
later three more, totaling seven." The objects maintained an 
evenly spaced formation,l48 . 

News from Los Angeles on July 7th ignited further press 
interest when an important name volunteered a statement. He 
had impressive credentials. Formerly a Royal Air Force flight 
official and since the war considered England's leading authority 
on space, Arthur C. Clarke had been in the States on an official 
visit and stopped at the United States rocket test station at 
White Sands, New Mexico, enroute to the West Coast. When he 
arrived in the City of the Angels he was quoted by the press 
as saying he was: " ... beginning to think there's more to the 
flying saucer mystery than just a mirage."l49 

}.loreover: 

" a noted American scientist told me at White 
Sands that he is certain he had seen one. It appeared 
to be going at a high rate of speed and was close enough 
for this scientist to see windows in it. 

"Yes, you can't help but wonder at the number of 
supposed flying discs which have been reported in the150 vicinity of a secret military base like White Sands." 

The British expert's disclosure alluding to a "noted American 
scientist" triggered a response the next day by Dr. Clyde Tombaugh 
who was world famous for his discovery of the planet Pluto. 
Dr. Tombaugh admitted being the source of Clark's new suspicions 
that UFOs amounted to more than unverified apparitions, although 
the renowned astronomer qualified his position as to what it 
was he observed the summer of 1948 in the sky over Las Cruces, 
New Mexico. 

Tombaugh commented cautiously: 

"I take a very humble attitude about it all. 
We may know something some day but we have no idea 
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yet as to what these obje c t s are, if they are 
material ob jects."151 

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Oregon, and variou s other place s. 

A newsservice releas e read : 

"Driving the New J e r s ey Turnpike earl y (4 : 15a.m.) 
morning of July 7th, Clark Tinch , a vet eran of war 
time service aboard heavy cruisers, viewed an aerial 
roundup between some aerial objects. Relating hi s 
story to the New York World-Tele~rarn, Tinch s aid 
his attention was attraced to a r1lliant body 
hanging in the black sky . For 20 minutes he kept 
it under observation and then a similar brilliant 
object approached the first . The second object 15 2 shot upward leaving a vapor trail along it s course." 

Strange green fireball. 

When a silent, green-colored fireball flashed over Fort 
Bragg, North Carolina, at 2017 hours on July 7th, it was watched 
during its biref passage by an Air Force Captain formerly ass igned 
to UFO investigations at California's Muroc AFB, a gentleman who 
did not submit reports lightly yet knew enough to know that a 
green fireball might not be a meteor and consequently important 
objects to be kept track o£ . 153 

Pennsylvania's contribution went : 

"July 8, 1952, near Greiner, A f-AA equipment 
provider experienced as radio operator weather ob
server and traffic controller, at 10:00 p . m. saw 
a doomed UFO speed overhead below a high overcast. 
The object was visible about 10 second s travelling 
at an estima ted 1 , 000 mph . The main bod y was green, 
with a reddish portion on top . "l54 

"Out of nowhere over Oregon . " 

Ashland, on July 9th: 

" . • • a blue-colored square thing with rounded 
corners 'appeared out of nowhere dropping down out 
of the sky in a flaming plunge vis ibl e for three 
seconds. An intense brilliance at the center with 155 a surroundi ng lumminousi ty at the corner s (was seen). •· 

Not far away at Grants Pass came word of : 

"Two flying pans inverted one over the other 
br i lliant and hav i ng a crims on aura ... (al so ) a 
triangula r tail spewing a whit e light."l 56 
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The citv edit o r of the Ashland Daily Tidings forwarded 
the forement.ioncJ c lipping s to ATlC with the l c a"J: "llave 
hc :nd you arc int eres ted in reports of the green men from 
~Ia r s . "1 57 

"Hovered over airstrip." 

Four airmen were relaxing at 1:35 the 3[tcrnoon of July 9th, 
lying on their backs on the grass next to the runway of Rapid 
City Air Base. Weaver, South Dakota. In such a position they 
couldn't help gaze at the blue sky . Much t o their surprise, 
three mi lky 1~hite circular objects passed over "going faster 
than a jet plane." The men, personnel of the 717th Strategic 
Reconnaisance Squadron, had barely recovered from the unexpected 
sight when a fourth and then a fifth object sped by headed 
east. At the same time Airman 1st class Howard Hoff caught 
sight of a lone disk- like object approaching from the south -
.,.·es t: 

"It crossed over the North West corner of the air
field and seemed to stop and hover over an area 
North of the East-West runway and little over a 
quarter of a mile from us. It would lose some 
altitude and then gain it right back more like 158 arcing (?) it also did sort of a twisting motion." 

Green fireballs over the east coast. 

The Camden Courier-Post carried an incident that seems to 
indicate the green f1reballs were interested in areas other 
than the southwest: 

"A Marine lieutenant gave a United Press reporter 
(a) description of lights he saw on night man

euvers over Quantico, VA. July 10. 
"The t-farine pilot, who asked that he be uniden

tifi ed, said he saw 'two green objects--like shooting 
stars without tails--shooting straight across the sky 
at terrific s peed. The objects, he said, were flying 
close together, one slightly behind and off to the 
side, at a very, very high altitude."lSg 

"Metallic football." 

Towering thunderheads floated over Orlando, Florida, 4:15p.m. 
July lOth. A witne ss standing on the shore of Lake Nann viewed 
a l arge, perfectly smooth, "metallic football" about the size 
of a T-33 fuselage, come out from be hind one column of cloud 
and disappear as it entered a second. Since T-33s were operating 
in the area at the time, military intelligence assumed that was 
the answer to the sighting . l60 

Washington, Missouri, and Ohio. 

-·---·-~-- - --------- --
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A huge meteor terrorized a wide area of Ohio and India na 
at 9:08a.m., July 12th. In view for almost ten seconds as 
it swept from horizon to horizon, the giant brilliant tear
drop was responsible for the swamping of newspaper and police 
switchboards in the "saucer jittery" rc~ion. 

That same evening of July 12th a crowd of people at Montrose 
Beach, Chicago, were watching the stars while relaxing on the 
sand in the sultry summer heat when a silent red light, with 
smaller white-hued points of brillance to either side, came out 
of the Northwest, coasted along for awhile, and then made a 
fantastic 180 turn. One of the bathers was an Air Force Captain 
stationed at O'Hare International Airport where he was the 
weather officer. Immediately he found a telephone and dialed 
O'Hare to check on balloon flights and aircraft traffic in the 
vicinity of Montrose at that hour. The Captain learned that 
nothing should be aloft that could explain the aerial marvel 
so the Air Force officer got in touch with BLUE BOOK . Ruppelt 
dispatched an agent to the Windy City but an investigation drew 
a blank.l61 

"Kirksville mystery body." 

More of a worry to the Air Force was the two yellow globles 
of fiery appearance that played follow-the-leader as they sailed 
over Richland, Washington, next door to the Hanford atomic works. 
It was the second occasion in seven days that strange aerial 16 2 phenomenon was recorded at the sensitive scientific installation. 

Exactly 24 hours after the big bolide excited Ohio and 
Indiana, in· nearby Missouri a giant mystery body lurked in the 
blackness over Kirksville. 

It was 9:00 p.m. when a large blip indicating an object 
the size of a six engine B-36 bomber appeared on Air Force 
radar. The radar installation tracked the object in the 
vicinity of Kirksville travelling at 1,700 ~ph.163 

"Ice cream cone." 

The "ice cream cone" tag, placed on UFOs at times, is 
probably best explained with the use of a drawing made by Ray T. 
Ellis, president of Rubber Seal Products of Dayton, Ohio. On 
Sunday, July 13th, a "thing" with the overall likeness of an 
"ice cream cone" appeared out of nowhere over Dayton at 12:25 a.m. 
Getting a close look, Ellis could make out a: " ... hemi-sphere 
of white light in front of it, an elliptical dark object in the 
center where the ice cream would meet the cone, and the rest of 
it a bright light (see diagram drawn by Ellis)." 

It misht be safe to say, therefore, that the ice cream cone 
configurat1on mentioned occasionally in UFO reports is due to 
an effect of streamlining action exerted on an illuminous 

·envelope surrounding a flying disc.l64 

The airliner and the mystery light. 

Here is another UFO sighting by pilots near Washington, D.C. 
One pilot said: 



/ 
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"On the n ight of .July .10, 19 52 at 20 18 , whi le 
pil o t in g Na ti ona l Air-li ne s flight 42 , we we n~ a pp rox 
imately ten miles :;ou t.h o f l'o t o rn;J c Rive r south o f Clifto n 
i ntersec ti on. A s t r:-tn~c light caught ou r :Jttentior'-
At first we t hough t it wa s a la ndi ng li ght on an 
approaching aircraft, but di s counted thi s as it d id 
no t ge t any closer_ Then we thought it was a mili-
tary fla r e hut discounted thi s a l so beca use it appeared 
to ri s e when f lares fall. It was an a mb er li ght and 
appeared to glow somewhat with no t ai l. The light 
was of very, very bright intensity . ft wa s not a 
met eor s ince meteors generally descend rap idly. 
This light was in our view approx i ma tely ten minutes 
mak ing no particular pattern of movement. Then sud-
denly it climbed rapidly in a turning attitude and 
di sappeared into the northwe st . Our altitude through this 
event was 1,500 feet above sea levet."•l65 

Thi s National Airlines inciden t was of s pecial interest t o 
Air Force Intel ligence. The prepa ring officer of the Information 
Report on the ca se offered a conjectural op inion, proposing that 
the l i ght seen had the general appearan c e o f an ai rcraft land ing 
light, although there was no air traffic scheduled to be in the 
area a t the time. The Colonel also raised the question: Were 
I nte lligence agents at either Bolling or Andrews AFBs, adjacent 
to the Nation's Capital, aware of a poss ible aerial intruder? 

Co l. Hinton's immediat e superi ors a t Intelligence Divi sion 
HQ, MATS, took his suggestion and contacte d authorities at 
Bolling and Andrews and found that the Nat ional Airlines sight
in~ had not been forwarded.l66 

"Coruscating envelopes of light . " 

Par t of the U.N. force in Korean wa ter s was the Canadian 
destroyer Crusader on patrol off the coast. On July 10, 1952 , 
the 40 off1cer s and men of the ship experienced a UFO over
fli ght . Two UFOs were obse rved s houded in wh a t was termed 
"c orusca ting envelope s of light" as they s hot by at blind ing 
s peed. Critical to the strangeness r a ting of the case was t he 
f act t ha t the two UFOs were tracked on rada r, exactly placing 
t hem on a course seve n mile s away and a t a 10,000 foot altitude . 

An AP d ispatch from Seoul de s cribing the inc ident also 
men ti oned a proposed explana tion by an "unnamed expe rt" which 
wa s s o $ t upid i t drew a reto r t from an angry Canadian sai lor . 
The "expe rt" contended tha t the pla net Jup i t e r wa s responsible, 
wh e r eupon the outraged Canadian snapped : "Jupiter doesn't 
come in pai r s and i s seve r al million miles out of r ange of our 
radar ."lo 7 . 

•The similarity to a report dated July 13th, which the reader 
ca n check for himse l f late r on in thi s t ext, is so close it wa s 
a struggl e to resist trea ting both inc ide nt s as the same case. 
Th e decid i ng factor in t r eat ing the in fo rma tion as two different 
cases is the Flight numh e r s whi c h do not r es emble eac h other" 
ttFlight 611." and "Flight 42." • 
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Cu r ious milit~ry language. 

Kc might agre~ ~ith Air Force Inte lligence that labeled 
two witnes ses cx..:cl l cn t observers: an engineer for llughcs 
Aircraft and a CAA Airport Traffic Control of fic e r employed 
at the San Fernando Valley Airport, Van Nuys, California; yet 
the milit a ry' s acceptance of what was reported see ms curiou sl y 
qualified. According to of f icial document s , on July 11th, a 
hall - l i ke object with a dark spot in the center and appearing 
to be e nve loped in a blurry halo was seen by the forcmentioncd 
observer s in the night sky near the Constellation Urus Major. 
When first noticed the object was completely still and then 
suddenly it took off like a rocket. The Air Force explanation 
for the phenomenon went like this: 

"Stationary position of object prior to its 
reported movement slants report toward indication 
of non-meteoric origin of object. However, stated 
s peed of ten degrees per second lends credence to 
meteoric possibility."l68 

Morocco mys tery. 

A formation of luminous bodies, one in the lead with one on 
either side and one trailing, variously described as "pillow
shaped," diamond-shaped," or "saucer-like," swept over Casablanca, 
Morocco , the night of July 12th. Nine persons on the roof terrace 
of the Key Club~ all Americans, reported the passage to USAF 
Intelligence.l6!1 

Another odd interception. 

A pair of .closely spaced lights, brilliant to the point of 
being blinding, were seen over Dayton , Ohio July 12th, motion
less in the night sky. A flight of F-86 jets, scrambled to 
intercept a n unknown target detected by ground radar, were 
heading i n the general direction and made vi sual contact. While 
ground radar had not pinpointed its target, the flight leader 
believed the lights marked the i r quarry and ordered his wing
mates to close in. The pursuit abruptly ended, however, when 
the lights suddenly disappeared "as if someone turned out a light." 
Within seconds ~here may be a correlation) another Air Force 
p i lot reported an unexplained object moving at t e rri fic speed 
over Indianapoli s, Indiana.l70 

"Th e ghostly voice _" 

Two F-86 jet fighters were on a rout i ne mis s ion out of 
O'Hare Field, 1llinois on July 12th, and were speeding over 
the city of Arlington when something unexplained occurred. 
Right after coming out of a right turn, one F-86 pilot sighted 
a bizarre object about lS miles away at 22,000 feet, and on a 
heading of 240 degrees. The object was an oblong, yellow
co lored thing spewing an exhaust and zooming along at an 
estimated 700 knot s . The pilot steered toward the UFO and 
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accelerated to 100\ power, ho~ever the chase ~as bri~f (20 
seconds ) because the strange object easily pull ed out o f 
ranRe. During the short encounter, the pilot advi s ed grounJ 
control of the pursuit on "fox:trot channel." His win~rm:Jtc> , 
who was out of position and did not view the UFO, wa s nev e r 
theless listening in on the radio transmission so he knew ~n 
inte rc eption was being attempted. 

Just before the F-86 pilot broke off his purs uit, and a ll 
was quiet on "foxtrot," both pilots heard a distinct word: 
"C-A-S-E-Y," in an ethereal or ghostly tone. This s tartl ed the 
pilot engaged in the chase of the UFO because "Ca sey" wa s h.i s 
name! Subsequent military investigations establisheJ that the 
one word radio transmission did not come from any known s ourc e, 
either ground or air. Both pilots, however, were of the op i nion 
that the word was transmitted from the UFO, an eerie thought 
indeed! 

Air Force Intelligence, Washington (AFIN), requested tha t 
the proper forms be completed on the case and specificall y 
asked for investigators to: "Include details of unusual radio 
transmission mentioned in subject wire."171 

"Do you see what I see?" 

Whiie lying on the beach at Round Bay, Maryland, a spot 
about six miles northwest of Annapolis, a couple of swimmers 
were stunned by the appearance of some very strange aerial objects. 
The principle witness was the president of an insurance company 
who travelled by air up to 30 times a year, thus was well 
acquainted with air traffic. Military investigators found the 
man sincere, highly educated, and so socially prominent a hoax 
was out of the question. His woman companion, who also wit-
nessed the UFOs fly by, was similarly considered above reproach 
socially and hardly publicity minded . 

The time of the occurrence was 3:30 o'clock the afternoon 
of July 12th with the weather that day clear and visibility at 
20 miles . The insurance company president had been swimming in 
the bay, but at the moment of the sighting was on the beach in 
a prone position after drying off and putting on his sunglasses. 
Basking in the sun's rays the man idly squinted at the sky and 
his eyes settled on a transport plane crossing over at 9,000 
feet heading in the direction of Norfork, Virginia. As the 
transport reached the zenith, the gentleman also noticed four 
oval, white-colored objects in close formation abreast approach 
with enormous speed. Not sure of the objects' altitude but 
assuming they were the same elevation as the transport (which 
he believed was a Martin 202) he estimated the ovals were l / 3 
the size of the aircraft. When the objects reached a point about 
a half mile behind the transport they did something hard to 
c redit. The company president told investigators : 

"All four objects stopped abruptly in mid
air behind the transport, maintained their for
mation, hesitated for a full second, did a right
angle turn and then immediately resumed their 
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original high speed and headed approximately south. 
They were in sight for about three seconds more then 
disappeared in mid-air."172 

Although the transport made the usual engine noise, the 
mysterious flying objects were absolutely silent. 

Shocked, the man ca 11 ed to his companion: "Do you see 
what I see?'' She answered: "I certainly see something. It 
looks like the disks on a harrow."l73 

Ghost rocket over Norway . 

Haslsmaen airfield, Norway, the night of July 12th, the 
wife of a Norwegian Aero Club pilot and one of the club's 
personnel were waiting on the tarmack for the arrival of an 
aircraft, and at 11:17 p.m. a light in the sky seemed to herald 
its imminent appearance, yet as the glow grew in its intensity 
and a shape took form, they were dumbfounded when something 
other than a conventional aerial machine became visible. There, 
in the dark sky, was a speeding oblong shape in the mist of 
a halo of light. Without stopping, it glided past keeping to 
a northeasterly course until it was claimed by the blackness. 

Hours later a similar object was reported in the sky over 
Stockholm, the capital of Sweden.l74 

Washington, D.C . sightings. 

"No flying saucer report in the history of the 
UFO ever won more world acclaim than the Washington 
National sightings . " 

-- E. J. Ruppelt 

Besides ranking as the most famous, the Washington inci
dents were, as Ruppelt admits, the most confused and most in
completely told. We intend to correct those-shortcomings by 
utilizing every source possible and by including a regional 
look at the UFO activity. The picture that emerges differs 
substantially from official accounts that reduce the mystery 
to bland summaries that offer no challenge to science. 

What might be considered the first in the series occurred 
July 13th when National Airlines Flight 611 encountered some
thing while cruising·at 1100 feet along an airlane some 60 
miles to the southwest of the Nation's capital. A large round, 
glowing, blue-white object, motionless to the west and below 
when first spotted, rose up until it reached the altitude of 
the passenger plane where it leveled off and paced the air
liner two miles off the left wing. Startled, the airliner's 
pilots flashed their landing lights. In reaction, perhaps, 
the luminoy7 thing vaulted upward out of sight at an estimated 
1, 000 mph. 5 

Ruppelt's team explained the case as a "meteor,"l76 a 
solution that stunned BLUE BOOK's astrophysics advisor, 
Dr. J. Allen Hynek, who was amazed that a meteor label was 
placed on the case. He wrote : 
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"Then why was .it dismis s cJ •1s a me t cor? 
Nctcors do not hover, do not move along with the 
aircr~ft, and the n t ake off 'up and away .' The only 
wav out of this one would have been for the cvalu
at~r to have claimed that both pil o t s were momen
tarily subject to a halluctnation!"l77 

There would be more interesting Ka shington ca s es in the 
days ahead. 

"Sausage-shaped . " 

Beacon, New York is on the Hudson River some 30 miles 
north of New York City and a considerable distance from Brain
tree, Massachusetts , but an object similar to the New England 
case appeared there. The New York witness stated: 

"I was seeing some friends off at the New York 
Central RR station at about 11:30 a.m. As the train 
came in from the north, I happened to note an obj ect 
over the tracks 1 would guess about a mile or so 
distant. At first I thought it was a sausage
shaped balloon. It hovered motionless at around 
500 to 1,000 foot altitude. It began to move a 
little and then went directly upward like an 
elevator at a very rapid rate of speed. I knew 
at once that I was looking at a solid object and 
that it moved like nothing I had ever seen before. 
I blinked my eyes and looked again. The object, 
which appeared about the size of a fighter plane, 
was still rising. It gradually melted into the 
atmosphere becoming a mere blur, then finally 
disappeared altogether."l78 

Still another "sausage." 

Strolling the 200 block of North Battin street in Wichita, 
Kansas, 10:30 in the morning of July 14th, three teenagers saw 
something through a break in the clouds, something oblong in 
shape and silver in color moving at high speed . The trio of 
young people were sure the object was a mysterious aerial object 
but they were baffled by the fact that the thing was not a 
flying saucer, instead: " ..• whatever it vas they saw was 
cigar--sha~ed leaking almost like a dirigible . .. "179 yet, as 
one of the teens, a Bill Atkisson, emphasized: " ... we don't 
believe it was a dirigible."180 

Another puzzled witness. 

On duty at her post at Indio, California, ground observer 
Pauline Watts noticed "two shiny discs" at 2:45p.m., July 14th 
while scanning the sky with field glasses . She later told 
the press: "If they weren't flying saucers, I don't know what 
they were."l81 
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"Straight down." 

A star-like body dropped straight down out of the night 
sky over Hadana AFB, Okinawa, July 14th, and then shot away 
horizontally. Military personnel leaving a hase theater wit
nessed the sight.l82 

"Straight up." 

A "mystery star" hovered over Oberlin Gardens, Pennsylvania, 
the evening of July 14th. Persons reported that the "star" 
eventually took off straight up and disappeared.183 

Five mystery objects in V-formation flashed over Great 
Falls AFB, Great Falls, Montana, moving north to south at 
an estimated supersonic speed on July 14th.l84 

Another significant Washington D.C. sighting in July 
occurred on the 14th at 9:30 in the morning. A total of 
eight witnesses watched all or part of the passage of what could 
only be called flyin~ saucers. In broad daylight three objects 
in triangular formation swept through an arc of 75 degrees and 
disappeared in the haze along the horizon to the southeast. 
They were shinin~ chrome-like ovals clearly discernible against 
the blue sky. the employees of a Naval gun factory on the out
skirts of Washington D.C. observed the flyby and excited by 
the incident, continued to stand watch. Within five minutes 
a pair of similar objects raced out of the southwest, zipping 
along on a reciprocal heading. The two were in an in-line 
formation and were flying in a vertical position. These last 
two were visible for 35 seconds until they were obscured by 
the factory's smokestack.l8S 

Mid-July. 

Ruppelt complained that by mid-July he and his team at 
BLUE BOOK were putting in 14 hour workdays everyday except 
Sunday. The project's field investigators (a mere three men, 
which was a laugh), Lieutenants Andy Flues, Bob Olsson, and 
Kerry Rothstien, were constantly out of town travelling around 
the country on TWA airliners, coming and going to the latest 
UFO hot spot.186 (Note that BLUE BOOK used civilian trans
portation in spite of all the aircraft the Air Force had avail
able!). Besides the forementioned three officers, there were 
Ruppelt, two enlisted men, and a couple of civilians of which 
one was Dr. J. Allen Hynek. 

Dr. Hynek would show up at BLUE BOOK every 3 or 4 weeks 
to read the latest reports logged by the Air Force, zeroing 
in on the unknowns and making a quick decision about a case 
based on whatever facts were handy. At the time Dr. Hynek was 
a sceptic and never pressed for exhaustive investigations.l87 

Calls from military installations around the country 
were frantic in tone asking for Ruppelt's help since they 
were being beseiged with reports. Ruppelt, drowning in data, 
told callers to only send in the best. As for the rest, it was 
ignored. 
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csr meets. 

The inadequa cy of the BLUE BOOK effort had its e ffect 
in the restlessness of those outside the official agencies. 
The night of July 14th a smRll group of civilian se lf- s tyled 
UFO investigat ors met in ~1ayfai r llotcl in Los r\ngeles. it was 
a meeting of the Civilian Saucer Investigat or s presided over 
by E. J . Sullivan, the outfit that had gained fame by a men
tion in a UFO article in Life maga~ine. Two Air Force rep
re sentatives attended as observers but refused to identify 
themselves to a reoorter from the L. A. Times . 

Sullivan announced t o the small gathe ring that so far the 
group had received over 1,500 UFO reports since the organiza
tion's inception . The material, he promised, would be sorted 
and evaluated without prejudice even though there was a con
sensus among the membership that "unidentified objects were 
coursing around the atmosphere. ' ' Most of the meeting was given 
over to an amateur astronome r T. H. Cave wh o lectured on the 
planet Mars, and afterwards some of those in attendance des 
cribed personal UFO sightings. Perhaps the most significant 
moment of the evening was when the writer Gerald Heard stood 
up and suggested that strange sightings made during World War 
II might be authentic UFO reports.l88 

That same night across the continent the UFOs gave the CSI 
band some spectacular encouragement . 

The famous Nash-Fournet case. 

Over and over again reports of luminous dots in the sky 
moving in V-formation turned up in UFO reports and they were 
usually dismised as ducks or geese, and then on July 14, 1952, 
an incident was recorded that casts some doubt on the liberal 
use of the bird explanation. 

The principle witness was a Captian William B. Nash. His 
background in aviation was above reproach before the incident 
and after . During World War II he flew for the Navy and after 
the conflict ended he was a pilot for Pan American- By 196Z, 
Nash had achieved the rank of Senior Captain and had been 
appointed an official of the Air Line Pilots Association . 

As a further introductory note, it should be said that 
BLUE BOOK's AFHQ Monitor, Major Dewey Fournet, called the 
case one of the most detailed and reliable in Air Force files 
up to that time. 

The encounter. 

Just after sundown (8 : 12p.m. July 14th), a DC - 4 passen 
ger plane enroute from New York to Miami, was 8,000 feet above 
the waters of Cheasapeak Bay_ At the helm was Captain William 
B. Nash. Visibility that night was excellent and as the air
liner cruised over the bay Captain Nash could clearly see the 
lights of Norfolk 25 miles away and the dark mass of the 
penninsula of Delaware to his left. Off in the distance 
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s pr3wled the myriad brillia nt luminou s po i nt s tha t marked the 
metropolitan areas of Washington, Richmond, and Philadelphi a. 
Up ahead l ay the dazzling glow of the city of Ne~port News, 
growing brighter as th~ DC-4 spe d in its direction . The only 
clouds in the s ky were some cirrus at :0, 00 0 feet. 

With the heavens so tra nsparent, Captain Nash sought to 
po int out l andmark s to Firs t Officer Ki lliam Fo r tenberry who 
~a s on his fir s t run to Miami . As the two were looking out 
t he winds hield to the ri ght, they both noticed a series of 
crimson do ts at 30 degree s streaking in their direc tion, 
moving so fast in their flight the y resemhled tracer bullets . 
Peering close ly Captain Nash noticed that red do ts were moving 
in a step-down echelon formation, zooming along at an altitude 
of 2,000 feet, or about a mile lower than the DC-4.189 

As the row of dots grew rapidly larger, both Nash and 
Fortenberry were transfixed by the swelling images, six red
orange circles they estimated were 100 feet in diameter and 
15 feet thick. Of the six objects, the l eading trio suddenly 
began to behave oddly after being under observation for a few 
seconds . Captain Nash explained the behavior in this manner : 
"They began to slide back and forth to cross one another as 
though the leader had decelerated and the second two had been 
asleep."l90 

Fascinated by the sight and convinced that the weird 
formation would pass beneath this aircraft, Captain Nash 
threw off his safety belt and lunged to the right so he could 
ma intain eye contact through the cockpit window . To his sur
prise, however, the red circles of light dimmed, flipped up 
on edge, instantly reversed direction with no arc or wavering , 
and then resumed a horizontal position as they sped away on a 
trajectory some 30 degrees from their approach course. The 
pilot's amazemenet, was compounded when two more such objects 
entered the flier's field of vision diving on the other six, 
smoothly joining up with the departing formation. As the for
mation receeded in the distance, the pilots could see that the 
UFOs skirted Newport News, and then ~ent some 10 miles beyond 
the city; at that point the objects shot upward at an angle 
of about 45 degrees, gradually growing fainter as they climbed 
higher and higher . 

The total time elapsed was about 15 seconds. Elaborate 
calculations utilizing their charts and navigating equipment 
produced an astounding figure for the UFOs' velocity: SO 
miles in 15 seconds, or 12,000 miles per hour! 

Profoundly impressed by the performance, Captain Nash 
assumed that the objects were intelligently controlled machines 
so he immediately radioed a local Naval Station to notify the 
military, but receiving no answer he made a second call to a 191 CAA VHF short range installation where the message was logged. 

7: 00 a . m. , July 15th. 

Hours later when the Pam American plane 188901 landed at 
Miami International Airport, military officials of the 435th 
Troop Carrier Wing based at Miami Airport had already flashed 
a message about the encounter to the 7th OSI Di s trict at McDill 
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AFII, Tampa. At 7 :00a.m. in the mo rning o f .Jul y 15th, the 
OS ! telephoned Nush an d Fortenberry a s king for an in te rview 
which the pilots readil y granted. Shortly thereafter an 
interrogation t eam arrived and we kn ow frommilitary record s the 
names o f three OSI mcmhers: Louie A. Johnagin, Rudolph 
~1cCollouksi, and an OSI Detachment Commander C. L. Hamilton. 
Captain Nash remembers: 

"There were five men, one in uniform; the 
others showed us I.D. cards and badges of Special 
Investigations, USAF. In separate rooms, we were 
questioned for one hour and 45 minutes--then about 
a half hour together. We made sketches and drew 
the track of the objects on charts ... the tracks 
matched.-.all conversation (was) recorded on a 
stenotype machine . 

"They had a complete weatber report ... it 
coincided with our visual observations ... our flight 
plan. The investigators also advised us that they 
already had seven other reports . One was from a 
Lt. Commander and his wife . . . They described a 
formation of red discs travelling at high speed 
and making immediate direction changes without 
turn radius. These other reports alone were 
enough to convince the investigators that we had 
not seen 'reflections.'"*l92 

Issues of the Washington Daily News later visible on the 
newsracks around the Cap1~a1 bannered: "PILOTS SPOT 8 SAUCERS 
FLYING IN NORFOLK AREA." 

The Air Defense Command headquarter s in Colorado dis
patched a teletype message to ATIC at Wright Field, Ohio, 
requesting the interrogation reports on the Pan-American 
encounter stating: "THIS IS GREAT PRIORITY, INFO NEEDED THIS 
HQ 2 AUG 52 OR AS SOON THEREAFTER AS POSSIBLE." 

Another rendezvous in the Newport News area. 

Newport News• si s ter city of Hampton , Virginia was host 
to another UFO rendezvous just two days after the Na sh-Fortenberry 
inc ident. The witne s s to the UFO episode was a Paul R. Hill, 
Ass i s tant Division Chief with the Pilotless Aircraft Research 
Division of NACA, Langley AFB, Virginia. He was familiar with 
the be s t aircraft America was developing yet in spite of that 
was totally mystified 9:00 p.m. July 16th by two amber-colore d 
lights viewed from hi s home near the intersection of Chesapeake 
and La Salle Avenues in Hampton: 

*It is claimed that two members of the Ground Observer Corps, 
on duty the night of July 14th at Newport News, spotted the 
same lights as Nash and Fortenberry but did not contact the 
Filter Center at Richmond. 
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"Two were ~ ccn fi rs t co mi ng in ovt~ r !I am pt on 
Ro 3d s at abou t SOli mph from the Sou t h_ These 
s l owed do"·n as the y OJ ;tdc a ' U' t u r n at the- sou th e rn 
~d ee o f the Pe nn ins u la . Thev moved s ide hv s i de 
llll t i I they rL'\'O l n - d a r·o un,l e :1ch ot hc t· :tt a · h igh 
r a t e- o f s peC'd i n ;t t igh t c irc l e 2 or .) hu nd red f e et 
i n d iameter . rh is appe a r ed t o he n r end e zvou s s ig nal 
a s a t hi r d UFO ca me r acing up fr o m th e direc ti on of 
\' i r gi n ia Beach and 'fell i n' se ve ra l hundr e d feet 
hclo1• th e fir s t t1-·o, f orm ing a sor t of ' V ' fo rma
t i o n. A fou r th UFO came i n f r om up the James River 
a nd jo ined the group which he aded on s ou th a t about 
500 mph."l93 

Hi ll c omme nted on the circling or spira ling, s aying that the orbits 
'were very tight, passing through 360 degrees in about a second, 

a ll the while changing altitude. Wh en the objects flew slowly, 
the ir movements "e-re jerky.l94 

Stal k ing \H-0. 

A milit a ry SA-16 amphibian cruised unconcerned 5,000 feet 
over West Palm Beach, Florida, 10 : 10 a . m. , July 15th, totally 
unaware of a commotion on the ground below. That day and at 
that time a resident of West Palm Beach was gettinp, a drink at 
a wat e r fountain at a Keystone gas station at 504 South Olive 
Street . As the man turned away from the fountain, his thirst 
quenched, the sound of the SA - 16 caused him to look up. He 
sighted the slow moving aircraft, nothing very interesting in 
that s ince the local airport was only three miles away, but above 
and t o the rear of the SA-16 was a strange, grayish, round-
like ob j ect approaching with great velocity. Peering intently 
at the approaching object, the witness took shorter and slower 
steps. As it gained on the aircraft, the puzzling object appeared 
to t i lt, showing a disk-like profile and also changing to a 
ye llow -orange color. Reaching a point about 500 feet directly 
above the SA - 16, the object slowed and began to pace the airplane 
wavering a bit as if nearing its s tall i ng speed. 

Excited, the man yelled to one of his sons under the grease 
rack : "Come out here quick!" The son scrambled outside, glanced 
at the "sauc er" , and called to his brother : "Look up there in 
the sky . " The brother came running, and another fellow inside 
the s tation re a ding a newspaper droppe d everyth i ng and raced 
out into the s unlight _ 

The ob j ect s tayed with the SA-1 6 for a few moments and then 
zoomed away, lifting its front a bit be fore taking off. 

Mi litary investigators de termined the identity of the SA-16, 
finding that it was piloted by a couple of Air Force officers 
assigned to the 12th Air Rescue Squadron s tationed at Palm 
Beach International Airport. Speed, alti t ude, course, and 
descr i ption of the SA-16 matche d the t e stimony of the UFO 
witnesses . Unfortunately, the Air Fo r ce pilots did not see 
the a er i al object in question.l9S 

July 16th. 
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On July 16th Fournet phoned Ruppelt anJ briefed him on the 
extraordinary Naval Gun factory case of the 14th, but as yet 
BLUE BOOK's attention had not focused on the Washington D.C. 
area with reports coming in from numerous other places tha t 
seemed to be of equal interest to the uros. 

Hawaii. 

An American sailer standing watch on the submarine Burgara 
running on the surface off Lahaina, Maui, the Hawaiian Islands, 
sighted an oval disc speeding through the sky, his binoculars 
revealing the object's change of color, white to red, as it 
sped by.l96 

Putnam Valley, New York. 

In Air Force records it states that a UFO report was tele
phonically received from a civilian: 

''On the 16th of July 1952, he was coming from 
Putnam Valley near Poughkeepsis at approximately 
1930 to 2000 hours. It was still light with the 
moon fairly visible. Driving over a hill he saw 
an object shaped like a moon about 5,000 feet high. 
It was dome-shaped in the upper part, bulging in the 
middle with no tail . He could see it very clearly. 
It had a disus shape, yellowish in color with fringes 
luminous and whitish, emitting a bluish light similar 
to a luminous clock. He realized it could not be the 
moon since it tilted and he saw only the edge, then 
saw it rise 1,000 or 1,500 feet, straighten out, and 
parallel to the earth, it moved back and forth and 
suddenly zoomed off in a 45 degree angle and disappeared 
at incredible speed. There were no clouds at all and 
sound . ••197 

Devine, Texas. 

On July 16th at 2300 hours CST, some objects were observed 
for five minutes. A number of p!rsons waiting for a train at a 
train station in Devine, Texas, which included a civilian emplo yed 
at the nearby Kelly AFB, witnessed some dull, yellowish lights 
soaring across the sky in V-formation . That the lights were 
attached to aircraft seemed unlikely since it was said the for
mation hovered in the sky for a time.l98 

A little more than an hour after the Devine report a private 
detective and an insurance adjuster observed a string of four 
luminous circular lights in staggered formation in the sky near 
St. Paul, Minnesota, while motoring on State Highway 33. Th e 
two men watching the phenomena through the car's windshie l d 
claimed the lights were about two feet across, glowing disk
shaped masses, brighter at the center than at the edges. The 
things appeared to be about ZOO feet high although it was hard 
to tell. Speeding south when first seen, the lights wheeled in 
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format1on, changing course to a Western track and then r epea t ed 
the maneuver until the lights were moving Sorth. The li ghts we r e 
lost from view ahruptly.199 

A comment should be maJe about the weather. Sky co ndi tions 
were scattered clouds at 1,500 feet with a solid overca s t a t 
6,500 feet. There was severe lightning flashes from cl o ud to 
cloud and cloud to ground 1n the area at the time. Thi s 1s 
notable because UFOs are rarely sighted during inclement wea the r . 

July 17th. 

Super fast "planets." 

Too slow for meteors and too fast for airplanes, a eri a l 
objects that puzzled some airmen were seen early in the mornin g 
of the 17th: 

"Captain Paul L. Carpenter, an American Airli ne s 
pilot for 24 years, reported today (July 18th) that he 
and his crew observed mysterious objects flashing 
through the skies at speeds of 3,000 miles an hour. 

"The pilot said the objects were seen near 
Denver early yesterday morning on his non-stop flig ht 
from Los Angeles to Chicago. 

''He reported that they were at an altitude of 25 , 000 
to 30,000 feet and that they looked like moving planet s 
of a dull red color with a yellow tinge. 

"First officer George Fell of La Porte City, La., 
and flight engineer Quilici of Los Angeles, also saw th e 
same controlled aerial objects. 

"Carpenter, 51, of Los Angeles, said the objects 
seemed to be about 100 miles away and that he could no t 
tell if they whirled on their own axis. 

"He said the first flying object was moving s ou t h 
by southeast. A minute after it disappeared, he said, 
two more came into view going westward and another 
eastward. 

"The two travelling westward disappeared about two 
seconds then reappeared traveling eastward."200 

Ohio. 

At Salem, Ohio (about 15 miles south, southwest of Youngst own) 
the following story appeared in the press: "Unexplained ob jec t s 
resembling descriptions of flying saucers were seen to t he no r th 
of Salem Thursday (July 17th) night. Walter Bok of Benton Road 
was the first to notice the whitish flying objects betwee n 
10:00 p.m. and midnight."201 

Lake Erie enigma. 

It stands to reason that if UFOs were to swarm over a r egi on, 
even a large lake would not be excluded and such is the case. 
BLUE BOOK was notified that on July 17th at 11:00 a.m. an un iden
tified aerial object was observed East of Sandusky, Ohi o ove r Lake 
Erie: ' 
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(deleted) described himself as a private 
p1lot since 1929 and the owner of a Buick agency in 
Brooklyn, ~.Y. According to ... (deleted) the United 
Airlines plane was approximately 12,000 feet when the 
object was sighted at three or four thousand feet, a nJ 
was estimated at be 150-200 feet in diameter. This 
object was further described as round, with the oute r 
border of approximately 75 feet being a reddish color 
and having a black center. . .. (deleted) stated that 
during his observance the object was stationary. He 
did not make a r~port of this information to the pil ot 
of the plane."20Z 

"V-formation." 

Some three and a half miles from downtown Rapid City , Sou th 
Dakota, was a drive-in theater. The evening of the 17th an Air 
Force Master Sergeant and his girlfriend were watching a movie 
at the drive-in when about 10:00 p.m. two "V-formations" of 
orange-colored objects soared through the heavens, visible 
to the observers to the east. There were about a dozen 
points of light in the formations.203 

Ruppelt was aware of the fact that the UFO wave of that 
summer was not confined to U.S. territory since Air Attaches 
overseas filed regular dispatches about strange aerial bodies 
but ATIC could not spare the time or effort to examine them.204 

Here are two French cases: 

"C. Vaillant, a correspondent for the newspaper 
La Bourgogne Republicaine, claimed that on July 17, 
1952, at 1:00 p.m. at Belansur-Ource, he was astonished 
by a sudden whirlwind of dust. He saw in the sky a 
luminous obj ect that appeared to be stationary. A 
second obj ect, disk-shaped, detached itself from 
the f irst one and moved toward the west, while the 
f irst one moved off in the opposite direction. Then 
s uddenly both objects ros e s t raight up and vanished~ 
t here upon the wind stopped."205 

The se cond t el ls us : 

" .. . on July 17, in the s a me district, a number 
of peop le at Be lan- s ur -Aurce had watched the move
men t s of two luminous discs. An extraordinary f eature 
of this inc ident wa s that the witne sses stated that a 
st rong wind agitated the tree-tops. It see ms certain 
that this must have been caused by the passage Qf two 
fl y ing saucers and was not an ordinary bree ze ."Z06 

Cuba. 

Tuesday, July 17th, at Matan zas, Cuba, 11: 20 in the morning, 
a Cuba n stadning on his terrace not iced a s hadow and looking up 
s aw a round object reflecting the s un orbit i ng over the south
ea s t edge of the city of Matan zas at a r e latively low 1200 f ee t 
(estimated). 
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The mos t interesting sentence of the ncws s tory datelined 
llavana states: 

"lie sa i d that the objec t at fir s t wa s in a 
ve rtical position or plane, when it s udde nly sho t 
o ff at tre mendous speed for about 400 meter s where _ 
i t s t opped and changed to a hori zontal pos ition . " ZO; 

Marrakech, Morocco. 

Corres ponde nts alerted their editors that at Marrakech, 
Morocco, on July 16th, witnesses saw a "luminous disk," large in 
size, skipping across the night (10:00 p.m.) sky with a leaping 
and bounding motion.208 

Argentina. 

"La Plata, Argentina, July 18-- Residents of nearby 
Veronica reported seeing six disc-shaped lighted 
objects which resembled 'flying saucers' last night. 

"Eyewitnesses said the objects maneuvered in 
the sky and movements were entirely different from 
those of regular planes. 

"The objects were said to have been bluish
yel l ow in color, and remained within sight of Veronica 
for more than an hour."209 

And finally Japan. 

On July 17th at 1800 hours, Airman Firs t Class Lyle Drenth 
released a white balloon for a winds aloft measurement. He 
was assigned to the weather unit stationed at Tsuiki Air Base 
on the island of Kyusku, Japan. For some 30 minutes Airman 
Drenth monitored the Pibal run and then turned the tracking 
theodolite over to a Japanese assistant. He had hardly done so, 
when the helper sighted something startling and beca~e excited. 
Airman Drenth grabbed the theodolite and peered at the sky. 
There, near the balloon, were 12 white luminous bodies, nearly 
the same size, moving along with the balloon. The dozen objects 
s tayed with the balloon for about ZO seconds and then gained 
speed , leaving it behind. Over the next s even minutes similar 
objects in groups of 3's, 4 ' s, and S's appeared and disappeared, 
all going we s tward, with the exception of one which orbite d the 
balloon and left in an eastern direction. ZlO 

J uly 18th . 

A newsstory from the Nation's Capital reported more of tho se 
strange orange-colored objects, and if the s ighting was valid, 
the objects would have been very difficult to follow by radar, 
leaving a track of only a few miles before s uddenly di sapp ear
ing, something that would puzzle local radar controllers the 
next night. 

------



ll'a shington n.c.: 

"At 2 a. m. tod ay , radio cngint~cr Elmer Chamhcrs 
looked up a t the sky . Here ' s what he s ays he saw. 

"Six or ~eve n bright orange d iscs were s treak
ing through the s ky in si ng l e fi l e. The saucers 
sped a l on~ for about five seconds and then each, 
i n turn veered sharply up~ard and di sappeared. 

"Chambers, 41, is ch ief eng inee r :lt t he I\'RC "' ll 
r adio s tation transmitter in the k"ashington suburbs. " -

The press noted that Chambers had been a previous skeptic 
but that now he spends his time wonder in~ and worrying. 

A public relations nightmare. 

"THE SAUCERS KEEP CO~IING" screamed a headline in the 1\'ashington 
Daily News p roc laiming the surge in UFO reports and posing the 
ques t1on of what it all meant. 

Normally local military officials would s ay little or nothing , 
leaving specul a tion to appointed spokesmen . Now the excitement 
was becoming too much to bear . 

"Not natural objects . " 

Are flying saucers real? Yes, according to the executive 
officer of the Illinois Wing of the Civil Ai r Patrol, Lt . Colonel 
Edwin H. Weig. The Colonel was not afraid to say so publicly 
and his comments appeared in The Chicago Daily News: "Lt. Col. 
Weig said he believes the objects are not natural objects and 
that he saw one a week ago over Lincolnwood ... "212 

Similarly, at the same time Lt. Col. Richard H. McGee, 
Civil Defense Director of the Dayton, Ohio area that included 
Wright field were BLUE BOOK was headquarte red, commented to t he 
pr ess: "There is something flying around our sk ie s and I wi sh 
we knew what it is."213 

Ruppelt tells us how the latter remark caused some confus ion: 

"When the story broke in othe r parts (othe r than 
the local Dayton paper), the Colonel's affiliation with 
c ivil de fense wasn't ment ioned, and he became merely 'a 
colonel from Dayton .' Dayton was qu ickly constr t:ed by 
the public to mean Wright-Patte rson AFB and specifically 
ATI C. Some people in the Pentagon screamed while others 
gleefully clapped their hands. The gl eeful handclaps 
were from those people who wanted the UFO' s to be soc ially 
r ecognized, and they believed that if rhcy couldn't talk 
their ideas into being they mi gh t be a ~ le to force them 
in with the help of this type of publicity. "214 

Here is what was offic ially acknowledged at the time. 
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One p re ss r c:lcase da t e d .J ul y 17th s tat e J : ":\n .-\ ir For ~:e 

spokc :; ma n sai d toda y six t y repo r t s of flyi ng saucers have been 
r eceived during the last ~ wo weeks, l!e could g i ve no r ea son 
for the s udde n increase." 15 

Mor eove r , a news di s path da t e lined Da yton , Ohi o , J u l y ] 7t h , 
quoting BLUE BOOK chief E. J . Ruppclt, said: " I n the r eports 
we 're ge tt ing in here, I see no conne c tion ,,;ha t soev<.' r ."2 l6 

Even the ama z ing Na sh -Fo r tenber ry inc ident fa il ed to 
elic it more than a bland comment from Ruppe It that day : " l'ie 
are as s uming t he pilots arc des cribing accura t ely wh a t they 
saw and we have no rea son to doubt them. Howeve r, object s 
l i ke they saw have been pr evious ly reported a nd we need mo r e 
information."217 He added the remark that no theory could be 
embraced unless there was something: '.' · .. it can prove. "218 

July 18th. 

Ninet y degree turns. 

Air Force inv~stigato rs interviewed a man a nd his da ugthe r 
at the Hilton Hotel in Albuquerque, New Mex i co, in regards to a 
manifestation above the city of Placitas. The c ivilians happened 
to notice something remarkable while study i ng the constellat i on 
Corona Borealis Friday night, July 18th, at 2155 hours. Some
thing glowing yellow-orange sped into view at tremendous speed, 
passing acro ss the constellation and cont i nuing east for abou t 
20 seconds where it then turned 90 degrees and stayed on a 
southern course for a brief 5 seconds before making another 
90 degree turn to the west. maintaining that track for about 
3 seconds until turning 90 degrees for the third and last time , 
disappearing while speeding away on a southern course.219 

"I almost fainted." 

A Mrs. Hetzel of West Brighton, Staten I s land, exc itedl y 
r ecounted her experience to New York Civil Defense authoriti es 
describing a "V-formation of dinner plates " seen on the even i ng 
of July 18th . ller words were preserved by the INS newsservi ce : 

"I almost fainted when I looked tp at the sky 
and saw what looked to me like five large dinner 
plates flying through the sky. 

"They came from the direction of Perth Amboy, 
N.J . , a nd appeared to be headed for Manhattan. 

"They were up high and had a silvery gl ow 
and s il ent . They were i n formati on. The r ed 
glow f r om the rims was outs tanding. They were 
fly i ng as fast as jet planes. 

"I was so excited I a lmost fainted . I ye lled 22 0 to the only one I could see, my ne i ghbor, Mr. Gondar." 

Her neighbor happened to be outside rel axing in a lawn chai r 
with his young son Allan when Mrs. Hetzel yell ed to him. Mr . 
Gondar told the press: 
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"I looked up . ~ly son did t oo . w:1s too 
s t3rtlcd to talk. ~y son s aid: 'loo k at tha t, 
Daddy, what' s thnt?' 

"They we re high in the sky flying from sou th 
to north or fro m Tot tcnvill e to St. George. They 
were flying l ike gee se . They we re bright in colo r 
and had a reddi sh rim. They gave off a g l ow and 
didn 't make a sound . 

"They didn't take long to disappear in the 
clouds. Be assured they were not airplanes and 22 1 this wa s not an illusion. Now I be lieve such things." 

Wheeling, \~es t Virginia: "Mrs. Jess Jarrell of 1313 Lind 
Stree t reported l as t night that she a nd her daughter sighted a 
weird, roaring, whirling, flat object in the sky yesterday 
(July 18th) afte r noon ... "222 

"What should we do?" 

The teletype machine in Ruppelt's BLUE BOOK office tapped: 
LOCAL PUBLIC IS AWARE OF THE OBSERVED OBJECTS BUT NO CONFIRMATION 
HAS BEN ISSUED FROM HERE. ADVISE THIS OFFICE." Authorities at 
Pa trick AFB, Florida, on July 18th, were in a quandary over 
being "visited" by strange aerial lights. It seems that around 
9:45 p.m. a S/Sgt. Blackmon and a T/Sgt. Bishop noticed a string 
of unusual lights moving north in the southern sky over Hanger 800, 
c limb to a higher altitude, and then hover . So strange did the 
lights appear to be, that in spite of all the years of experience 
around airfields the two enlis ted men felt c ompelled to alert the 
A.O. (Airdrome Officer) on duty i nside the hanger in the operation 
office. At the urging of the Sergeants, the A.O. went outside to 
see the phenomenon . Accompanying the Sergeants and the A.O. were 
a number of other fascinated by all the talk about weird sky lights, 
two Air Force officers on TDY, an Air Policeman, and a couple of 
mi lita ry aircraft dispatchers. None of the witnesses during the 
enthusing viewing we re of the opinion they were watching normal 
ai r c raft traffic . Immediately before the sighting, and immedi
a tel y after the sight ing , normal aircraft traff ic was observed 
and the difference in appearance was pronounced between t he strange 
lights and normal aircraft lights. 

As the A.O . remarked: "The ligh t did not appear to me as having 
been those carried by any conventional aircraft, as the lights were 223 s:ilgle, round in shape and appeared the same at all angl es sighted." 

What made an explanation particularly challenging was the 
complexity of the sighting. When the witnesses emerged from t he 
hange r they could see only a single light to the west where the 
glowing string was last seen. After watching the light for a 
moment, the Air Force men noticed it slowl y move sou th and then 
abruptly move north . Observing the change of direct ion, Airman 
H. A. Hrickelbach exclaimed, " .•. with no apparent turn!" 

Suddenly about 20 degrees below the light there appeared 
another similar light, speeding north rapidly, and then a third 
light shot over the airfield at high speed on a we s tern course 
followed quickly by a fourth light . All lights now disappeared. 
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After a shor t i nt erva l, a f ifth light hurdl e d out of t he west e rn 
sky , raced to a point over the airfield where it did a 5 l ow 180 
degree turn a nd then retr ac ed i ts approach cour se . 

The enti re soundless aerial show last ed approx imately 15 
seconds. Th e display had to be quite out of the o rdinary f or 
the military men to pay it any heed. That the l igh ts were 
a ttache d t o wind-blown ball oons seems i Mprobable due to the 
various direc tions the light s tra ve lled as well as the s peed 
(est ima ted to be about 900 mph ). 

Contributing to the s trange ness index wa s the fac t that just 
five minutes after the "ilitar y observation and certainly befo re 
the incide nt be came public knowledge, a loca l news paper tele9honed 
Patrick AFB inquiring about "s trange lights" being reported i n 
the sky by re s idents in the a r ea . When Ruppelt got the report 
from Patrick AFB he noted that it was no run-of-the-mill air 
field. It was "Headquarte rs, Air Force Miss il e Tes t Center .'' 

The pu blic statements made by Ruppelt on J uly 18th r ank with 
the most interesting remarks he would ever make as spokesman for 
project BLUE BOOK, comments coming close to making a "few pos itive 
assumptions" about the identity of UFOs one of General Samford's 
subordinates suggested he do back in June. Things had gotten 
plenty hot hy July and perhaps Ruppelt thought things might get 
hotter still . First there was an admission that: "- .. ground 
radar had tracked some aerial objects at speeds ranging between 
1500 and 2000 miles per hour_ "224 That the Air Force took such 
radar targets seriously Ruppelt confirmed in the very next 
sentence: " .. . jet fighters equipped with the very latest ra dar 
have been s ent aloft to 'make contact' with the phantom objects, 
but all efforts to catch up with them have failed."225 Note that 
he does not neces sarily say the targets were false returns, but 
hints tha t there were objects flying around too fast for America's 
best planes to interce~t. While only claiming to have 1,000 UFO 
reports on file with BLUE BOOK, Ruppelt did admit that 25 perce nt 
of the cases were listed as une xplained. The news release was not, 
however, an endorsement of the space ship idea since Ruppelt u sed 
the military's standard objection to the theory by citing the 
fact that there had been no physical trace of a machine causing 
saucer r eports, yet he seemed to meet UFO believers half way : 
"We are convinced that persons making these reports actually see 
something in the sky, but what they are is another question."2 26 

''What are they?" 

For years Dr. Lincoln La Paz of the University of New Mexi co 
had chased some very stange "meteors" and he entertained no doubt 
that the phenomenon existed , but he found that the character of 
the glowing bodies never yielded to any theory. The meteors not 
only refused to rumble and roar in their pas s age, they remained 
mute even when the radiant streaks terminated in an explos i on of 
light. The "meteor s" left no fragments behind after such a sky 
blast, so did they really bl ow up, or was the burst of brill iance 
an indication of some nonde s truc tive change? 

• 



There ~as an alternative to the meteor hypothesis but t he pro 
fessor tried to maintain some distance fro~ controversial subj ects 
and had rejected any suggestion that there may be any tie-in t o 
what people called flying saucers. By July 19, 1952, howeve r, 
Dr. La Paz ~-o•as singing a different tune. Reports of "meteor s " La Paz 
had been studying for many months included sightings of maneu vers 
in the air and an occasional case of a discernible shape. 

On June 19, 1952 an AP dispatch carried La Paz's conces s ion 
to a bizarre explanation of what he now generalized under t he 
heading "luminous objects." 

La Paz explained: "By whatever name you call them, fl y i ng 
saucers, guided missiles, discs, space ships, they all act 
strangely." The professor dismissed the :ldea the objects were 
shooting stars and gave the press a description the reported antics 
of the mystery phenomenon: 

"--They can reverse directions and cruise baclc and 
forth. 

--They travel at high speeds in wide sweeping 
circles. 

--They are spherical or disc-shaped and for the 
most part, give off a steady yellow light. 

--They travel at extremely high altitudes and 
can be followed as long as 3i minutes."228 

What motivated his remarks to the AP newsservice was the 
results of his recent field trip through Idaho, Utah, and Nevada, 
investigating fireball reports. Dr. La Paz said he had gathered 
reports of speeding objects that did not correlate with meteors: 
" ... in practically every place I stopped."229 

July 19th. 

In a steep dive, the round dot fringed with light plunged out 
of the black, early morning sky over the countryside near Williston, 
South Dakota, casting its radiance on a cloud bank. Arresting its 
plunge, the glowing ball of light executed a 360 degree turn, 
quickly following that with a 180 degree turn, and was last seen 
going out of sight in a northeastern direction. 

The observer in this case was an experienced pilot who was 
driving an auto on US Highway 85.230 Later that evening UFOs 
were spotted over North Dakota, See below. 

''V-formation over Minot." 

A page of the Minot Daily News carried this story. 

"According to a Robert Himmler, a 'roman-candle 
with a trailing edge' joined by a half-dozen similar 
objects, formed up in a V-formation as they sped over 
Minot, North Dakota, Saturday night, July 19th. 

"A Harley Pfau, viewing the passage from a local 
drive-in theater, counted at least six of the objects 
giving off a 'green glow' as they zoomed south."231 
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Further south that day ~ere other sighting s . 

E 1 g in , Ill i no i s ~ 

A brief note in the Elgin Revi ew-News info rmed it s r eade r s: 
"A ' mysterious a nd unidentified obJ ect' 1n the s k ies over El g in 
wa s s potted and charted l as t night by three per so ns who were on 
duty at the Ground Observer s post atop the city ha ll ... " 232 

Also that day (July 19th) according to Air Fo r ce reco rds: 

''Six luminous r ound objects, independently 
carting about the sky, 10:00 p.m . , July 19th, over 
Chicago, were reported by a woman resident, She said 232 they moved horizontally and then in a vertical manner." 

More to the East were these next two case s . 

July 19th at Tonanvanda, New York, which is near Buf f a lo, 
reports were made of eight objects moving in the sky at an 
altitude of 6,000 feet. The press report did not give any 
details of the objects but another object in another part of t he 
sky was apparently closer to a witness who said it was round, 
silver, or "very much like a fl ying saucer."233 

Baltimore, Maryland. 

A secretary, a civilian volunteer ground observer aircraft 
spotter, manning a post at Baltimore, Maryland, was on duty at 
11 : 28 a.m . the morning of July 19th. There were clouds tha t 
morning that lay in a broken layer at 15,000 feet with a solid 
overcast at 25,000 feet. It was a warm 80 degrees . 

The woman noticed two objects heading northeast at an 
altitude of 2,000 feet or well below the clouds . When f i rst 
seen the two objects were about 11 miles southeast of the GOC 
post, appearing round, of a bluish color , and spewing a jet~type 
exhaust. One of the objects was trailing a steam of smoke . 
When the mysterious pair of objects drew opposite of the obse rver, 
they suddenly zoomed vertically, gaining altitude until the y 
became too small to be disce rned. The objects were in view 
some 20 seconds . A remarkable similar sighting would be made 
12 hours later in Florida . 234 

The prediction . 

Ruppelt recalled a confidential discussion at this time with 
a scientist representing an agency Ruppelt "wasn't permitted to 
name", a talk that lasted two hours and concerned the pat t ern of 
UFO sightings being reported. Ruppelt wrote in his book abou t 
UFOs : 

"'Within the next few days,' he told me, and I 
remember that he punctuated his slow, deliberate 
remarks by hitting the desk with his fist, 'they're 
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going to b]o\.- up and you' r e going to have the 
grandd:1ddy of ;Ill lifO s ightlngs . The sighting 
~ill occur in W~shington or New Y o rk~' he pre
d icted, - - 'probabl y 1\'a s hl n!! ton. " ' L.)S 

The ;.~fternoon of .July 19th thl' nc ~·spapcr s on the ne ~>" s

ra c ks a round the Na tion's Capital carried b3nner headlines of 
th e lates t UFO nC'w!.': "Af AOmTS IT CAN'T TRt\ CK ALL SAUCERS," 
'" SAUCER REPORTS OOlJBI.E l\l1~·111ER S OF YEAR ,\(;0 ," (tnd '"PEOPLE SH 
SmiETIIlNG' AIR FORCE SAYS." !.ate that eve ning all heck broke 
loose. 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

At 11:35 p.m. on July 19th, two high speed, star-like bodies 
were spotted moving on a heading of 30 degrees over Philadelphia, 
Penns ylvania. While the lead object held to a steady course, 
the second pulled abreast so close the two looked like one object. 
This apparent merger lasted only briefly and then the t~o were 
se en to part, the second object breaking away with a 90 degree 
turn and takin~ up a trailing position. The objects were ob
served from t2~ 6 front yard of a residence in a suburb of 
Philadelphia. 

"Orange light." 

At ll:SS p.m. an orange-colored light zoomed soundlessly 
over the State of New Jersey. A witness said it was about 

''4 times" the size of a star. The mystery light disappeared 
over the Southeast horizon. Ten minutes later another "orange 
light" would appear over Washington D. C.237 

"Get Barnes in here--quick." 

The setting was Washington's National Airport . Atop the 
main terminal building was the control tower equipped with a range 
radar for final aircraft approach guidance, while about a quarter 
mile away was the FAA Air Traffic Control facility in a converted 
hanger, a large dark room feebly lit by the glow from a pair of 
big horizontal scopes 24 inches across. Outside the hanger stood 
a five-story girdered structure topped with a slowly rotating 
long range radar antenna sweeping the skies, providing an electronic 
view of air traffic 70 miles in every direction. 

The night of July 19th showed s igns of being a comfortable 
one for the graveyard shift of the FAA surveillance team, an 
easy uneventful tour of duty ~onitoring and directing light air 
traffic in trouble-free flying weather, but less than an hour 
a fter the start of the shift, at about 11:40 p.m., traffic controller 
Edward Nugent noticed something extraordinary. According to his 
$cope there was a gaggle of blips scattered over a wide area, 
slowly moving at an estimated 100 mph, in the air space 15 miles 
to the southwest of the Capital. There was no flight plans for 
the blips and they were not flying in e s tablished air lanes. 



1\'it h pu z:dcr1cnt thrcatc nin~ t o melt into p<tn i c over the l:i rge 
scale viol:Hi OT' of FAA regulations covcr i n~ ai r s afe t y , i':ug cnt 238 ye1 1ed for t he s hift supervi sor: "Get Barnes i n h e re--quick ! " · 
Nug e nt, with a nervous chu c kl e, ca lled out as Bar nes approached: 
"H e re's a fl l!et of flying saucers fo r you." 239 

Harr y G. Barnes was the shift boss fo r the e i ght man crew 
and had seen many odd th i ngs in his year s on t he job, bu t thi s 
night wo uld be the s tr<nges t ever. 

Ans wering Nug e nt's s ummons , Barnes bent over the bi R 24-
inch scope and examined the tiny s mears of li ght , seven in 
nu mbe r, that seemed to be mov ing aimlessly above the Virgin ian 
countryside, t he activity having no apparent purpose in regard s 
to a possible or igin or possibl e destination. 

Barne s sai d later: " ... although an occa sional strong 
return was noted, most of the t argets would be classified as 
fair to weak ."2 40 As puzzled as Nugent, Barne s backed off and 
le t two other con trollers, J i m Copeland and J im Ritchey, fiddl e 
with the r ada r se t in an attempt to diagnose a pos sible mal
function which seemed apparent s ince some o f the bli~s were weak 
a nd often painted for only a three mile track before fading . 

For the moment Barnes was not overly concerned, however, 
he did decide to phone Washingt on airport tower and ask the CAA 
man there, Howard Cocklin, if a nything strange was appearing on 
the tower's s hort range radar . Not only did Cocklin reply in the 
affirmative, he peered out the big glass tower windows and yelled: 
"I can see one of the thin~s. It's got a bright orange light -
! can't tell wh a t' s behind it ."242 

Needless to say, Barnes and hi s crew now began to take the 
targets serious ly and their c oncern turned into real alarm when 
a pair of t arge t s moved to a po int above the White House and 
a nother target lo itered very close to the Capital.243 Barnes 
rang ur th e fi ilitary Flight Service (MFS), codename d "Thorndyke," 
to expres s hi s ama zement over possible intrude rs in the skies 
over Wa s hington D.C . MFS urged Barnes to contact the nearest 
mil ita r y airbase and alert the Intelligence o fficer on dut y or 
whoever else was in char ge . Si nce both Bolling AFB and Andrew s 
AFB we r e near at hand, there was a li ttle co nfusior. about whic h 
one to call. Andrew s finally got the nod, apparently because 
it had jet interceptors on sta~dby . It wa s now midnight.244 

Five minutes later a civilian controller work ing Andrews 
AFB tower under go vernment contrac t (there were a number of t hese 
men wo rk ing a l ong sine military personnel) took Barnes ' phone 
ca l l: 

"At about 0005 Er>T ZO July 19 52 Jllyself and two 
oth e r controllers we r e on duty at Andrews Tower. 
Washingt on Center (Ba rnes) called Andrews Approach 
Control to inquire about five r adar targets over 
And rews r ange. Andrews Approach Control advised 
they had no traffic. Al so the onl y traff i c the 
Tower had was one C-47 inbound s till about an hour 
out of Andrews. A fe w moment s later Tower had a 
phone call from C-47 flight line at Andrew s by a 
~arty named Goodma n, title unknown to me . Al/ C 
Brady answered."2 45 
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Airman William Brady' s tcstir1ony : 

"Airm3n Goodman called th e to\\'er a nd report e d 
he had seen obj ects in the air around Andrews, whil e 
~c were di scuss ing th em he advised me to look to the 
south immedi a tely. When I looked the re was an object 
which appeared to be like an orange ball of fire, trail 
ing a tail, it appeared to be about t~o mil es south and 
one-half mil e from the Andrews range. It was very 
bright and def inite, and unlike anythin~ I had ever 
seen before . The positior of something like this is 
hard to det ermine. It Made kind of a circular move
ment ... "246 

The others in the tower were only half listening but the y 
perked up when Airman Brady exclaimed: "I see it!" The men in 
the tower jerked t heir heads around as fa st as they could but no 
one else saw a thing.247 The apparent reason others had trouble 
spotting anything is explained by Airman Brady who, when we la s t 
left him, was st aring at an orange light making a circular move 
ment. The orange light , according to Brady, halted its circula r 
movement and: " ... took off at an unbelievable speed . It d is
appeared in a sp li t second."248 

The departure of the light was followed by the appearance 
of a second light . Brady: "Seconds later I saw another one, 
same description. As the one before it made an arc-like pattern 
and then disappeared. r only saw each object for about a second. 
The second one was over Andrews range, the direction appeared t o 
be southerl y ."249 

A few minutes later, at about 12:10 a.m., a T/Sgt. J ohn I zzo 
reported for duty in the tower on the floor where the radio equip
ment was monitored. At about 12:15 a.~ .• Sgt. Izzo switched on 
the intercom that linked him with the controllers working i n 250 the tower's top level and overhead talk about "flying saucers ." 
As the "saucer" talk continued, Sgt. Izzo couldn't resist making 
jokes over the intercom for the benefit of the men in the t op of 
the towe r. His curiosity gett i ng the better of him, Izzo finall y 
climbed the stairs to the top level and joined the group of 
sauce r debaters. Hardly had the Sergeant entered the controller's 
room when Barnes at Washington National notified Andrews that its 
radar s howed new s trange radar targets both east and west of Andrews. 
Without being asked, Izzo and one of the controllers made like 
monkeys and scrambled to the tower's roof for a better look. With 
a pair of field glasses the two scanned the entire s ky. The nigh t 
was clear and the stars brilliant. One prominent point of light 
excited interest right away but a careful watch determined i t to be 
just one of the brip,hter stars in the sky. It was now about 
12:30 a. m. the morning of the 20th.2Sl 

Even though Barnes had communicated his concern to Throndyke 
there was no green light for military intervention since the 
target information available ~as too vague, but Barnes insisted 
that the Washington National scopes were getting good returns and 
the civilian controllers could vector Air Force interceptors. 
The military took time to ponder the offer.252 In any event, 
due to repair work being done on Andrews runways, it seems that 



the jets based there had been sent temporarily to lll'l:n.:a r e where 
the squadron was flying out of New Cast le AFB. It ~ould take 
so me 30 mi nut es for any jets to arrive in Wa shington skies t o 
de fend the Capit a t. 25 3 

"Lord , Mr. 1\'oodson. Khat is that? " 

Meanwhile, at midnight, f a r t o the south at Madison, Florida, 
a s ighting remarkably similar to one that occur red 12 hours earlier 
at Ba lt imore , ~taryland was taking place. 

A farmer was checking on some piles of tobacco stored in a 
shed on his property, and going to a wind ow t o see if it was open 
wide enough to dry the leaves, he caught sight of two "sonethings " 
suspended in space, a sight so amazing he yelled to a Black farm
hand standing nearby. The farmhand ran over to the window, peeked 
out, and exclaimed : "Lord, Mr . Wood son. What is that? " 

For almost four minutes the two men stared at the glowing, 
ob long objects, highly curious and not sure what would happen next . 
Finally, one of the objects "switched on a light" (The witnesses 
did not go into more detail) and moved horizontally. That the 
ob jects had life convinced Mr. Woodson he was watching something 
uncanny and he watched with fascination as the object creeped 
forward. The object did not go far before turning back toward 
its companion, stopping for an ins tant, and then shooting s tra ight 
up out of sight. The second object , inert all this time, 
abruptly zoomed skyward in apparent pursuit of the other 
object.254 

"Orange disk?" 

A s crap of note paper in official file s has the following 
inte resting remarks regarding a definite shape being observed. 
1'\o where else is the word "disk" used . Here is the informati on : 

"Targets remained on Washington Tower screen 
until 0030 during this time one t arget left a trace 
from west of Andrews to Riverdale, a di s tance of seven 
mi les in four seconds . 

"There was also a visual sighting by the con
trollers of the Washington National. They observed 
an orange disk about 3,000 feet altitude at 360 
degrees."•ZSS 

Regional nocturnal lights . 

By this time it was after mi dnight and to the northeas t 
of Washington strange lights were also observed . Three different 
sightings were made, the first by a pro fes so r of chemistry on 

*Nearly every person involved in the night' s events admits that 
there wa s considerable confusion making it very difficult to 
r ecall the facts accurately or in the proper order. 
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the staff of a famous Eastern University. ,\jr For c e :~tlvisor, 

Dr. J. Allen Hynek remarked: " ... professors :1t rcspcct.1b l e 
institutions of learning rarely write to new s de s~ unl e ss p r o
foundly motivated ... "256 

The professor penned an extensive letter to the Cit y De sk 
of the Newark Evening News des cribing two glowinR spots i n the 
sky over Lavalette, New Jersey, the sane time there was myst e r
ious aerial activity over Washington D.C. Laval e tte was a c om
munity of about 1,000 people located on the long, slender i sland 
just off the New Jersey coas t at about 40 degrees latitude. The 
professor has left us a carefully composed essay relating his 
experience: 

"Two moving li~hts were seen, each the same 
appearance, approximately round, and orange-yellow 
in color with dull red alternately diffusing over 
much of the surface. They seemed about five times 
the apparent size of Venus or Jupiter, but only two 
or three ti~es as bright. The 'lights' were first 
seen toward the south, just off shore, about in the 
center of the Milky Way, at an approximate elevation 
angle of about forty degrees. They moved northwards 
slowly, one behind the other, and followed nearly the 
same path. They appeared to be at least one quarter 
to one half mile apart and moving at less than one 
hundred miles per hour. At the point where they 
passed almost due east of the observer, they appeared 
to be at least five thousand feet high, the approxi
mate elevation angle being forty-five degrees. The 
second, or tailing light, did not keep constant 
distance or course with the leaaing object. Shortly 
after passing to the east of the observers, both 
lights gradually began to turn westward towards 
land, passing over the coastline at approximate ly 
sixty degrees north of the observer. Continuing 
to circle, the lights passed to the west at appro x i
mately fifty degrees elevation, then around to the 
south, crossing the shoreline at about the s ame 
angle. During this first circling, both lights 
were smaller and fainter but more yellow in color ; 
the trailing one grew fainter more rapidly , and 
appeared to drop further behind and to shift cours e 
slightly to south of the leading one. At no time 
did any sound come from the lights. 

"Out at s ea, they continued circling, radius 
of turn bein~ much smaller, but the brighter leading 
object cros sed the shoreline once again just south of 
the observer at about an eighty-degre e elevation. 
Both continued to grow much fainter, sma ller, and 
more silvery in color, occasionally disappearing and 
reappearing as though passing over small, thin high 
clouds. The second light compltely disappeared just 
ove r the shoreline. The first light continued west
ward, growing very faint like a small star. It seemed 
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many miles high anJ moving more rapidly. It finally 
Jisappeared in the west at about a fiftv-Jegree ele
vation. The total elapsed time from first sighting 
to the final disappearance was about five or six 
minutes."257 

A yacht anchored off the New Jersey coast provided six mo re 
witnesses to the passage of the pair of mystery liRhts. An 
interrogation report prepared by the Air Force summarized the 
testimony r,iven military officials: 

"At 12:15 a.m., 19 July 1952, two unidentified 
objects were seen streaking across the sky in a south
westerly direction by six observers on a boat located 
at approximately 40 degrees north, 75 degrees west. 
All members of the party observed two objects, and 
the three witnesses interviewed described the objects 
as follows: 'The objects looked very much like stars, 
possibly slightly larger, and were of a yellowish-
oran~e color. They were soundless and seemed to follow 
a very definite course across the sky. Both objects 
remained the same distance from each other, and it was 
this fact that made the observers decide that the objects 
were not stars. The observers followed the objects with 
their eyes as long as they were in sight, after their 
disappearance were unable to detect them again."258 

As these two lights moved inland they passed just north of 
Philadelphia where they were observed from the suburb of Elk Park. 
The witnesses in this instance consisted of an Air Force Major and 
his wife. Due to the occupation of the main witness, an Air 
Force pilot, the following account is of particular value. The 
~1ajor reported: 

"I first observed what appeared to be a star 
of average size and light intensity moving steadily 
on a heading of approximately thirty degrees. While 
the object was in this overhead position, I judged 
that it wa s moving at such a rate that it covered 
ten degrees of the sky arc in about a minute. I then 
noticed a second and identical-appearing object fol
lowing the first. It was about ten degrees behind. 
My initial reaction to sighting these objects was to 
accept them as the traveling lights of a very high
altitude, high-speed aircraft. This impression wa s 
only momentary. In my experience, no aircraft lights 
at very high altitude look like these two objects, which 
could be most aptly described as moving stars of average 
size and light intensity. Since the night was dark, 
clear, and cloudless, it is pointed out that the stars 
appeared to be of more than average size· and brightness. 
Furthermore, the movement of the object was estimated 
to be at least three times and no more than five times 
the apparent velocity of a conventional aircraft 
traveling at four hundred miles per hour ground speed 
at twenty-five thousand feet altitude . . . 



"The ra te of ;1cce le rati c n on th e part o f t h<.' 
trail in~ oh j~· ct 1\ <J :> 1·apid enoug h to cl ose the ten 
d c g r c c s o f sky s epa r a t j o n i n a h o u t. f i v c s c co n J s . 
After maint a ining such formati on o nly moment a r i l y , 
the trailing object made a st.ort, sharp ninety 
degree turn to the left and a gain a ss um<.>d 'trail' 
positi on.••2 S9 

One canno t move on without throwing in a story taken from the 
Pas saic , New Jers ey He r ald-Ne"'S which told of a procession of 
lights over northern New Jerse y the night of Jul y 19 / 20 although 
no time is given for the sighting. That night some seven oval
shaped lights were seen traveling rapidly in a strung out, in
line formation, passing from horizon to horizon in a minute and 
a half. The object in the l ead appeared to be slightly bigger 
than those that followed behind and also seemed to have a slight 
trail of sorts.260 

Back at Washington the principle person in the drama unfold
ing was now a Captain Pierman, pilot of an airliner scheduled to 
take off from Washington National at 1:00 a.m. 

Seated at the controls of his DC-4, Captain Pierman was 
going over his preflight checklist. Hi s airliner was pa5ed 
on the airport parking ramp facing a compass direction of 020 
degrees. Capt. Pierman happened to look up from his work and 
had a good view of the sky through the cockpit windshield at that 
angle. He chanced to see at that very instant a blue-white body 
flash horizontally across the sky some 30 degrees above the 
horizon. He estimated that the luminous object traveled from 
ISO degrees to 010 degrees. A trained observer, Capt . Pierman 
figured he turned his head to visually track the fiery object 
through a 45 degree quadrant, thus whatever the thing was, it 
was in sight about five seconds, a respectable time for a meteor 
although certainly not an impossible duration. The passage of the 
light did not alarm the airline pilot and he returned to making 
preparations for a take off. When Capt. Pierman did lift off at 
1:00 a . m. he headed 1~0 degrees while climbing to an altitude of 
1200 feet before turning to a course of 330 degrees. At that time 
he changed radio channels from Tower Central to National's UFO
tormented Airway Traffic Control Central staffed by Barnes and 
his men. Undoubtedly to Pierman's surprise ATRC controllers 
radioed that strange radar targets indicated the presence of 
unidentified aerial objects in the area and requested Capt. 
Pierman to investigate, telling the pilot to steer 290 degrees. 
When the course change was made Flight 807 was climbing 600 feet 
a minut e and had already reached 4,000 feet. What is generally 
not recognized by those who have studied the events of the night 
of 19/ZO July is that none of the r adars in the Washington area 
had !IRis, or height range indicators. All the radars measured 
range and azimuth only . Not only would have height finding 
capability have facilitated the location of any UFO, it would 
have also provided a vital secondary confirmation of the 
reality of any target since the HRI was a separate radar device. 

When we left Capt. Pierroan his airliner was at 4,000 feet 
and climbing. At that time Washington National radioed that an 



unide ntif i e d target \.;as nine mi l e:; fr om Fl ight 1!07. ~·omcnt s 

later ATRC radioed t hat th e unknoKn ~as now at four miles and 
was c losing. Now knowing th e UFO' s alt itude , Capt . Pierman wa s 
ta king a risk s ince his cl osi ng speed with the phantom rada r blip 
wa s h i~ h approaching it hcadon. Seconds lat e r ATRC r a dioed that 
the UFO was v e ry ncar and a t 1 0 o'cloc k. This put th e UFO a littl e 
t o his left so t he danger, i f any, was dimini s hed cons iderab l y 
and it wa s a good thing for as Pierma n sc ann ed t he black s ky t o 
hi s left he pla i nly saw another a ircraft, a DC - 4, zoom by. He 
doesn 't say by how much he mi ssed the other pl ane but he was cl ose 
cnou~h to iden t ify it without mu ch trouble . While this encount e r 
may have p ro ved to Pie rman that ATRC was somewhat confused, no t 
heing aware of other traffi c i n t he vicinity 4 it did indicate 
that there were "hard" radar t a rge t s around.~61 

It is assumed that Pierman made at least two i nt e rcepts 
a lthough no one document or newspaper account contains the com
ple t e story. A br i ef Inte lli gence r e port of Pierman's experie nce s 
i n BLUE BOOK file s compiled by a representative of the Tenth Air 
Force, for example, contains very little of the startling details 
mentioned in the newspapers, but does refer to the encounter ~ith 
the DC -4. On the other hand, in one aspect at least, the news
papers we re l e ss sensational. Press accounts do not refer to 
ATRC directing airliner interc ept s , instead it is merely stated 
t hat Pierman was just "advised to keep a look out for any UFOs 
in their area. " 

Pierman's second intercept. 

One thing t hat perplexed Barnes was the abrupt reaction of 
t he radar t arge ts occasionally. At times after just a few sweeps 
o f the radar beam the targe ts would vanish. Puzzl ement continued 
until control ler Jim Ritchey requested that Periman take up a 
cour s e toward one par ticular target and right after the radio 
transmission th e target sudde nl y f ade d from the scope. Barnes 
sa id of the failed i nterception : "It was almost a s if whatever 262 controlled it h ad hea rd us, or had seen Periman head toward it . " 
Barnes reasoned: 

"Tha t means it must have raced out of our beam 
betwee n ten- s econd s weep s. It could have done this 
in one of two ways: First, it could make a s t eep 
climb at t errific speed , s o that in ten seconds it 
would be above the vertical area swept by our M.E.W. 
set. Se co nd, it could race horizontally off our 34 
mile s cope wi thin seconds . 

"Since such a po ssibility would mean speeds up 
to 7 ,000 mi le s pe r hour, far beyond the capab ility 
o f any known aircraft, Ba rnes and his CAA t e am were 
s kept ical . Th ey were skepti}al until, howeve r, a 
measurement was obtained . . . " 63 

The mea s urement. 

It just s o happened that one of the mystery t a rgets streaked 
across the sc reen of the high s peed (28 R.P.M.) Airport Surveillance 
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radar a t 1Va 5hington National leaving heh i nd a s t r ong 
s cope trace. Radar opera tors Joe Zacko and Howard Cocklin 
quickly calculated that the target in question had achieved 
a velocity o f 7,100 mph. Cocklin ,,·as quoted a 5 saying: " lt 
wa5 :1s if it had tlescendct.l rapidl>', almo s t vcrticnlly. That 
would brin~ it suddenly into the A.S.R. beam area. It se eme d 
to level off for those few seconds , and the n abruptl y as cend out 
of the beam again."264 

On another occasion a blip disappeared while an airc raf t 
was in pur suit, only to suddenly reappear behind the airc raf t . 
Barnes suggested: "If it was the same one - -and I think it was -
that was another of those high-speed vanishing acts between 
sweeps."Z6 5 

Barnes had more than mere theory to work with because Capt. 
Pierman had achieved a visual on the unknown he was try ing to 
intercept. The Captain had advised Barnes over the radio: "I 
saw the thing, but it streaked off before I could get close. It 
climbed out of sight in three to five seconds . "266 

Having enough of intercepting UFOs, Pierman put his plane 
back on a heading of 330 degrees, altitude 6,000 feet, so he 
could keep to his timetable and resume his flight to his scheduled 
destination at Detroit. The Northwest route Flight 807 followed 
the Potomac River into Northern Virginia which was infested with 
aerial phenomena. Pierman saw quite a show that night. 

Pierman spotted six lights "like falling stars without 
tails" that zoomed "up, down and horizontally" and at other 
times remained stationary."267 Barnes remarked that Pierman's : 
" .. . descriptions of the movements of the objects coincided with 
the position of our pips at all times wh~ in our range."268 

Farther out over West Virginia Pierman sighted more suspicious 
lights. A trio of brilliant dots were viewed by Flight 807 as it 
passed over Martinburg. Initially the lights were seen moving 
on a horizontal course but suddenly the three lights: " ... went 
into a terrific power dive."Z69 As the Washington Dailf News 
reported it: "According to Pierman the d1ve was accomp lShed 
with 'tremendous vertical velocity' but then the UFOs quickly 
checked their plunge and appeared to hover."2 70 

During a seven minute period both Captain Pierman and his 
co-pilot witnessed at least seven aerial bodies flashing about, 
speeding so fast the exact details were difficult to recall. 
Interviewed at this home in Detroit after he landed, Pierman 
said: 

"In my years of flying, I've seen a lot of 
falling or shooting stars--whatever you call them-
but these were much faster than anything else that 
I've ever seen.• They couldn't have been aircraft. 
They were moving too fast for that. 

*Meteors travel at enormous velocity so Pierman's impression of 
greater speed must have come from the fact that he was witnessing 
slow objects at a relatively low altitude instead of bolides a 
hundred miles up where space rock usually burns up in seconds. To 
explain further, an object moving slowly close to an observer may 
seem to be moving much faster than an object a t a'distance since a 
slower object in such a ca se can pass through more quadrants in le s s 
time. 

I 
l 
I ... 
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''Thcv we r c about the same si ze as the br ig th!.'r 
s t a r s. A~d were much highe r than our 6, 000 f oo t 
altitude. I couldn't estimat e the speed accurat e l y . 

"Pleas e remember, I didn't s peak of them a s 
flying sauce r s - -only very fa s t moving lights . "2 71 

"~le tc o r s or mys tery bodie s? 

Aft e r 1 :0 0 a. m. some streaking lights were observed by a numbe r 
o f witne sses. Civil ian controller De Boves remembe r s: 

"At appro x imately 0100 hours Al/C Brady answered 
the ringing tel e phone and spoke to someone unknown to 
me who was apparently watching the sky from hardstand 
14. Brady became excited during the conversation and 
s uddenly yelled : 'there goes one . ' I saw a falling 
star go from overhead to a short distance south and 
burn out. Ab out two minutes later (1:25 a.m . ) Brady 
said there ' s another one : 'Did you see the orange 
gl ow to the south?' I s aid I t hought I saw it but 
he pointed south and I had been looking southwes t. 
1 went up on the roof after that and watched the s ky 
in all directions ~ "Z72 

T/Sgt. Itzo t estified that at that time: 

" ... I saw what appeared to be two falling stars 
directly ove rh ead falling in a south to north direc
tion . They d i d not occur at the same time, about ten 
minutes pa r t. Th ~ first one was quite bright and 
orange in color. " Z73 

Another civillian controller, apparently a Mr. Darning, is 
quo ted in censo r ed records as saying: 

" . .. we saw what appeared to be a shooting star 
s treak ac ross the s ky heading( ? not legible) .. . 
followed almos t immediately by another on the same 
heading and near where the other one had started. 
I went down to the drop line (?) to report the i nci
dent to Wa shing ton Center when Mr. ( ... deleted) and 
T/ Sgt. Itto sa id there was another one following the 
s ame route and nea r where the other originated. Later 
on A 1/C Brady and myself saw a falling s tar whose 
color was whit e like any falling star wh i l e the othe r s 
observed we re a light r ed or orange color."274 

Contro ller De Boves , s kept ical about the whole bus iness, 
was not jarred by the fast moving lights since the night was 
ve ry c l ear and the Milky Way in its glory. He brushed it off and 
said he was surp r i s ed tha t more meteors were not be i ng observed 
on such a fine night for seeing. His doubts about the s trange
nes s of the lights were strengthened when Airman Brady apparently 
made a mistake. De Boves: 
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"Br<~dv wa s in the Tower talking on the phone a nd 
inte rphone'. lie was watching a star and telling vari ous 
people that it was moving up and de scending rap i dl y a nd 
going from left to right+ and Darning and I were list eni ng 
to hi m from the roof and beli e ved we saw it too . Such i s 
the power o f s ugge s tion. 

"Thi s star wa s to the c ast slightly to the l e ft o f an d 
above the rotating beacon. Brady re ported the sta r as t wo 
mil e s east of Andrews and at an altitude of 2,000 fee t. " 276 

Controller Darning came around to De Bove s opinion: 

"A 1/C Brady said he spotted a strange light near 
our beacon which is atop our water tower west of ou r con
trol tower. r spotted the same from the tower roof 
but to me it appeared to be just a distant sta r and 
its position due to the rotation of the earth on i ts 
axis . To me it didn't appear to be moving around . 276 

Two o'clock . 

Air Force Captain Harold C. May testified: 

"At approximately 0200 EDT Washington Center ca ll ed 
and asked if Andrews Approach Control had any unidenti
fied targets in the vicinity of the Andrews range . 
Nothing appeared on our radar scope. Washington Center 
called several times in the next hour asking if Andrews 
radar had any unidentified targets but we were unable 
to pick up any targets. 

·~t about 0200 EDT Washington Center and Andrews 
tower were talking on the telephone. Wa s hington Center 
advised that their radar had a target five miles west 
of Andrews Field. Andrews tower reported seeing a 
light (not legible) . .. color and said it was (not 
legible) .. . for the tower. At the same time Washingt on 
Center advised that the target on their radar was 
moving toward Andrews . I went outside as no target 
appeared on Andrews radar and saw a light as reported 
by the tower . It was between 10 to 15 degrees above 
the horizon and seemed to change color, from red to 
orange to green to red again. It seemed to (float? 
The word is not clear) ... but at times to dip suddenly 
and appear to lose altitude . It did not have the 
appearance of any star I have ever observed before. 
At the time of observation there was a star due east 
of my position. Its brilliance was approximately 
the same as the object and it appeared at about the 
same angle, 10 to IS de~rees above the horizon. The 
star did not change color or have any apparent movement. 

•The effects of an unsteady atmosphere can make a star appear to 
"jump around." The reader can check this by doing some night 
observing of his own. 
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estimated the object to be between 3 and 4 miles , ~ 7 
cast of ;\ndre...-s Field <lt approximat(~ly 2000 feet ...... · 

An other visual wa s mad e by S/ Sgt. Charles Davenport o f the 
J053rJ Maintenance Squadron of Andrews: 

"On the morning of the 20th of .Ju I y at ;1pprox i 
mately 0200 I s a~ a strange light south of Andrews 
ArB traveling from east to west at a terrific rate 
of speed. The light was about S to 7 miles south and 
travelled from (not legi.b1c) ... sidc of Anc.lrcws to 
approximately the Potomac River west in about 5-15 
s econds. I watched this happen several times . At 
times it would appear to stand still then make an 
abrupt change of direction and altitude . I wa s 
unable to tell what it was so I called Andrews tower 
and asked if they had spotted or knew what it was. 
They finally saw it for a few seconds off runway 28 
about that time it shot out of sight at terrific 
speed. It's color was an orange-red . "278 

Also at 2 o'clock Washington National detected radar targets 
near Bolling so S/Sgt. Richard La Cana, the Washington operations 
dispatcher, phoned both the Bolling Airdrome Officer and the Bolling 
Mobile Control Tower where in the latter S/Sgt. Don Wilson took 
the call and shortly thereafter scanned the sky. Here is what 
S/Sgt. saw: " . . . he saw an unidentified roundish object drifting 
low in the sky about seven miles southeast of Bolling AFB. He 
said it was about the intensity of a star and white-amber color. 
It was visible for a few minutes."279 

Finally A Z/C Bill Goodman tells us: 

" ..• about 0230 hours I was just finishing a tour 
of guard post in Section 'A' of the 10S3rd Maintenance 
Squadron on Andrews AFB. At this time I noticed an 
object to the southwest of Andrews, it looked to be 
about the size of a golfball and it was a bright 
orange in color. The object moved from the west to 
the northeast in a half circle pattern and was travelling 
at such speed that I knew that it could not be a jet 
aircraft, my estimation of it from 1,000 to 2,000 mph. 
It would be hard to judge at what altitude the object 
was flying because it seemed to lose and gain alti
tude. The object moved in this pattern several times 
and then disappeared into the west. From the time 
I saw the object and then lost it, I would say it was 
about 15 to 20 minutes. But as far as saying anything 
that it was a flying saucer I would not because it 
looked to be more round in shape than flat."280 

Other suspect activity in the region took place at 0200 EST. 
A Ground aircraft spotter assigned to the Harrisburg Filter 
Center, a Sgt. Francis Young, reported strange li~hted objects 
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tn the south. The object were viewed at intervals of 9 to 12 
m i n u t c s . So me o f t h c - g 1 o ~· i n & t h i n g s ,.,. c r c i n t r a i I f o nn ;J t ion 
;1nd at a very high altitudc.~81 

Further eviJence that definite objects ~ere in the dark 
sky reflecting radar waves was the occasion when o~c of the 
"things" hovered for a time ncar the Riverdale Rad1o beacon. 
All three radars in the area, National ARTC, National Tower, 
and Andrews AFB, got an identical fix on a target hovering above 
the beacon. The target remained in position for a good half 
minute giving all three radar installations time to double check 
range and azimuth. When the blip did disappear 1 it disappeared 
from all three radar scopes at the same time.ZBt 

Things seemed to have gotten quiet so Capt. Harold May of 
Andrews went outside to check on the two points of light he had 
studied an hour earlier, one he was fairly sure was a star, the 
other a "suspicious" illuminous dot. Staring at the same area 
of the sky, Captain May saw that both points of light had moved 
in relation to the normal rotation of the Earth. Captain May 
was now convinced both lights were stars.283 

The jets arrive. 

About 3:00 a.m. all the mystery blips vanished from Washington 
D.C. radar screens, for no particular reason it was assumed, yet 
it was an eerie coincidence that shortly thereafter radio messages 
came crackling over the loudspeakers at Washington Airport Tower 
announcing the approach of two jet interceptors that had been 
scrambled from an airbase in Delaware, summoned by Andrews AFB 
to defend the U.S. Capitol . As the fighters roared over 
Washington requesting instructions, Andrews radar controllers 
were in a helpless state. Since there were no targets on their 
radar screens, the controllers could give no intercept vectors to 
the jet pilots, so the best that they could do was to have the 
planes cruise the night sky in circles until low fuel levels 
forced a return to base. 

After searching the skies over the Capitol without sighting 
anything unusual, the jets flew back to Delaware. 

With the heavens now clear of jets, the mystery blips 
returned to Washington radar screens, wandering about dupli
cating their previous antics.Z84 

It stalked the plane. 

A couple of hours after Capt. Pierman had tried an unsuccess
ful interception of one of the mystery targets, another airline 
pilot on his approach run to National Airport became a bit rattled 
when a "light" turned the tables by intercepting and then stalking 
his plane, following close behind as the pilot eased down to a 
landing. Ground radar at National, alerted to the existence 
of the UFO, checked its scope and confirmed the fact that a 
target was indeed following the airliner in a position eight 
o'clock to the rear. Four miles from touchdown the pilot reported 
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:il' l'ing the mys t e ry light turn a\\·a y, a fa c t confirnH'<l hy ground 
r:1 tbr . The pilot was Capt_ l!oH:nJ De rmott a t the cont ro l s o f 
Fli ght 610. It was over He rn don, Virg in i a that the li ght t ook 
up a s t a lking po s it i on. 285 

Thi s is how Rarn<~s su mfTlcd up the s it uati on ;1 s of .):O ll a. m. : 

'' .. . we r e a c hed the point ~h e re we wond e r ed just 
how mu ch of this could go on anJ fo r how long before 
s om e thing c ould he done about it. I contac t e d Smok e 
Ring finally about 0300 es t ( 3 a.m . ) . They wer e doi ng 
noth i ng a bout it so I as ke d if it wa s poss ibl e f or 
something like this t o ha ppen, even though we gave 
them all thi s in f ormation , without anything being done 
a bout it. The man who was suppos ed to be in charge 
and to whom I had bee n talking, s aid he gues sed so. 
Then another voice came on who identified hims e lf 
as the Combat Officer and said that all the information 
was being fo r warded to higher authority and would not 
discuss it any further. I insisted th a t I want ed it 
now if it was being forwarded tonight and he said yes, 
but would not give me any hint as to what was being 
done about all these things flying around Washington . 
He tried to assure me that something was being done 
about it. I asked, too, how he was getting his infor
mation . He said they would get it from Thorndyke and 
ADW. We were then told by ADW that they had no way of 
forwarding it to them. Smoke Ring then said they were 
not really concerned about it anyway, that somebody 
else was supposed to handle it. 

"It would be extremely difficult to write this 
so that it is in a logical sequence due to the con
fusion that seems to have existed throughout the ~o.•hole 
affair . . . "286 

Before the night was over the Andrews Tower Log recorded: 

"0330 Wash Center advised the targets seemed to 
move more frequently when there were aircraft moving. 
As daylight was approaching they seemed to move less 
frequently . "287 

Also at 3:30 a . m., S/Sgt. Davenport again viewed something he 
believed to be inexplicable: 

" ... (I) spotted what seemed to be a star north 
of the field which was in the general direction of 
Baltimore. It was about tree-top level from where 
I was watching. It was very bright but not the same 
color (of the light he had seen earlier which had been 
an orange-red), This was a bluish-silver. rt was very 
erratic in motion as it moved up from side to side. 
It's motion was very fast. Three times I saw a red 
object leave the silver object at a high rate of speed 
and move east out of sight. At this time I had to 
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"llome-shapeu . " 

A teletype JnL'ssng<' found in Air Force files contai ns a very 
int e resting sentence anJ if there is more documentation on the 
i nciuPnt it is not to he found in curr·ent open official records. 
It •,.: ;is in the material dated July 19-:?0, but there is no refl)rcnce 
to time of dily or night : It reads: "liashington Center monitor1ng 
Andre~s Flight Service heard them talking about an object moving 
across the field at an estimated 4,000 feet, described as dome
shaped , very high speed. (!) ••ZS9 

"Like small kids out playing." 

Between midnight and 4:00 o'clock the strange targets shifted 
all over the radar scopes, through every sector regardless of 
established air corridors. At first Barnes had this comment: 

"The only recognizable behavior pattern which 
occurred to me from watching the objects was that 
they acted like a bunch of small kids out playing. 
It was helter skelter, as if directed by some innate 
curiosity. At times they moved as a group or cluster, 
at other times as individuals over widely scattered 
areas . 

"I could safety declare that they could make right 
angle turns and compltely reverse their flight."l90 

But then, after studying the blips for some time, Barnes 
believed that the blips ~ere not moving at random. The apparent 
helter skclter had a purpose if matched with landmarks in the 
Washington D.C . region. Said Barnes : 

"I'm positive they were guided by some intelligence. 
If no planes were in the air, the things would fly over 
the most likely points of interest--Andrews Field, the 
aircraft plant at Riverdale, the (Washington) ~onument, 
or the Capitol. One or two circled our radio beacons. 
But as soon as an airliner took off, several would dart 
across and start to follo\\', as if to look it over . "291 

Barnes contacted Andrews at S:OS a.m. and was told that 
the weary Officer in Command had "gone back to bed" and that there 
were no plans to forward any information to higher authorities 
until later. Someone at Andrews even called Barnes back to ask 
what they ~ere to do with the reports on the strange targets!292 

Even as late at 5:30 that morning, Controller Ritchey detected 
ten targets near Andrews. Barnes checked himself short1 y thereafter 
and counted from seven to eight scattered over the scope so both 
Andrews and Military Flight Service were informed . MFS determined 
that Andrews had not followed proper forwarding procedures but to 
allay Barnes' concern, it promised to file its own report.293 • 



,\s the ~ ky grc~ ever hrightt•r with the approachin~ d:thn, 
c ommercial .lir t1·affic appe:tn•.J on l1:1~hingt<'n rad:lf hith incr<':t ~· 
ing frequency .1tHl m:tdl' ,}L'lllantls on tiH' ;tttt.' lHion c>f the c ontrolh·rs 
t0 such an t' Xtent no time could IH• givt•n ovt' r to thL' tl':l c king of 
su ~ piciou s blip~. 

The morning editions carrit.·d nothing :thout tht• rad:tr targets 
due to the s imple fact th:tt Harnes and his crew IH'H.' still only 
in th(' initial stages of doing s ome deep ~>'ond e ring about the 
phenomenon , but sl01dy h·o rd leaked out that panicky confusion h:·td 
reigned in the radar room of Washington ~ational during the night . 
Since it was Sunday, kno"leJge of the incident spread l ei~urcly. 
Mercifully a small grace period would be granted Ruppelt before 
the Washington case hit ATIC full force . 

That same Sunday morning, a resident of Passaic, Nel\ Jersey, 
~>'as sitting on his front porch 1 istening to the radio ,.-hen he 
saw something just above the horizon in the southw~st in the 
direction of the "saucer satuatec!" region of the night before. 
The thing appeared to be a glowing orange ball that travelled in 
a jerky motion. The "'itness said: "'It l>as rust-colored--like 
a wood flame. Through seeming to burn it left no vapori was 
tailless, and made no sound. No flame issued from it. ··~94 
As for the motion: "The object changed its pace--sometimes 
suspended without motion, sometimes moving forward at great 
speed. Seemed very high."Z9S 

Had there been real flying bodies over Washington? Reports 
like that from Passaic indicated that there had been something 
more than "electronic ghosts" in the region, yet what would make 
the situation explosive would be identical manifestations that 
would follo~ within a week and that would make things so hot 
Ruppelt would have to answer to President Truman. 

To be continue d in: 

UFO$: A HISTORY 

JULY 21 -JULY 31, 19 52 
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Veteran Pilot 
Reports Seeing 
Flying Saucers 

CHICAGO, July 18 ~A 
veteran airline pilot's report · 
that he saw four flying objects 
moving at terrific speed over 
Denver, Coto., provided Air 

: Force officers with new evi-
dence today in their investiga
tion of "flying saucer" stories. 

Capt. Paul L. Carpenter of . 
American Airlines said he and · 
his crew spotted the objects · 
last night aftl!r a flight ahead of , 

:them radioed to be on the look· : 
' OUt. ' 

The objects bad a yellow 
tinge, Carpenter said. He estl- . 
mated U1eir altitude at about 
2:1,000 to 30,000 feet and said be . 

, thought they traveled at about 
3000 miles an hour. But he 
uld they were too far away for , 
him to tell ff they were round 
like \ the reputed "6ying sau-
cers.' · 

An Air Force officer at Day- ' 
ton, Ohio, assigned to lnvesti
cate the reports, said he had , 
received about 1000 reports of I 
ftylng saucers and that about 
15 pen:ent of them cannot be 
explained. 
~ . . ' . . . . 

New Yor,k ··Piaqued 
, '16 .r.. .,.r;. 

:By Saucer Reports 
NEW l"ORK (UP)-Repor ts of 

"ftying aaucers" cropped up ln 
various clUes ln New York state 
Saturday. 

Two Staten lsland res ldents 
~aid they saw a V-formation of 

, . .five saucers swoop over the city. 
; ·. At M:~ssena, San Jacobs 
;claimed he saw a "saucet·" ftash
: lng act·oss the sky. · 
• Four boys said they spotted 
~tlll'ee fiyinci saucea·s O\'er Oneida, 
~nnd that a jet aircraft was chas
~tng the objects. Tlle boys said, 
:.•·we are sure they were not alr
~planes because there was no 
noise of the motors and their 
Ughts · were not blinkin6.'' 
I JACOB.'i .S.\JD the object he 
-saw had a tail, but civil aeronau
;tlcs . officials said they t•cccived 
no reports of the object. 

Mrs. Josephine Hetzel, 40, and 
her neighbor Frank Gondet, 49, 
sal!f they were sitting In . their 
Staten Island bad<yards when, 
they saw the V-formatlon of sau• 
cera. The police were .skeptlcal, 
however. They said the pair 
pr?bably h~d ~e~. fireworks. 

Space Autliority 'Believes In Saucers' ~ 
r.os 1\XGEJ.lo~S (UP)-~to gum·ant('e the discs are realo~ 

.Scientist Aa·thur C. Clnrl•e, one but said, "A noted Americanl· 
of England's leading authorities: s<:icntist told me at \Vh!te 
on space tr~vel, belie,·cs flying '! Sands that he is certain he has 
saucers ~ rc more than mirages seen one. It appeared to be 
o1· my th.<. ~;oing at <\ hish rate of speed 

The fl' rrnrr r:.n~ a l A it· Force anrl was close enough for thig 
flight officer ~aid he based his sckm ist to cce windows in it. · 
bellcf. on new data on saucer,; "Yes. you can't help but 
supp~ted hnn by sctentt:;ts . at wondca· at the number (){ 
the LuHe~ ~tates' rockert testmg supposed flying discs which 
base at \~· htte Sands. ::-.J.l\1. have betn reported in the 

Clao·ke. wl~o. arriveu here. Sun· vicinity of a secret military base 
day from '\hate Sands. s;ud he like White sands."' 
was '·be"'inning to think there·s l . . 
moo·e to"' l lle fly in:::: s;mc~r n"·s·: Clarke was an thts countryo 
tf' r ' · th~n iu~t · ~ · 111 ,,.~,~rr.'' · IC> t"-lk wit t astrcno:ners and 

'fiE S.\ In ht """" n·nt rr~d:: , 1·orkc t cxpcrli'.fC ::'":.:, "'f S.2 
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Saucers Elude Astronomers 
Although cameras and telescopes all over the 

country are sweeping the skies, no trained observers have 
yet spotted the mysterious disks. 

By DR. C. C. WYLIE 

Professor of Astronomy, Univenity of 
Iowa. 

)I> NOT ONE "saucer" has been reported as 
the result of astronomical observations. 

Looking over all the stories in magazines 
and newspapers reporting flying saucers, 
this lack of astronomical data is impressive. 

In spite of the fact that astronomical tel e. 
scopes and cameras arc working in all parts 
of the country every clear night, that thou
sands of meteors have been observed by 
radar, and that astronomers are regularly 
interviewing persons who have seen spectac
ular meteors, not one "saucer" has been rc· 
ported in astronomical work. 

The fact that each saucer has been re
ported from only one point suggests that 
most have been spots of reflected light. Sun
light reflected from bright surface produces, 
at the critical angle, a bright, silvery, round 
or oval spot, with no sign of the airplane, or 
bird, responsible. The best saucers reported 
to us have proved on investigation to be 
due to airplanes. (I have seen one beautiful 
set of such saucers.) 

The fact that each saua:r has be~n ob
served from only one point means that the 
heights and speeds are mere guesses. With- ; 
out at least one pointing from a different 
location, the height is unknown. 

It was po.inted out years ago that the 
question of the reality of the saucers could 
be qu ickly answered by having each story 
investigated promptly, as meteor reports are 
now being investigated in parts of the 
country. Fact could be separated from fic
tion and fancy in this way, as it cannot be 
for these old reports. The sensational fea
tures of most stories would be quickly elimi
nated, and should a real object be found, 
its path, height, and speed could be easily 
ca!culated. 

The fact that none of the magazine ar
ticles suggests that a real investigation of 
the stories be made as they are reported is 
evidence that the writers have little con
fidence in the reality of the inrerplanctary 
saucers. One suspects they are afraid that 
such an investigation, by producing com- . 
monplace explanations for the stories, would 
spoil material for good articles in the 
future. 

S<ience New5 loHor, Juno 1~ . 1952 
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